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SHilAH LAG IN TijI^SION PANELS MD BOX BKAilS 
IKTROCUCTION 
In aeronautical eogineeriiig, the solution of the shear-lag problem 
hecame necessary with the development and general adoption of the all-
aietal airplane. The term "shear lag" caaie into use, because shearing 
stresses in the cover sheet or "skin" of the airplane develop to a lesser 
extent than is predicted by application of the conventional engineering 
shear-stress fonaula, !R»e skin shear stresses v?ere therefore said to lag, 
and it has become coiamon practice in this country to refer briefly to 
such behavior as "shear lag»" In England the seme behavior is often 
called the "load-diffusion" or "stress-diffusion" probleiu. 
Helatlve to other parts of the conventional airplane structure the 
cover sheet is very thin, and consequently it has relatively little 
stiffness in shear. Shear lag occurs, therefore, because the sheet is 
incapable of offering sufficient resistance to develop the shear distri­
bution associated -with compact members. Shear resistance of the sheet 
is further reduced when the sheet buckles, and the shear-lag effect 
l3 increased. 
In addition to the shear distribution, another feature of parajuoxmt 
interest in shear-lag behavior is the resulting nonuniformity in distri­
bution of normal stress. The shear induces noimal stress in the sheet 
and attached stringers, and owing to shear lag the spanvdse normal 
2 
stress in a boz beam decreases from the edges toward the center along 
the beam -width. As a result of this nonunlfoim stress distribution, 
the actual strength of a stressed-slcin structure is laaterially less 
than the apparent strength computed frosi the conventional flexure 
forsaula. 
Because of the real need for maximuia efficiency in ssiilitary and 
coDDsiereiai airplanes, numerous investigationc have been carried out in 
several nations in order to devise solutions of the shear-lag problm, 
A large number of these studies have been government spor sored and 
financed. Such investigations •^'?ere under way in Goriacny prior to 1930 
and were continued until the early part of 1945. Engineers in this 
country have been studying the probleoi since 1930 isith the bulk of 
investigation being conducted by scientists of the National Advisory 
Cmmittee for Aeronautics, Most of the research in England has been 
done since 1937 under the auspices of the British Aeronautical Research 
Coiamittee. 
One of the earliest treatsicnts of shear lag, although it was not 
referred to as such, was the analysis published by voai Kann^ (9)^ in 
1924 dealing i-rlth vride-flanga boams. He considered infinitely long, 
continuous, isotropic beems which supported loads of periodic distri­
bution along the span. Practically, the solution can be applied to beams 
of finita dimensions in order to determine effective flange widths for 
use in conjunction with the usual flexure formula. Timoshenko has given 
a brief discussion of von Karm^* s analysis for tee-beams in the readily 
Numerals in pai'sntheses refer to corresponding iteeas listed under 
the heading,•'LITiSIuXTUFJr CITED." 
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available reference (24), 
Younger (31) presented a solution for a beam with orthotropic cover 
sheets subjected to an eztemal bending moaent of cosine rariation along 
the span. This solution was the first of those which ivere later called 
"stringer-sheet" or "ojrthotropic-plate" solutions, meaning, that in cases 
where the sheet is stiffened longitudinally by a number of stringers, a 
hjrpotheticsJ. sheet is used in analysis which is structurally equivalent 
to the striiiger>-sheet cover of the actual beaia. The orthotropy consists 
of assumed complete rigidity in the transverse direotion end elasticity 
in the apan-vsise direction. Justification for the assumption is based oa 
the presence of diaphragas or bulkheads, which serve as stiff transverse 
bracing, placed frequently along the span. 
Kuhn (13) of the Nationsil Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
approached the problem in 1937 with the purpose of formulating methods 
which •would bo of iinniediate aid to the stress analyst. His methods are 
based on simplifying assumptions that reduce the probleaa to the analysis 
of a structure -wherein (a) the sheet carries only shearing stress, (b) the 
v*i5tringers carry only direct stress, (c) an affective stringer area con­
sists of a stringer area plus a partial sheet area calculated from an 
effective sheet -width in the immediate vicinity of the stringer, and 
(d) the structure is stiffened in the transverse direction by an infinite 
number of rigid ribs so located as to jaake no contribution to beam 
bending resistance. Analytical methods founded on the foregoing concepts 
have been presented and extended in references (IE) to (16), inclusive. 
In most of these papers, tests were reported which were conducted to 
checJc the suitability of the theory. 
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In 1937 Wiimy (30) using the stringer-ahset metiiod expressed siieet 
stresses in t«nus of series vfith eoofficients deterrained by equating 
bending resistance to applied moment. The solution is defective in that 
equilibrium roquiorofuents along the comer or spar flanges are violated; 
i.e., the change in flange load fails to equal resultant shear in the 
cover sheet and vertical web. 
Reissner (6) and (18) to (22), inclusive, has giveai considex'able 
att^tion to the shear^lag probl«a. In reference (19) he dealt vdth h 
box beam with corrugated cover sheets as a botindary-value pi-obleci for an 
orthotropic srodiuia. In rsfort>nc8S (20) and (21) and in rsfarcnee (6) 
with Hildebrand, Reissner assumed a parabolic distribution of span-wise 
normal stress, assumed the transverse normal stress to be carried by 
bracing, and obtained solutions by the method of least work for several 
different oases of loading and various structural arrangeaaents. In 
reference (18) Nowoll and Eeisaner using the method of analysis presented 
earlier in reference (19) discussed box beams •eri.th corrugated cover sheets 
and reported the resiilts of a number of tests. 3y weans of the theorHm 
of Kilnimum potential energy along vfith an assumed parabolic distribution 
cf spanwise normal strain and neglect of the chord-wise normal strain, 
Reissner (22) again analyzed slieer-lag effects in box beans. He obtained 
results by this procedure that differ slightly froiii the ones found by the 
method of least -srork and concluded that the ainiitium-potcaitial-energy 
method leads to simpler and more genex*al results than those obtained by 
•the least-work method. 
Sbner and Koller (4) in 1938 considered the box beam as a statically 
indeterminate space fraiiie and advanced -two solutions. In the first 
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solution, tile investigators assumed the sheet to carry slisai* only and 
considered an ax'bitrary niimber oi defosmable stringers and 2*ibs, As this 
treatjaent led to unid-eldy results, the seeona solution conaistaa of 
reducing the first to an approjcUaate solution which coixld be more easily 
adapted to computation, Th.e outcoaie was the production of metlicds that 
lead to substantially the aajae results as foimd by th© NACA jcetliods (12) 
to (16), inclusive. Also in 1958 Duncan (S) published a tension-ptiriel 
analysis based on the assuxaption thtit stringer loacs at the foundation are 
in the same proportion to the total load applied at the free end o:{' the 
panel as their respective areas are to the sum of the stringer areas. 
This assumption is nearly true for sufficiently long panels^ if the alieet 
has such small capacity relative to stringer capacity that sheot normal 
stress can be neglected. 
Yflllians, Starkey, and Taylor (29) in 1939 discussed shear las as 
influenced by variations in structui'al arrangeKent, Their prooedux'e mxsi 
to represent stringer displaceiaents in the foriii of saries with coefficioaats 
deteimiaed by means of the lainimuia-potential-enersy theoram, Tlaa funda­
mental assumptions of this methoil are identical with the ascuiaptions 
underlying Kuhn's analysis. In 1940 Williaias and line (28) using the 
method employed in reference (29) analyzed monocoque fuselages and 
cambered wings. 
Hlldebrand (5) in 1943 treated box beams and flat panels as boundary-
value problems of plan© stress in an oa-thotropic Eiediua, On the as-
sxcaption of orthotropy, he obtained rigorous solutions frhich he coraparad 
Yfith the approximate nethods of fk-uiai and Keisaner. In a recent (194-8) 
UACA paper (17), Kubn and Peterson gave a tension-pfcaiel solution 
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approximately accoimtiag for defoimability of the transverse ribs. Their 
I'GSults indicate that the stress distribution near the tip is influenced 
by rib deformability, but elsewhere the stresses appear to be imaffected. 
Curraat trends in shear-lag investigations are toisard improvement 
and experiaiental checking of existing theories and a search for laore exact, 
methods of analysis along vdth extensions to all cases where shear lag 
requires consideration in design and strength calculations. 
Tte purposes of the present investigation are (a) to make knoisn the 
method of solving a class of problems in isotropic stress for which 
solutions have been unavailable and (b) to p2?ovid6 solutions for- the 
cases under consideration. The class of probloias referred to under (a) 
in the preceding stateanent is distinguished frraa the group treated by 
Ton Karm^ (9) as follows: structures in this class of problems have 
finite dimaasions and arbitrary loading In contrast to the structTires of 
infinite extent and subject to periodic loading for which solutions were 
made available by von K^i^. The cases referred to above xjnder (b) 
include; (l) the analysis of syametrical tension panels with edge flange 
members attached and web sheets unattached at the foundation, and (8) the 
aaalysis of symmetrical, flat-cover, cantilever, box beans before and 
after buckling of compression covers. In addition to the general solution 
for box beams of case (2), easjjressions are given for five specific 
loading conditions: (a) a conc^trated load P at the tip, (b) a uniform 
load of intensity w distributed over the full span, (c) a concentrated 
load P at any intermediate point between root and tip, (d) a distributed 
load varying unifoiraly fraa zero at the tip to maximum intensity •» at 
the root, and (e) a constant moment at any intermediate point 
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between root and tip. 
CKie results of this investigation are principally of interest in 
tite design and review of concentrated-flange types of wing structiire and 
pure jnonocoque construction and are qualitatively of interest in con­
nection Viltli seniimonocoque construction. 
PiiRT I - TEEORETICAL IKVE3TIGATIGM 
iinalytical Methods 
Solutions presented in tMs tbesis are developed as boundary-value 
probleias in the theory of elasticity for a two-dimensional state of 
stress in isotropic sheets of box beams and tension panels. In the 
analysis of buckling of the compression cover sheet of a beajii, the large 
deflection theory is used in the familiar approximate manner of assuroing 
the shape of the deflected sheet surface. A coefficient, which is a 
measure of ciritical stress and behavior after buckling, is fotind by means 
of the theoraia of minimum strain energy. 
®ie behavior of spar flange meiabers is considered to follow simpler 
laws than those used to express sheet action. Direct and bending stresses 
in spar manbers are computed by elonentary foimulas (P/A and Mc/l), 
but direct loads and moaenta entering into such computations are dependent 
on the subsequent theory for spanwise variation and magnitude. 
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Assuraptions 
The solutions to bo developed eonta3.n two nonessential assuEiptions 
which appreciably siiiixjlify the results and expedite nitPisi-'ical work. The 
first of these assuiaptions is iiiarle in the ar.alyses for both bo; beams 
and tension panels, vdills tho second is laads only in the box-beara analyses. 
The first assuiaption is used in satisfying the boiij?dary concSition 
of equal lateral displaceriients for sheet and spar flanges at "oints where 
tueue partto urti i'iveted fcogefchor. It is a6oU£ie<'' uLt;t spai* fliuiges ji&vo 
no lateral displacement. These Gisplaceifl.ent£ are considered exasil enough 
to bo entirely neglected on account of tiie folioirajig conditions; 
In box beaiDB, tranaveraa diaphragtua ox- buLkliea-Ia ?-!.*e ala.c?-d at 
relatively short intervals along the span and almost completely suppress 
spar-flange lateral displacement at any point Tfhere such lateral bi'acing 
13 attached. At points between adjacent diaphra^s, the lataral etiffnoss 
of a wpar flange mth respect to the shortened span ia .aur.';i!ili.y sufficit'flit 
to prevent any but small displaceaents. 
In tension panels, the flange-Benber axial stress tends tc ireap the 
racrjoer in lino viitli the applied end load aiid liliucs rtjiiuusa lutoj-al dis-
rilacement. Moreover, if transverse bracing is present, the saae con­
clusions follow that were reached above in connection •V7ith box beans. 
Ttxe above stated assuaption is nonessential, because, if desired, 
the effect of lateral displacement of spar flanges could be included in 
the analyses by expressing the displaceaents in terms of flango resistance 
and sheet transverse nomal stress, or by usin^ ffinpirical e:t:prossions 
for apai^-flange lataral displacement. Based on present knowledge 
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concerning the magQltude of this lateral displaeanient, such inclusion 
seems unwarranted. The assumption of zaro spar-flange lateral displace­
ment is equivalsnt to assuming an infinite spar-flange lateral tending 
rssistanee. In effect, such an assumption is similar, but not identical, 
to the assumption of infinite transverse stiffness occurring in all but 
two existing theories. (References (4) and (17) contain the exceptions.) 
The latter assumption requires that all points across the width of a 
msmber Tondertso no lateral uiS3)lacQ!Jieait, viiereas tho fomsr req.u.ires that 
-Dnly the edges reraain •undisplaced laterally. Por usual airpl^me 
atruciriirGSJ theso lateral displttOccric:ut.s are sn-iall whei'i eoiiipar«d vvibji tiis 
longitudinal displacements and it appears at present that either aseumpticax 
should lead to a satisfactory anelysis. 
The second assumption is nade in extending the tension-ptmel analysis 
to boz beams. It is assumed that sti'esses in the cover sheets of a 
cantilorer box beaiii of length L are satisfactorily represented by 
formulas sisdlar to those foimd for* one-half the tension panel of length 
£L. Tha boundary conditions at the root end of a csntileysr box beam 
include v « 0 for full end fixity, whare v represents laterfjl dis-
placeausnt. This conditioa is unfulfilled at the centrsJ. section of the 
t'liision panel treated herein, and this central section is macl« to coincide 
with the root section of a box-beam^ cover sheet. However, in each ease 
it is required that (v) « 0, which approaches the end-fixity y«jtD 
condition for the box beam. Complete fixity causes additional sheet 
stresses of localized nature at the root, but it is doubtful if complete 
sheet fixity is ever attained in box-beam root connections. The result 
of using this second assumption, then, amounts to neglect of local stresses 
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due to sheet fixity. These local stresses are additiTe to the stresses 
obtained in the subsequait anelysis. The second assuiaptioa is also non­
essential, because the fully fixed tension panel can be analyzed by the 
raethocls anploycd in the ensuing derivations. The sirriplification resulting 
frcia use of the assumption outTjeighs the expected gain in exactness from 
requiring the solution to satisfj' the additional, theoretically exact, 
boundary condition of r « 0 for the cover sheets at the fixed end. 
As mentioned earlier, the buckled shape of co"ipression cover sheets 
is assumed, but further ciiscussion of this asstcaption is reserved until It 
is possible to give fuller consideration than can be given here to the 
requiraments of the buckling problem and factors that are influenced 
by the assumption. 
Notation 
A areaj series coefficient with value dependent on n - 1,2,3,... 
B Bernoulli's nuiabers; group of terms; coefficient 
C 0.577,215,6S4,90..., Bulsr*s constentj resultant 
compression; coefficient 
D d^ominator; plate flexural rigidity 
E t«isile or compressive modulus of elasticity 
F series coefficient with value dependent en n = 1,2,5,... 
G shearing inodulus of elasticity 
H series coefficient with value dependent on m = 1,2,3,... 
I moment of inertia 
J closed-foim sum of series; series coefficient 
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K constant 
L span of cantilever box beam; half-span of tension panelj avini of 
aeries Involving logarithms 
M bending aoiaent 
N numerator 
P concentrated load; eoefficieait 
numerator 
R one minus the ratio of critical stress to applied stress 
a series or its sum 
T resultaxit texisionj coefficient 
U strain energy 
V a series resnaining after a series transformation; group of terns 
W a series 
Z,y,S refereaace axes 
Z average wave emplitude 
a {Joefficieat 
b half-width of box bearai or tension panel 
e arbitrarj"- constent 
d nxomerator difference resulting from a series transforsiation 
e coefficient 
f function; asymptotic series 
g function 
h depth of box beam 
i (-1)^/2 
j ratio less than or equal to one 
k positive integer; constant 
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m,n,p positiTe integers 
q,r ratios of elastic and aeetion properties 
s series sum appearing as a coefficient in tinotheT t-.eriRS 
t sneet tkiokness 
u,v,w coEiponents of displacanent in X-, Y-, and Z-
directions, reapectireiy 
x,y»z rectangular coordinates 




ix Poisson's ratio 
fC ^i f 3*1^19 6* « • 
(T noiroal stress 
7" shearing stress 
^ Airy stress ftmotion 
^ firat logarithmic deriTetive of the Gaoaaa function 
u> ?j£«/L 
Letters that appear repeatedly as subscripts have the following 
significance: 
A,E,C series of the first, second, and third Icinds, respectively, 














x,y,z direotions referred to reference axesj partial diffenantiation 
cr critical 
Tension-Pansl Analysis 
The etmplest case of shear lag occurs in the tension panal of Fig. 1, 
and the process of analyzing it is fundamental in the extension to 
solutions describing box-beaia behavior. Consequently, the tension-panel 
solution is developed in detail here and referred to frenusntljr in the 
later ^'rork on bsajus. 
Notation is defined just befo:ee or aiftar itr. introduction into 
©quationB, Also a list of syrabols is siToa on pago 10, Positive 
directions of and flanije sti'eGsos, tiieir notation^ and 9 free-body 
diagraa of the tension panel ara sUoim in Fig. 8. The x-coiiipon«nt of 
sheet disiilacecaent la denoted by u and the y-compoiiant, by r, whilo 
corresponding ccsapononts of flange displacement are Uj? and vp. 
•phs boundary conditions for the panel of ?is. 1 are: 
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(I) (r^)^±L - 0, (ID - o, (in) {Of )x=±l = pAf. 
(IV)  " •"'p ® 0» (by the first assumption) 
'"Vtb = v <Vx=-L-°-
The state of stress in the sheet is treated as a two-dimensional 
probleiu in elasticity. Consequently, the sheet stresses can be found 
from a stress function cp(x,y) which satisfies, with body forces constant 
or neglected, the biharmonic equation, Vxxrx ^^xxyy * *^yyyy 
may be noted in choosing <p that only even functions of x and y 
should be used owing to symmetry of the structure and loading. Boundary 
conditions (I), (II), (IV), and (V) can be satisfied with the aid of 
infinite aeries. The stress function in equation (l) below meets these 
requirements and can be used to satisfy theoretically all requirements 
of the problem. With Aj. = Ain, = Agn, Hj. = Hj_m, and = ^znn 
<P * Ci(y^-x'^)/l2 + CgyVs • C3ZV2 2 (Aj. cosh ay + Ag ay sinh ay) cos as. 
• 2 (Hj^ cosh + lig Px sinh Px)cos 0y (l) 
a = n«/L, n * 1,2,5,... P » jrut/b, jn = 1,2,3,... 
Sheet stresses are found in the usual manner to be, 
cr « (?yy - Ciy® * oz 
+ 2 a® ^Ai cosh ay + A2(ay sinh ay + 2 cosh ay)]] cos ax 












Fig. 1. Tension panel with sheet free and edge flanges fixed at the foundation. 
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2 a^{Ai cosh ay + Ag ay slnh ay) cos az 
+ 2 0^ ' [Hi cosli px + H2{^ x sinu px + £ cosh px) ]] ooli 3y 
T" » -'P-YT, = 2 a® fAi sinh ay + Agtay cosh ay + einli ay) 1 -iTi. az 
xy xy u ^ 
+ 2 3® Qli sinh 3:c + HgOx cosh ^ x ••• sinh gx) J sin 3y 
3heet displacsaieoite are found by '.witlng Hooke's La-,T la tSKas of the 
streas i\tactioii; i.e., 
" '"^ yy " '^ 'Pxx* "^ s^ y ~ x^x ~ ^ '?yy* " '"'^ x^y" 
"Ehe solution of equationd {&) subject to 
* (^)3s»y»0 " y«tb* ® givaa beiow s.s equations (6), (7), end 
(8). 
EgU » x{ciy® * Cz * yiCxX^/3 - ptCg) + 
+ (1+n) 2 a [Aj. cosh ay + Aa(ay sinh ay + cosh ay) ^ sin ax 
- (1+n) 2 3 [Ej, sinli ^x + iigOx cosh px - sinh px) ] cos py (6)  
iigV » - y(CiX^ - C3 + ficiy^/s + lACg) 
- (l+ji) 2 a [Aj. sinh ay + Ag(ay cosh ay - sinh ay) ^ cos ox 
+ {l+li)2i3 [Hj. cosh px + li^  (^Sx Sinh {3x + cosh px) J sir. jiy (?) 
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c . - l.(Cib* • C£ • fiCiLV? - l^ca) 
_ {l+n)S 3(.l)^""^ [Ei sinh 0L + HgOL cosh 3L - sinh ^ L)] . (8) 
Froin equation (4) it is found that boundary condition (I) is 
atisfied by 
ainh pL + H2(pL cosh 3L + sinh 8L) « 0. (9) 
Boundary condition (II) is fulfilled by expanding the y-funotions, 
those multiplied c^,, Aj,, and Ag in equation (2), in Fourier cosine 
series after which the resulting equation is made to vanish by using the 
IcnoTOx relations for Fourier coefficients. In this way the following 
equations have been established: 
Cg - - Cib®/3 + (10) 
" (l/b)2a{-l)^ ^  Ca^ sinh ab A^Cab cosh ab + sinh ab)] (11) 
The coefficients Ej. and are foiind by solving equations (9) and 
(12). 
Hi cosh PL + Hg PL sinh PL - 2{-l)®"^{S3 « 2ci/p®)/p® 
3/ M 
Sjj - (l/b) S LAi sinh ab 
(12) 
(13) 
Ei - 4(-1)^ "^ (S3 - 2Ci/P^ )(pL cosh PL + sinh PL)/P^ (sinh 2pL + 2pL) (14) 
Hg " - 4(-l) ' (Sb - 2ci/p®)slnh PL/P®(sinh 2pL * 2^ L) (15) 
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Thesa cosfficieats oan be aoaewhat simplified upon consideration of the 
behavior of the hyperbolic functions for large values of pL. For 
instance, the terras containing hyperbolic functions in are 
OL cosh PL + sinh i3L)/(3inh 20L * 2 PL) » OL coth pL + l)/(coth 
gL csch®0L)(e^^ ITaeai the length-width (L/b) ratio equals 
or exceeds two, the latter expi*ession laay be reduced to OL+l)/0^^ 
by obsairving that coth 0L " coth wtL/b « 1 vdthin 0.001 percent, 
SL -BL BL Or. 
e - e « 0 vflthin 0.0004 percent, and jJL cseh"pj- can be 
neglected^ for all values of m. Since the L/b-ratio of an airplane 
atriictur® is usually well above two, 'without perceptible error in 
numerical work and Hg can be used as 
Hi « 4(-l)®~^ (Ss - 2c3./P®)OL + 1)/P®e^  ^ (16) 
Hg " - 4(-1}^ ~^ (S£ - 2Ci/0®)/3®e^ ? (17) 
With assumed to equal zero, the fourth boimdery condition 
(v)y^^^ = Vji can be satisfied without reference to the characteristics of 
the flange mosibors. Thus when y " tb is put into equation (7) and Cg 
Is replaced by -Oj,bV3 • % from equation (10), this fourth condition 
beccmes 
b(CiX® - C3 -t-
• (l+M-) 2 a[]Ai sinh ab • Ag(ab cosh ab - sinh ab)3 cos ax « 0 
^The greatest value of 3L csch®^L occurs when n«l, and vslth 
L/b =2 it is 2jc csch®2« • 0-.000088. For larger values of L/b and m, 
3L csch®&L is much less than the small value just cited. 
Note: Refer to Fig. 1 for attachment 
of tension panel at support 




(b) Positive normal and 
shear stresses acting 
(a) Nonaal section at a distance x frcm origin. on element of sheet. 
H (O 
Fig. 2. Free-body diagram of tension panel showing sheet and flange stresses. 
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TJio for9going equs-tion is satisfisd by tlie expansion of in Fourier 
cosine series after wMch the knoum relations for Fourier coefficients 
are used to obtain 
03 » CiL^/3 + uSA. 
Ai sinh ab A2(ab cosh ab - sinh ab) • 4bCi(-l)^ (19) 
From equation (19), is expressed in terms of and Cj as 
Ai « 4bCi(-l)°"'V( slnii ab - NgAg (20) 
where Ng " ob coth ab - (l-|i,)/{l+H')» (21) 
Also, frequoat use is made later of equation (19) in the form, 
Ai sinh ab A2{ab cosh ab + sinli ab) 
« 4boi(-l)^ "'V(l*|A)a® • SAg sinh ab/(l+n). (SS) 
For oquilibrivua at any section a distance x from the origin 
(Fig. S), the total stress Tj. « in the flange meenbers plus the 
total longitudinal tension T in the web sheet must equal the load 2P 
applied to the tension panel. Hence * 2P, from which 
- P/Aj. - Ts/2%. (33) 
In equation (23) Aj. is the cross-sectional area of one flange member. 
The total sheet stress at any point along the span can be found by 
integrating equation (E) over the section of the sheet. Thus 
Tg • ^ °0®^ 
+ sinh ab)]] cos ox, (24) 
in Tfliich A * B-tb, and eg has been replaced by -Cib^/3 ••• from Q iT» 
eq^uation (10). Equation (23) may now be written 
GJ- = P/Ap - AgS^ SAj- - (Ag/SbAj) 2 a [Aj. sinh ab 
+ Aa(ab cosh ab + sinh ab)]] cos ax. (S^) 
By comparfng the series in equation (S5) with Sa. equation (il), it is 
seen that boundary condition (III) ia satisfied. 
The flange displacement Uj. is deteimined by integrating the flange 
strain, and it is 
Up " x(P/Aj>Ep - AgS^ /SAjiE^ ) + Cg 
- (Ag/SbAjJip) 2 [Aj, sinh ab-t*A8(ab cosh ab+sinh ab)]] sin ax (26) 
where O5 = L(P/ApEj' - AgS^/SAyEj) frcaa boundary condition (71). 
The transformed area of the panel is defined to bo 
A;p - A^  • EApEp/E', where E» - E^ /d-ti^ ). (27) 
The average stress acting on this transformed area is 
0^  - SP/Aj. (28) 
The ratios of section properties are 
q " AgEg/2AyEp, = A^g/2Ajt^. (29) 
If equation (26) is multiplied by 1„, it 'beocmes 
- (q/l>) 2 C Al sinii ab • A2(ab cosh ab sinh ab) ]] sin ax« (30) 
The fifth boundary condition ~ ^  setting y^ib 
und insertins and ".3 from epilations (10) tind (13) in aquation (6) 
and eiiuatins the result to t>Ciuation (30). Upon iaultiplyLns both sides 
of the resulting eq.iiaiity by b, collecting like terms, and using the 
notation rj, = q/d+lJi), » ('<2+<l)/(l+H.), thers is obtained 
r «Mw-» ^ 
(1*>a) S L Aj.(ab cosh ab + rj sinh ab) + A2(ab sinh ab 
+ Tgab co3h ab + rj. sinh ab) 1 sin ax 
« 2b Qii]^  - 2oxbV3 - •*• lACi(L®-x®)/3l 
- b(l+M')SQ(:t) •>• b(SgC5-c^ ). (31) 
Sq (xj " S P{-1) "' sinh Pz + EgOx cosh sinh (32) 
It May be seen by putting x » 0 in euuaciojas (31) and (.^ii) that 
= 8^*^ 5' These constsnts, therefore, ere eliminated fixan equation (51) 
and are of no further interest. If desired, the magnitude of either one 
may be calculated from c^ « ®s°5 " "" * which foUoKs directly 
from tiae expression below equation (25) alon^ with equations (23) and (29). 
"Hheia 2 ®* ±L the left side of equation (31) vanishes, and the 
following relationship is obtained: 
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2CibV5 + + (l-ni)3Q(L)A - (33) 
The substitution of squatioii (33) into equation (31) leads to 
_ s 
S [|A< (ab eosii ab + RJ, siab ab) + AG (ab siuh xb 
+ Tg ab cosb ab + sinb ab) ^  sin ax «= p,b0i,3.(L'^-x^)/3(l+fi) 
b(x/L)SQ(L) ~ bSQ(x).i (34) 
Tlieoretica3J.y, the 2.—l\mctiona on the riglit~h^ind side of equation (34) 
cfin be expanded in Foui'ier sine aerieu «ind the equation satisfied exactly* 
To do so leads to einmltaneous aquations in Hg, Aj , .:ind A^, 
because the H-coefficients vfere eaqpressed in terms of and Ag to 
satisfy boixndary condition (II)• At this point it is possible to adopt 
either of ti*;o procedures in order to detamiiue the H- and A-
coefficients, 
The first procedure mentioned iiamediately above is to neglect the 
m-series contained in the 3^ of equation (S4); by eo doing, equetlons 
for each of the four infinite sets of coefficients c-an be daternxined 
separately. Tliis pxtjcedure will nonaally be adequate; because the 
neglectecl function, {x/E.)Sq(L) - Sq(x), satisfias boundciry requirements 
at three points along the length of the tension ptmul (the ends 
and the center, rO), and at intenaediate points it has small values for 
structures of principal Interest bore (L/b greater than two). Conse­
quently, future steps in the analysis are carried out with (x/L)Sq(L) 
- Sq{x) neglected. 
iSee equation (32). 
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The second procedure for evaluating the E- and A«eoefficiente 
can be treated in either of two ways. One method is to expand the right-
hand side of equation (34) in Fourier sine series, eliminate Hj, by 
means of equation (9), and solve for Aj. end Ag in tenns of from 
the resialting equation together vrith equation (19). The expression thus 
fo\md for A^ is inserted in in equation (15) or (17) after 
eliminating A^ idth the aid of equation (03). This final step produces 
a general equation involving all the coefficients from -Rhich a 
predetermined number of thaa can be calculated by nmerical methods. A 
more direct method than the foregoing is the laethod of criwr collocation. 
As it is frequently used in ntmerical "wori:, the adaptation of error 
collocation in the present problem is explained in Appendix B, 
In subsequent work, the A-coefficients are separated into tm 
parts, viz., 
Aj, » + Cj, end Ag « Fg + Cg, (35) 
where the and Fg represent the major parts of Aj, and Ag and 
the Cj, and Cg are found in the manner presented in Appendix B, These 
coefficients are chosen in such a way that equation (20) becomes 
Fi « 4bCi.(-.l)'^~V{l+Vi)a^ sinh ab - NaF^, and - - NgCa. (36) 
The greater part of equation (S4) is satisfied by e25)ending 
}AbCix(L*-x*)/3(l-*tJi) in Fourier sine series and equating the coefficients 
of sin ax as follows: 
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F3_(ab cosh ab + a?i sinli ab) + I'g(ab sinh ab + ab cosh ab + sinh ab) 
- 44ibOi(-.l)^"V{l+tJi)a! (3V) 
The r-Qzaaining terms In equation (34) furaish the relation 
_ —a 
2 L C},(ab cosh ab + r^ sinh ab) C^Cab sinh ab + ab cosh ab 
+ Ti sinh ab)3 sin ax » b(2/L)S{j{L) - bS0(x)« (38) 
With (s/L)Sq(L) - Sq(z) neglected, both and equal zero 
and equation (34) is considered to be fulfilled by equation (37). 
solution of equations (36) and (37) is 
Fj «• -4bei(-l)^"'^ap/(3Hi)a®I>p sinh ab. 
Ngp » ab coth ab r^ - ja 
Dp » ab eoth ab • ICp - (ab csch ab)*(l+u)/(3-jx) 
kp - 2ri/(3-M.) 
The sum is found from equations (ll), (2S), and (39), 
= CiL"(ao - aiSip) 
Sq » 2/3(l*M.), ai « 8/*®(l+ji) (3-ii) 
Sip -
In order to facilitate numerical work, Sj^p and other suns to be defined 
as they are introduced are ezpressed in Appendix A partly in closed form 











l^e sum S^2(L) is expressed in terms of Cj. by means of equations 
(32), (9), (17), {15), (22), (35), and (59) in the order named, 
Sc(L) « - CiI.%i(L)/{l+|x) (46) 
The sum Sii(L) is a coefficient wtiose value is deteiroined by the elastic 
and section properties of the tension panel, Foiaulas for computing 
Sj.i(L) are presented in Appendix A, 
The substitution of equations (43) end (46) into equation (35) 
provides the relation from Tf?hich Ci is coirrputed» 
3Cib®/3 • qTCiL^(8ko - aiSip) - CiL®Sii(L) - (47) 
The in the second term of equation (47) is obtained by oraploying the 
indentity, q^? » q • 1 - p.*. From equation (47), 
Ci » KipCJi/L^ (48) 
where • — —;; . , - . • (49) 
q3,(a^,-aiSip) + 2{bA)®/3 -
The Constants Cjj, and C3 can nov? be expressed in tems of 0^, 
From equations (43) and (48), 
•* ^Ap " • (so) 
From equations (10), (48), and (50), 
"2 " ^ap " "" (5X) 
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From equations (18), (48), and (50), 
C3 * 2!ap{J^, ^sp ® (52) 
After numGrical veluos of ^Ap» ^^tp, Kap* '^sp been 
obtained, the stresses may be computed from tbe following equations: 
0^ = P/Ay - 0^(As/2Ap) (VAgO^) (53) 
V'^s°T ' ^Ap *• (l-/3-l"A')K:ip/(Hv) 
- aiKip Z (-D^-^ooa a.x Hap/n®Dp (54) 
Oj/Oj - Kip(7A)" t K,p 
• a^Kip S ax ''7-«ig(tty slah cosla ay) 
li sinh ab 
aaKip Z (-1)^ ^ Ol» - 02: + l)cos 
«V TV N3p(-1)®'"^OL-P2fl)oos 3y 
*• ®a»tp ^ 2 it oi' ' . J i-a 
y j^s ^ (apXi/b)^ 
(55) 
O-y/O^ « - K^^ix/L)^ + Kgp 
- S (-D'-^cos cti 
n sinh ab 
- 4Kap 2 (-1)'°"^(BI. - iSx - Dcos 
• ajcip S S M.p(-l)'"^(ei. - Bx -Dcos »j 
n® + (mL/b)® 
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rr /rr- ir V / ^ ^ ~ NgSinh ay) 
2 (-1) «in ax £ 
^ ^ n sinh ab 
- ai^iD 2 (~1)^ S(L-3:)sin 
^ ^ ^ li3p(-l)^'"'S(L-x)ain 0y e 
* aglvip 2 S —K (57) 
n® + (mL/b)^ 
ag " 4(bA)/«(l*'iA)» a-s » (Sb/jtL)®, ag « 4/«®(l+^) (58) 
Nip - (Nap/Dp) (l+ti)/(3-+i) (59) 
N,p - 1 - . i/d^i') * gV(a'>g') (eoj 
3-|i Dp 
Hj_ » 2 - Ng, Kg = ab coth ab - (1-m,)/(1+h) , N3 = Ng -1 (51) 
The flange stress and the sheet spanvdse nomttl and shearing stresses 
oen be computed from eqxietions (53), (55), and (57), respectively, et any 
point of the tension panel* The chordi'rf.ae norraal stress can be coiaputed 
from equation (56) at all points in the panel anci on its boundaries, 
except st th.© comers, x * *L, y « ±b. In this equation, the ssries 
diverge at the comers ana do not represent the chordwisa stress at these 
points. The reason is that the n-series coefficientB were deteKiined 
from displaoejuent requirements ana the stress expression amounts to 
differentiation of the sericc, a fonael cpere.tion, therefore, •which is 
seen to be invalid at the comer points. This stress is of little 
interest; but, if its magnitude vieve required, it Jaay be calculated from 
the displaceaents for which both series are absolutely convergent. 
Rivet line 
Note: Refer to 






Fig. 3. Cantilever flat-cover box beam. 
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Box-Beam Malyais: Sheet and Flange Stresses Before Buckling 
On the basis of the previously discussed second assumption^ the 
tension-panel stress function, equation (l), is used to obtain cover sheet 
stresses foi' conditions v?hich prevail in the box beaia of Fig. 3 before 
buci-rling of the compression cover sheet occurs. The critiocl stress 
causing buckling and betau action alter buoKj.iu<2 are treated in the nexi: 
section. 
Boundary conditions for the box beam of Fig. 3 are; 
Equations (l) to (7) and (9) to (22), inclusive, of the tension-panel 
solution spply in the present cese. The arbitrary constant c^ in 
equation (6) is set equal to zero to meet the condition of no spanv;ise 
displacQi'ient of the sheet st the I'oot section inherent in boundary 
requirerj.'3nts (V) end (YI) -when x = 0. The above-iasntioned equations 
have been so deteniiinod that boundary conditions (I), (II), and (IV) 
are satisfiad. Before conditiona (III), (V), ajid (VI) can be imposed, 
it is necessary to establish expressions for 01 and For this 
£ l! 
purjjose, the following quantities are defined: 
id « M{x}, the ejttemal banding moment at any section (62) 
» M(o), the external bending moment at the root section (63) 
(IV) (v)y^^^ = Vj: = 0, (by the first ascuniption) 
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Mj, • tiie oort of M roaiated by both spar flanges acting 
together (64) 
= M„(z), the Dart of M resisted by both cover sheets acting o 25 ~ 
together (65) 
Jor on«j spar flange merabur, 
A-^ is the eroas-sectional area (56) 
Ip is the lacmunt of inertia -^^ith respect to the Y-axis (67) 
For the cover shtjatfs, 
Ag " Stb, the cross-sectional area of one sheet (68) 
I » tbh® = A h^/2, the moment of inertia of both sheets S 3 ' 
i?lth raspoct to the Y-erdLft (S9) 
For sectiou-yrope'irty cons tail ts, 
- 2 I /2E - 35 I /SJl (70) 
b as FF T sT FF 
+ SlyE^E^, the trarisforined moment of inertia (7l) 
0^ " the stress coiaputGi. vlth 1,^, (72) 
The maxiinuzn fiber stress in the spar flaQj^es is considered to be 
given by the usual flexure foi^inula, 
" iiijh/4l^'. (73) 
Because of symmetry, the totsl coaupression Cg in the compression 
cover equals tbe totcil ^--ension Tg in the tension cover (see Fig. 4). 
The resisting moment of the cover sheets is the couple, Mg - ^ 3, 








Fig. 4. Free-body diagram of box beari showing sheet and flange stresses. 
section a distance x from the root require that M «• Mj, By substi­
tuting Mji « M - Mg into equation (73), tile flsnge stross is found to 
eoual kli/4lp - or 
0|, - iih/4Iy - S^ Jg/2Ip 
- (1^/k.hl^) Z a [AiSiriii ab + A^{alo cosh ab tinii ab)J coi. ax, (74) 
If M = M^f'(x), Tiiiere f (y:) is deteriP-ined in Epecific cases by dividing 
M(x) by Mq (equationG 62 and 63), the first terra in eouH-tion (74) 
risy be 
3iii/4Iy - f*(i-)OT^T/Hlp. (75) 
The displacement alons the tops of the spsr flanges is found 
by integrating the strain from zero tc x. If Uj. is sultiplied 
by Eg and the notation of equation (70) inti^oduced, the result is 
SgWj. • QT37p[f{i) - f(o) ] -
- (q^/b) 2 [] A-iSinh ab • Aa(ab cosh ab sinh ab) 3 sin ax, (76) 
The fii'th boundary condition (u)^^^.^ ^ imposed on the solution by 
inserting Og and C3 fros. equations (IQ) and (iS) and putting y=tb 
in egu?-ition (6) vdth the result equatsa to cQu::tion (76). The resulting 
equality is laultipliecl by b and liice t-arias collected to give 
(1+n) S [Ai(ab cosh ab + risinh ab) + Ag(ab sinh ab rgab coah ab 
+ Tisinh ab) 1 sin ax » bq^O - [f(x) - f(o)]- xbCscibVs 
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2'i ® Tg • (78) 
The left-hand side of equatioa (77) vanishes for z « L, and is 
determined by the condition that the right-hand side must equal zero 
when X « L, which leads to 
scibVs • (l+lA)Sp{L)/[. - 0^0-^ ' I . (79) 
The next equation is obtained by substituting equation (79) into 
equation (77). 
s 
2 rAi(ab coah ab + riSinh ab) + As(ab ainh ab * r^ab cosh ab 
• risinh ab)]] sin ax • bq^^ []f(x) - (l-2/L)f(o) 
- (xA')f(I')] /(1+JA) • ^bCix(L^-3:®)/3(l+ti) 
• b(z/L)Sc(L) - bSc(x) (80) 
Equation (80) is similar to equation (34) in the tension-panel analysis, 
and the discussion of equation (34) given previously is applicable to 
equation (80), Also, equation (80) is satisfied in the same rannner as 
that used for equation (34); hence, equations (32), (35), (56), and (38) 
apply in the present case for beams. The coefficient Fg is found in 
the saiae way as the of equation (39), and for boz beams it is 
F ' ^t»(~l)^ ^  CiNab - q^,^(n)A'' 
3^ a^D^jSinh ab 
Kji) « ab coth ab + Ti - (82) 
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«= ab coth ab + - (ab c3ch ab)®(l+^i)/{3-^.) (33) 
" 2ri/(3-|J.) (84) 
Tlxe function g{n) is defined by 
g(a)  »  (-1)^ ^ (a''L/2>y^ [f(x) -  ( l -x /L) f (o)  - {x/L)f(L)J sin ax dx. (85) 
0 
With the aid of the foregoing expressions, is evaluated from 
equations (ll), (22), (35), and (8l). 
" Oi^^(ao-aiSi^) + qjj,0]!J.aiS2b (86) 
Sab = 2 N2i3/n®I>b, 3^^ = 2 g(n)/n®B^j (8?) 
Means of computing and Sg]^ are taken up in Appendix A, and 
and aj. are defined in equation (44) • 
By laaking use of equations (32), (9), (17), (13), (22), (35), and 
(81) in the order named, Sq(L) can be evaluated, 
Sq(L) « - CiL®Sii{L)/(l+^) • dpO-^SggCD/d+n) (88) 
The siaia Sij_(L) is a coefficient whose value depends on the elastic and 
section properties of the box beaai. Also is a coefficient, but 
its value depends on the manner in which the external load is applied 
as v?ell as on the elastic and section properties of the bea^a. Formulas 
for computing Sj^j^{L) and 832(1') are given in Appendix A. 
Equations (86) and (88) are substituted into equation (79) in order 
to determine Cj^, 
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- CiL^'SiilD + qyCr^2s(L) « q^O^ ^ (59) 
From equation (09), 
f(L)/L - f(o)/L - q^aiS ab ~ ®22 (L) 
^ 2(6A)V3 - 31,(1) 
From equations (96) and (90), 
S^ " ^Ab " ^ib(®o'~®i®ib) •*• 
Fixaa aquations (lO), (90), and (92), 
02 - Kai3 - - Kiv,(bA)V3. (93) 
TPtoth equations (18), (90), and (92), 
<23 ~ ^3b " ^ib/S ••• P^Ab* 
After the nuiaerical values of Kj.^ and K^-j. have been ealdilated, 
the stress at on,/ section iu the outer fibers of the flange members 
nay be coEiputed from the equation. 
OJ » ^ /4li-> - 0T(Is/2ly){T3/Aga^). (95) 
T/Ajr^ » * (l/5~//L®)Ki-^(l-^n) 
n-l KibNab - q g(n) 
~ S (-1) cos ax (96) 
n^Db 
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For beams with L/b-ratios equaling oi' exceeding two» tlis contributions 
of the ia-seri£>F to numerical values of the aheet stresses (aquations (2), 
and (4)) ai*s insignificant when z is amall. Inasmuch as the 
stressss of greatest interest in beaa analysis occur for siuall values 
of x, the stress equations may be written as follows: 
0-/% - Kib(y/L)^  • Kgi, 
n-.i cosh ay - Nj.|j{ay sinh ay+NiCosh ay) 
+ aa^^ib 2 (-1) cos ax {9V) 
n sinh ab 
cr/O-j « - Kib(x/L)^ • Kai, 
^ , xE-l cosh ay - Nib(cty ^7 - NgCosh ay) 
-» SaKiv S (-1) cos ax (98) 
n sinh ab 
. .n-1 sink ay - N,b(ay cosh ay - NgSinh ay) 
' ^^Kib 2 (-1) OCX ^ ^ ^^ (99) 
^ c sinh ab 
Nab -
Nib —T—rz—:— (100) 
D^(3-JI)/(1+ia) 
The ternis N^, N^, and N3 are as defined previously, equation (61). 
Particular Solutions for Gojcfflon Loading Conditions 
To get particular solutions of the cantilevor box-besaii bonding 
problem, it is necessary to insert the relevent g(ii) in equations (87), 
(88), (96), and (100), Fonimlas for g(n), an obtained from equation (35), 
are given belov? for the loading conditions illustrated in Fig, 5. 
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Case {a); Tip load P, 
M.Q » PL, t*{x} « l-'x/Lf f(x) = f(o) « 0, f(L) • L/2, and 
g(n) ^  (1-cos njt)/2. (101) 
Case (b): Unlfona load w. 
M,, » fM:<) = (l-x/L)®, f(x) = ^"(0) = 0, 
f(L) ® L/3, snd 
g(ll) - (-1)""^. (102) 
Case (c): Load P at a distance jL from root. 
Mq - PjL, f(o) - 0, f(L) « jL/2, 
for X less than or equal to jL; f (x) = 1-x/jL, f{x) " x-x^/SjL, 
for X greater than or equal to jL} f*(x) = 0, f(x) = jL/2, and 
g(ii) » (-1)'^ ^{1-cos ii*j)/8j. (103) 
Case (d); Uniformly Treurylug load,. 
Mq » wLVe, f»{x) = (1-xA)®, f(x) - x-SxVSL+x^A®-*"/^!'®, 
f(o) « 0, f(L) » L/4, and 
g(n} = 1.5(-l)^ {6/«®)(l-cos ns i ) /2a» (104) 
Case (e); Constant mousoiit at a distance jL from root. 
Mo " f(o) * 0, f(L) » jL, 
for X less than or equal to jL; f*(x) = 1, f(x) • s, 
for X grofiter tiian or equal to jL} f*(x) » 0, f(x) = jL, and 
g(n) « (-1)^ ^ (nK/2)sin nitja (105) 
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Pa 
i (a) Concentrated load P at tip of beam. 





(c) Concentrated load P 
at jL distance from 
root of beam. 





(9) Constant moment 
at jL distance from 
root of beam. 
Fig. 5. Common loading conditions. 
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Box-Beam Analyaisj Sheet and Flange Stresses 
After Buckling of Coeapression Cover Sheet 
In order to solve the sheasvlag problaa for a beam with the 
corapreosion oorer sheet in the buclcled condition, it is necessary to 
deteraine the effectiveness of the buckled sheet. I5iis situation calls 
fox» solution of the nonlinear mechsnics problecn of sheet buckling for 
which the gsnersil differential equations were established by von Kaitaan 
(10) • Treatment of these equations will be found also in references (25) 
and (26). For sheet of constant thickness t and ^vlth loads acting only 
in the middle plane of the sheet, the appropriate equations arai 
<P « <p(x,y), -B - w(x,y), 0^ « q>yy., 0^ » ^ ^xy 
Vyy- 2*5/2, EVy- ncpyy- Ei^/2, 
G(Uy+v^)= - (pjy- Gw^Wy (107) 
<Pxxxx ^ ^ "Cxxyy * "Pyyyy " ^xx^jy> (109) 
- (t/B) (109) 
where D is known as the flexural rigidity, D » » Equation 
(108) expresses the condition for strain continuity; and, since vr is 
displacment in the Z-direction, the solution of equation (109) gives 
th® shape of the buckled sheet. The nonaal and sheaaring stresses of 
equations (106) are stresses which act in the zaiddle plane of the sheet. 
Outer fiber stresses can be computed fron the equations 
0^ • {Pyy + Et(W3^+ H1^)/2(l-ti®), (110) 
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or - £t(wyy+ iJiWxy)/2(l-|Ji®)» (111) 
^ 7^ « - <P^y7 (112) 
As the general solution of equations (108) end (109) is uaknovd, 
a CQHirdon procedure is to laske use of approximate Methods to claal v.lth 
px'obloms involving these twc equations, Ifee method used herein is 
genex'olly siaiilar to the one exeraplified by Timoshenko in reference (SS), 
Art, 72, p. 390, In brief, a fimotion vs is chosen to be eoasist&nt 
with physical roqulresaaQts and other functions already in use, and a 
coefficient contained in w is detenained by consideration of the sti*ain 
energy of the beasa. 
In the following discu&sion stresses and displacejKents are divided 
Into tv?o parts; the first part being knoiim in fora fz'oai the previous 
work, while the second part results froni buelclini; of the co2Mression 
cover 3hoet, Therefore, 
*Pc " * ^ e» (113) 
iV ai (T • + rr" (T at rr • + fT" t =» 7~ • + t " (n-n) 
^xc xc ^yc ^yc jc* '^yc 'rye ' xyc» 
Uc ' ^-^c* " '-'c 
Subfjcripts c and t are used to denote quantities that pertain to the 
compression snd tension cover sheets, respectively. Taie prtiuad sjroup of 
tersas are obtained frora equ;itions (l) to (7), inclusive, and (9) to (22), 
incluEivo. The double primed teras prise in satisfying equation (ICS) 
foi* strain continuity after choosing the deflection function w. 
The selection of w is based primarily on test observations and 
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knomi bomdary ccaaditions. One of the simplest expressions which meets 
such i'equix*sKien.t8 to a reasonable degree is 
w « Z sin(a>j(/2) co3(ay/2), (116) 
•where o) « 2k«/L, e " Jf/b, Z is an average -save aiaplitude, faid k is 
a positive integer approxUnately equaling L/b for large values of L/b. 
Equation (115) satisfies the boundary conditions 
(w)yao" y=*±b" ^^xx* (H?) 
wher6 w is measui^d normal to the tops of edge flange members. 
The condition (w^y) is not satisfied, but St. Venant^s 
principle and test results indicate that this violation is unimportant* 
Since HWTrr)yi|^" 0, the ittcHuent also is zero along the 
edges v?hero the sheet is riveted to the flanges. This zero moment 
corresponds to hinged-end connection, which is approximately the case for 
flexible sheet. Moreover, riveting produces attachment that is inter-
siodiate between clamped and simply supported edges. When rivot pitch, 
rivet size, end sheet thickness are in such relation that the simply 
supported part of the sheet is somev/hat greater then the clsjaped portion, 
the simply supported condition can be assiiHied in smalysis without serious 
error and is on the conservative side, A connection with closely spaced 
rivets, on the othei- hand, approaches the clamped-edge condition. 
It would be desirable to use a function w V7hich would provide for 
a diminishing wave amplitude "with increasing x. Such a choice of vr 
seriously coiaplicates analysis and is not used, because the test results 
indicate that equation (116) leads to a satisfactoiTr measure of the 
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compression cover effectiveness so long as beam stresses are within the 
elastic range. Inasmuch as all the present analytical work is restricted 
to stresses -witbin the elastic range, equation (116) is considered to 
be suitable. 
Froia equations (108) and (116) the double priiaed stress function 
is found to be 
= («V32)fig(Z/b)^(cos w^coa ey/®'^), (119) 
By application of etiuations (106), (107), (116), and (118), it follows 
that 
0^2 " (oj/e)®(«V3E)Eg(Z/b)®cos oy, O^c " " (KV32)£:s(Z/b)^cos tax. 
• - (to/®®) (*V32)E (Z/b)^(a)x + sin wx 
o O o 
+ cos «y sin u»x - lie'sin wx/w^) (120) 
" - (i^V32«)E3(Z/b)^(ey - sin ©y 
- cos tsjx sin ey + pw^sin «y/e®) (121) 
With the foregoing eapressions added to approjjriate priiaed tereis, the 
stresses and ciisplaceaenta for the compression cover are obtained in 
general fora. 13ie stresses and displacauents for the tension cover are 
obtained by adding the subscript t to coefficients in equations (s), 
(S), (4), (6), and (?). The boundary conditions (conditions I to VI, p.30) 
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are satisfied separately for each cover sheet by folio-wing ,tiie same steps 
tixat were taken in the analysis of box beajjis with no sheet buckling. In 
tMs vsey the nocescary coefficients he.v& beea obteined and ?.r9 listed 
after ths iniiaedi&telj'' following notation is asfined. Also tJiU nctaticn 
foi' beaiiis given in the preceding section ic- uS'Sd uaeiiangeci in tiiis .sectiion. 
Ay • 2(Ag + the transforaied area of a beaat c3x>ss-£sction (122) 
" 3a^/(l+u){3-'^), = (1-p.) {}i^-k:g)/4 {l?>5) 
Notation for other section properties and noiiients ivill bo found in 
equations (68) to (72), inclueive, and in equation (78) and (84), 
» (kjj-kJaQ, - k®(«/2)®(bA) (l+tA)/2, al « 2«/(l^) (124) 
wiien a = 0}; a^ = (k^-k^), e», = jjjf (Dg+Dt,)/l8ak{3-n)DaD^ (125) 
-when a?^<«);a^«'0 aj = 0 
ag = k^(«/4:)(b/L)^, a«Q = («^32) {a»V«V) (126) 
®13 " 32(b/L) /j£ (3—^), ®tt " ®i3®t» ®co ** ^j.3®c (127) 
a^-t = (4kbA)^at, &I0 « (4kbA)^aa (I88) 
cit - EifcEs(Z/b)®A''. Cio « - Kj,^JZ/b)-/L'' (129) 
Cat - KatEs{2/b)^, Oag « - Ke^EjZ/h)'' (130) 
Ks^Sg(Z/b)^, Cg^ ^  K3(JEg(Z/b)^ (131) 
®AT - K^^E^CVO)', SJ^.- KJ^YR^* (132) 
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IFhe K^-constants are calcul&ted by 2ieans of equatioas (91) to (94), 
inclusive. ^5ie constant Kj_-b may also be computed using one of the 
tei^as (Di) listed below; e.g., 
f(L)/L — f(o)/L - - SggCi') 
(133) 
* (Qz/l'g "* Qi/^i)/2, ^ic " (Org/^g "*• Qj./l^i)/2 (134) 
^cc - - Scc^L) • 
ai(a^S^- E,s^) - 2]iai{a; - a^) (135) 
a" - ag - Sg_(L) - 8^.^(1) . , 
Qz « aiCa^S^* a^S^.) - 2kal(a; + a^) (136) 
a(bA)V5 - S^a.(L) 
Dx - ao - a^Sit • 1 I /S-r <i37) 
Da - ao - aiSib + Saik^Sgb + (i^g) 
® Kit(ao - &aSi'y + BikdSajj) + KiQaikj^Sa-jj + aia^S^ + Skale^ (139) 
^A3 " ^ic(®o " ^i^ib aiJc^Sgij) + Kitaik^Sgj, + + SkalaJ. (140) 
Sat = %t - Kit(W'i.)V3, K23 » (141) 
Kst " Kit/3 + MK^t» ^30 " Kic/3 + + it'^/ZZ (14-2) 
Ssb ° 2 Hq/II ^a^b> ^33(1^) = ©is^cl 2 K^Sjr,(n,L)/D^D|j (143) 
S^ . - 2 Kt/n®Db' = 2 Ng/n^ Dj^  (144) 
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S^^.iD = a^oS K^3,,,{n,L)/D^ + e»^S^,(2k,L) (146) 
Si.^(ii,L) = 2 ^3^ i£(r'.bA)" ' 
Kq « at) coth ab + 2a/(1-^) - (ab cseh ab)^(1+u)/(1-m.) (148) 
Dg, = ab cotJi Gb ••• ICg - (ab ci-ch ab)'(l+|j,)/(C^-^i) (149) 
= ab cotii ab + icj, - (ab csoii ab)''(l+p.)/(;:>-u) (icO) 
Ajt " + ^it -It* -'-at " ^2-1; •*• ^st "*• ^2t (153) 
A^c «» F^Q + Cj^jj + ^*c» ^BC " ^?.c ^zc (lf>3) 
As v/as done in the previous analyses, * Cg ^ 0 in equations (If^S) 
and (153); if these coefficiaats are to be used, thej can b? 3Tsluaterl 
b?/ the method presented in Appendix B. 
Fit " 4bCit(-l)^''V(l+>i)a®sinli ab - (154) 
4 b  ( - 1 ) C i  2 b - q ^ g ( n )  - i c g  ( C j . C i Q ) L ' \ ^ / D g - a ^ i g  ( Z / b )  
Fat = rrT"-;—r-* jr.——: (155) 
ii-'iii-iJ,) a^iJ^sinii ab 
ZX""X s 
]?ie " 4bCic(-l) /(1+M.)a siiiii ab - (156) 
j-gQ = •••- (157) 
L®(5-|i) a^D^sinii ab 
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•^It ~ t - bLai£g{Z/b)'^C£ch wb (15S) 
FJ.C » - KpXc, ^"20 = - l2La^i':3{2/b)^C3Cli iob (159) 
Hit - - (160) 
Jic " * i^ic» ^za " -^zc "*" ^sc (I6I) 
iiiC = - HgcOL+l), H22 = - 4{-l)'''""^(S^^- aeic/P^)/j3"Q^'' (162) 
hIq - - ^£C = - («co/4»)%(5'yb)V9^e®'" (163) 
Ttw teiTdS Sg^ sad S_g^ ars obtained bj' ridSing the apjropritte sub-
i;cript to Gacii of the coefficients in equaticu (12). 
!lSiQ stress fvmctiona cp^ and <PQ for the tension and coiupression 
cover sheets, res-peoti-^elj, are now veritton vdth the knor-ledge that Z is 
tile only undetenoined coefficient they contain and that bo-undaz-y coniitious 
>r3 fulfill3d. 
vt =• Oit(y~- :"-")/l2 + Cig-y®/?, + Ca-j.y'?/? 
+ S (Ai^cosh ay + Ag-^ay sinh ay)cos ax 
+ S (H^'t'^osh px + ainh ^z)gos py (184) 
• S (Aigcosh ay + Ag^ay sinh ay) cos ax 
+ 2 (Jj^gcosh sinJi 0x)cos py 
+ (jfV32)Jig{Z/b)^(cos uix/o)^ - w^cos ©y/^^') (165) 
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13ie noimal and shearing stresses in the t«ision cover and in the aiddle 
pljme of the caa^rsssion coTer may be obtained in accordsnce trita 
equations (106) froai «p^ and q>^, respectively. For the stresses in the 
tension cover the genei*al equations thus found are the sscie, except for 
subscripts, as equations (2), (3), end (4). Ihe ganaral stress equations 
retrulti^.^ from differentiation of fire obtained by adding stresses of 
like kind shoTsn in equations (3), (3), (4), and (119} and by appending 
the e-subscri?ts end replacing E Ijy J in equations (2) to (4), 
inclusive. 
For coj^utational purposes, the iiost convenient manner cf stressing 
the aazinnea tensile and coEpressive stresses in the flanges is in the foisa 
of the well^icnosm bending and axial stress foaacula, vb-ich in general 
tenas is 3" =» P/A i Mc/I. Based on ecuilibrirm r&quirsjfisnts for the 
free-body shoro in Pig- 4> thia fonatLLa ney be •raritten 
" 2% Ag 41^  
In Tsritlng equation (166) the total ecraprsEsion 0^ iras 'ionsiSered 
positive end the correct algebraic si go. determined from the conditions 
of the probloTf Thus the coofficients have been focnd 
to be negative; and represeaits a negative, or compressive, total 
stress when these ooefficieuvs are ^uhstituted into the expression for 
Gg. Therefore, is the direct load acting on the flanges caused 
by the differ^ce betiveen the total stresses in tha top and bottoia cover 
sheets. The aioaeni in the second term of equation (166) is 
" M-(Tg-Cg)h/2, in Tshich M, and are cosaputed "with 
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respoct to the cantroidal axis of the er-oss-section caTiprising the two 
flange jfteabars. 
The V!CiVe amplitude 2 is deterrained from the condition that for a 
variation of Z the cheoige in the strain enar^sy of the compression cover 
Eiust equal the change in the strain energjf of the flanges and tsnsion 
cover. If the strain energy of the flanges and tension cover were 
unaffected by a variation of Z, the above-stated condition v/ould become 
the condition for a laininum of the strain energy of the co: ;pi'ession cover 
sheet. However, the energies of the flanges, especially, and the tension 
cover may be sensibly affected by budding of the caotpression cover. 
Moreover, the presence of the flange laembere and the tension cover sheet 
alters considerably the buckling behavior of the coKpression cover. 
His strain energy of the flange inejabers is 
Uy = {l/4I£jfIy)^^{M-Mg)2dz + (l/4Ay£y)^^(Tg+Cg)2dx (167) 
where Mg « (Ts-Cs)h/2. (168) 
If Uj- is differentiated v^ith I'espect to Z, the result is 
(Uj.)^ = - (l/2EpIp)^'^(M-Ms)(Ms)^dx (169) 
In order to evaluate the integrals in equation (159), M is again expressed 
es M = M,Qf*(x) und 
(TgtCs)/Ag = 
* (l/b) S a [j(Ai^Ai(.)sinh ab +(A2^±A2(,) (ab cosh ab 
+ sinh ab)]] cos ax. (170) 
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^-fter performing tha operations indicated in aquation (169), (Uj,)^, is 
founf'i to be 
(UjOz " tL(Z/b)Oyep + tLSs(Z/b)®epj', (171) 
ep « 4Q^(K^^-K^^)(l/L)^^f»(x)dx + 8ai<ipWj/«® 
'^'^b^Ab'^^Ac'^At^ " (172) 
The W-terms appearing in equations (172) and (173) are series, which are 
listed and discussed along Tdth other series in Appendix A. 
The determination of the strain energy of the cover sheets follows 
along the lines of the discussion given by Boll on page 393 of reference 
(7), The strain energy U due to middle-plane forces in a sheet is 
expressed in teras of the stress function cp, i.e., 
u - (t/BE)/ [(^xx+'Pyy)^ 2(l+ti) ((p|^-tpxx'45yy)] dA. (174) 
The latter part of the integrmid can be expressed as 
9Trx^yy (^x^''xy^y "" (175) 
and the surface integral readily converted to a line integral. Froia 
equations (164), (165), (174), and (175), it follows that 
- (t/2Eg)/(Cgt + Gat * °ity^ -
* £ 2 a^Ag^ cosh ay cos ax + 2 2 cosh fix cos Py)^dA 
+ (Et/Eg)(lni)./J^((px^zy)y«b"^3: (176) 
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)/ [ °3C'*' Cicy^ "" + 22 a^AgQCosh ay cos ax 
+ 22 ^^Jaccosh. cos 0y - (32/«^)-tig(Z/b) ^(cos a!x-{a)/e) ^cos ey)j] dA 
+ (177) 
TJie second terci on the right-hand side of equation (175) does not appear 
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in equations (176) and (177), becauae (cp2-;Pjy)o ~ 0 omng to ^ 
and (^'^yy)2«L~ ® fi'om the fulfilLrasint of boiuidary roquireatints. Aftor 
integration of equations (176) end (177), they ere differentiated i^dth 
rsspsct to Zf siiuilui' tsimB S-re collcctsu, snd cosffioisnts srising from 
energy co:aputations denoted by e's ^fith suitable subscripts. The result 
is 
(Dg)^ - (Ut)a - - tL(Z/b)Oy0e + i;LE^{Z/la)^e^^ (178) 
where « ©ig - Qgg - ssg - (179) 
ess " ®iEs ®2S6 "• ®3ss * ®ce (180) 
exs - 4(K2^+Ksi,)(K8c+K35+K2^+E3^) + 4Kib(Kic+Kit) (l/5-2bV9L«+bV5L") 
+ 64{b/L)wy«®(3-+i)® + («L/b)W* (ISL) 
ess - (4/3)(l-b%^)Kib(K3c>K3c^J^st^^^3t) + (4/3) (l-b®A='') (K^c+K^.) (Kg^+Kgb) 
(Kic-^Ki t) (W2+W3) (Kic+Ki t) Wl+Kib{W|+W|) 
* jt-(3-ti)/64 (j(L/b)®/8 
+ 32(b/L)^ii/jt®(3-ii) (182) 
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ess - (W45)Kxb«io*Kit) „4(S^^)/64 
+ 4(l+a)K^^(2piC^Q+ S^At* *^32) 
- 64(b/L)w"/«^(3-ji)^ + 32(D/L)^Wi2/«^(3-li) (183) 
ec « Ki^®(i>/L)^ - Vt3e(a)bA)^ (184) 
Siss ^  4(K3c+S:3C)^ - 4(Ka^+K3^)% 4(K|c-Kf^.) (l/b-2#/yL-+b'7&i^^) 
+ 64(b./L)WioA®(3-u)^ + (iiL/b)wlo (185) 
esss - (8/3)(l-bVL^)Kic(K2c-^K3c) - (/3) (l-b^A-«)Kit(Sat+K3t) 
+ 128(Kic'AVJ^i#3)/«^"(3-ti) + 16(b/L)^(Ki(,W2-KitW3)A^ 
+ 64(b/L)^W3^i/jt^(3—^i) (186) 
Qsss •= {32A5)(K^e-^it) - 128(K. cWs-Ki^l^a)/*^ (3-)^) 
8(1+|A) (tiK|^-MKj^+K^^st^/32) 
- 128(b/L)'.VJo/jv®(3-ix)® 64(bA)MgA®(3-|J.) (187) 
ecc " (l+wVe'^)*Vol2 - gKick^(b/L)'^ • 2Y^{<j)W^)^ (1S3) 
Tlie ??-teitas that appear in the foregoing equations are series i^'hioh are 
listed and discusscd along vdth the •Kj—series in Appendix A» The terais 
end Vqq iJLso arc defined in Appendix A, The only reason for 
grouping the e-coefficients as stolen in equations (179) to (188), 
inclusive, is for sasa in deriving then. For coefficients hotJ:i v;ith the 
s- and se-subscripts, the e* s are obtained by grouping tersas in 
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with their counterparts in Uq, The ej.-cot;fficient8 result from 
iJitegratini2 all squared, tei'ius in the first integral of equation (176) end 
pu:lrin,2 tiiom Virith similar terras in, equation (177). In like Esnnor, the 
e^-coeffiyiantG ariae in integrating ths procliict terrns; and the 03-
coeffi'-ients ;are derived from paired torEs in the line integrals of the 
two £(ius.tioiiJ. Since tha tex'i;ia, such as the last expressioii in the first 
integral of equation (177), -^jhich give rise to o„ and hfsve no O Co W 
counterparts in these last two coefficients are found by integrating 
all terais that are cciitted in finding &x> ®2» sa* 
In addition to the strain energy due to forces acting in the :;rtiddle 
plane of tha sheet, the bending induced by bucJ^ling causes energy to be 
stored in tlV3 coiapresi5ioB cover. This energy can be calculated froin the 
integral 
Us = (D/2)/ [{W^+T?yy)® - £{l-|i)(Vf3^Wyy-Vrjy)]dA. (189) 
By means of equations (II6) and (l89). 
Ug « (D/2) (3{»/8)^(Z,/h)*^(l+<i)V«^)^y^(l-cos OJx) (1+cos ey)dA. 
Z  y* 
+ (D/S) (l-jj.) ((i)eZ/4) y (co6 ojx-cos ey)dA, 
U3 - D(«e/8)®(2-/^)^(1+0)Ve^)®bL (190) 
(Ug)^, = tL(Z/b)Egeg (191) 
eg" (t/b)®(l+a)%^)^«V384(l-n®) (192) 
The energy relationship aiaong the coiripononte of the bssar,. is 
* (%'z - ft>2 - " °- (19S) 
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eq-UEtiona (I7l), {178), (192), and (193), it follows that 
- (Z/b)C^(eg+Qj) + (2/'b)&gej3 + £2(2/1))^(Cgg-ej^) = 0 
EquatioB {194) is setiefied for Z = 0, wUieh corresponds to the 
condition of equilibri^am that exists prior to buckling v;heja ti = 0. 
The remaining two roots are found when 
- fy^{ej*-e^) + ilgBg + (Z/b)^Eg(egg-Ojy) = 0, 
(194) 






Bucicllng occurs when the numsrator of the terax in bracJceta in equation 
(196) equsQ-S zero. This condition is referred to as the critical 




As is simply an auxiliary parameter v/ith the dimensions of stress, 
it is infoiiaativa to cojTr)Tito 
^oci* {198) 
Ths value of coTaputed from equation (198) is the critical bending 
noi-iuut at the beam root. For usual loadiU'ss, raaxinitim 
laoiaent acting on the beam at the time of buckling. 
As lon(j as C3i^(eg+ep)) is less than SgCg, the cccipression cover 
sheet will not buckle. Since the latter quantity is usually small, the 
compression cover rdll usuallv buckle wall before the beam*s maziiuvmi 
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useful capacity is attains^. Ho\rever, when the denominator ®bs'"®FF 
is sufficiently large relative to the nuiaerator in equation (196), the 
coiapresi^inu cover will retain s. sensibly large part of its original 
effectiveness after the critical load is exceeded. This effsctironess 
is ttiken into account by setting 
i 1 (159) 
i!.(Z/b)® • 2K_0:. (200) O X  
(SOl) 
25ie stresses in the outer fibers of the flanges at any section of 
the beam aeai be coiapiited from equation (156) by insertins therein velues 
of (T ±C„)/A„ obtained froai the formulas S O  3 
{Tg-Cg)/Ag - 20^ [K^b+(l/3-x®A®)Si„/(l+pL) ~ ai 2 (-l)^"^(Jos ax%/n^'2 
- 0^2 [%c-KAt+{l/s-3C='A®)(Eic-KitV(l^n) 
- n-i Z (-i)^~"'c-a ajc(B^-B^)/n®] (L'OS) 
- ai S (-1)^ ^ cos ax(B^+B^)/n'^]| (203) 
Bu = Kit;L^2j3/'Dt, - ajS(n)/Db (g04) 
Be = Kic^Eb/^b - - acKc/^b " ay^)'(3-n)/4 (205) 
3t = - ^ t^t/^b - H(toL)3(3-ii)/4 (206) 
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When there is no buckling » 0} and equation (J?03) vanishes, while 
equation (SOa) reduces to the solution found in the pi'eceding section 
for box beams bei'ore buclrling. 
For TeJ.uea of >: lass thun L, the lu-series in equations (164) 
and (165) contribute little nu:aei'ie«illy to fcna oover-isheet t:tres£e3j ind 
since the stresses of aiajor Intsredt occur at intsi'ior points of the 
X-interval, the stress equations laay be va'itten as follo^v£: 
n-l )cosh ay-NB^(ay sinh ay+KiCosh ay) 
+ ag 2 (-1) cos ax — f—i (£0?) 
n sinh ab 
OryO-^ « - (Ki^+i?K/.i^)(x/L)® + 
n-l {Kitt'*'KKzKit)cosh ay-KB^(ay sinh ay-KgCosh ay) 
- Bg Z (-1) cos ax (208) 
n sinh ab 
•^xyt/<^T 
, ,n-l (K;itj+rK2K;i^)sinh ay-N^^iay cosh ay-KgSinh ay) 
= a, 2 (-1) sin ax :—; (209) 
n Sinn ab 
« - (Ki^-i-K^i^)(y/L)^ - £2^ + + {SK^/52) (j(U)/b) ^cos ey 
n-1 CKih-KK2Ki£j)cosh ay-N^glay sinh ay + KjCosh ay) 
- ag 2 (-1) cos ax —— (210) 
n sinh ab 
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(x/L) — k3jj + EK2K3Q — (EKj^SSjic cos U)x 
n-1 (Kj.i5-iiK2KiQ)cosh ay-NBQ(ay Ginh ay-KgCosh ay) 
+ ao S (-1) cos ax (211) 
n sinh ab 
'x3'-o/^ 
n-1 (Ki^-HKg^icJsinli ay-KBc(ay cosh ay-MaSinh ay) 
" -ag Z (-1) sin ax (212) 
n sinh ab 
%t • (Bb+RK2Bt)(l+^i)/(3-}^), Nsc " ((213) 
The beaia constEOit and terma and Hg ere given in equa-fcions 
(58) and (61), and the B-teims are shovm in equations (?X)4) to (EOo), 
inclusive. 
iBquations (210), (211), end (212) give the stresses occurring in the 
middle plane of tlie coTipression cover sheet. The outer fiber stresses 
in this sheet are obtained 'biy flpplicetion of equations (110), (111), 
find (112); e.g., ^ 
(t/b) ((0®/e®+jj.) (RE^jE:g/(Xp)*sin(wx/2)cos(©y/2) 
0^., • .wo. t (a4) 
(t/b) (l+fitD"/®^) (HK E /CJ^)^sin((uz/5i)cos(ey/2) 
Cr /O-^ » (Ty^O^ t S-- ^ (215) 




Oftentimes the sheet vd.ll be so flexible that and D(th© 
sheet fleroirsl rigidity) are negligible. For this condition the 
coffipression cover ciui be treated as a thin aensbrane, which requires 
only xaincr chimges in the formulas silready developed, Jiouatiou (109) 
becoxiies 
* 't'xx^'yy " ^^xy^xy " (217) 
and equations (£14), (215), and (21G) reduce bo equations (i^lO), (.511), 
and (212), respectively. Tho sheet buckles v.lth the first applioatiori 
of load for v;hich 0^, = 0: coTu^eo^aent-iy, " -* v'hich satisfies 
aquation (197) when -Sgeg is neglected. The tersii P. becomes R «= 1 
for all values of 0^ and all r&'nainini^ equations are applicable. 
The nuiaarical adaptation of the theory devolooed in thi£- section 
ond the preceding one la fully exemplified in Appendix C, v;here the 
analyses of tv?o test-spocimen box bearas are presented in detail. 
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PART II - iiSPiaiKiavTAL IKVJiSTIOATiaN 
Mater-ial and Speciiaens 
In orfler to verify experijaentaliy the theory developed in PiiKT I, 
two box •besms" viere fibricated and tested. Both beanus siniilatad the beam 
ahown in ITig. 3» The details or the two beaias are shown in 6, tind 
their properties .^re given in Table I. In Table 1 and all subsequent 
discussion, the siaallsr of these bsains is rsferrod to as 3-1 and the lai'ger, 
as B-2. For reference convenience the number of the equation froiii tdiieh 
a particular beam property v:aa calciilated is listed in the second coluiiin 
of Table 1. 
The selection of bearj specimens was governed by the intention of 
vising TniBterial snd 1 enr^th-width (L/b) ratios which are co.ciiion in iriodem 
airplane coni.-.ti'uction. The cover shents ivere nnde of S43-T aliuiiimira 
alloy and Sie flange laeiibers, of 14S-T, The L/b-ratios of 5 and 7 
were uaed for 3-1 and 3-2, rospectively, because this rengs of ratios 
includes tho3e of a large nuniber of ••^Ing stmctures currently in use, 
^or t-jstini; pury)OHe8 each rfpecix.i-an v;as built of length 21., simply 
Huyportad, aid centrally loaded 1^1 bh either end x'eaction servin,.; as the 
load P 3hov.-n in i'ifj. 5. Tlie test beaias vjere stiffened in the lateral or 
chordvvise direction by six diaphragn^ aouispaced along the longth 2L 
starting with a diaphragm at either end, Tlie details and placeiu'snt of 
these diaphragms are Eho\m in Fig, 6. 
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It vras found from pralimlnary tests that the six diaphragais did not 
provide a<ieiuatB bracing to prevent rotation of the fiance jnenibers v/lth 
Table 1. Properties of tost beaias. 
Description 
or aysabol 
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^Tiiesc values were talcen jTroa referance (l). 
increasing load. This rotatifJii '.vas nor. fully prevented foi-* t-,vo reasons; 
tii8 3pa.ciuf5 betweaii diaphra^ns waa too large and, aeconcily, p. aei't?.in 
saiac.unt of looseners in the bolted comiections permitted some rotation at the 
diapbragfiia bafor-ii the bolte came into firtu bearing against the sides of 
their holes. To reduce thiw action aa uiuch as practicable vpithout re­
building the heariiBf additiontjl chordv.ise bracing was supplied laidvjay 
between exLftting diuphi-aj^ms. This additioiial bracing consisted of l/2-iuch 
square steel bars clamped to the flanges at the top and bottoiii of each 
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All top and bottom flanges riveted same - Symmetncoi oDout this 
\ 
as shown below for flange 
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2--^ in. std. hex head steel bolts 
DIAPHRAGM DETAILS 
GENERAL NOTES 
1-Aluminum alloy 24S-T cover sheets, 
I4S-T channels and diaphragms, 
and A17S~T rivets. 
2-AII holes-No,30 dril l  except as 
otherwise shown and noted, y inch 
rivets. 
3-Rolled sections and sheet thicknesses 
to be within commercial tolerance. 
4-Length tolerance, inch. 
il drawing of test beams B1 and B2. 
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beaci. In ord.er to clear the cover sheets, tlie bars were mounted on 3/&» 
inch steel bloclrs. final system of lateral bracing, therefore, -was 
made up of bracing aauisers located at the one-fifth points of the span. 
Considerably more bracing than the foregoing is placed in actual airplane 
wings. Althou^ the additional bracing; greatly reduced the adrerse 
effect of fleaige rotation, the chord^clse strains usere still aopreeiably 
affected oy-it; but no further coirrection was attempted, becati^e th»se 
strains \7ere saall ^d only slightly influenced the finel results. 
Equijaaent 
The box beaaisivere tested in a 50,000-lb, Olsen scre-si-sear beaa 
testing machine isith lever-type weighing system. The error in observed 
loads did not exceed two percent. 
Tension-flange strains were measured vdth tPuckeraian optical strain 
gagea having a gage length of one inch and a least reading of 0.000,002-
inch. In the chordwise or y-direction of each beam, the tension-flange 
gages »are placed on the bottom surface of a channel about 1/8-inch 
frosi the edge of the out^rard projecting channel flange. Hence, these 
gages wore at approiL^ately y =» 6-7/16 inches froic the center llae of 
th3 bottaa surface of each beasn,' The spanxTise locations of all strain 
gages are glvai in Table 14 in Appendix D, 
Coaprossion-flange strain laeasuremeints were obtained with Huggen-
berger tensoiaeters which had a gage leaigth of one inch and a noainal 
aultiplication ratio of 1/1800. These instruments were graduated to 0.05 
division, and readings were closely estisiated to 0.01 division, giving a 
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least reading of about 0.000,008-iiicli. On the top surface of a channel, 
the OQ5ip3resaion-flsage gages were placed in positions similar to those 
described in the preceding paragraph for tension-flange gages. 
Cover-sheet strains were aeesured -with three SR-4 electrical strain-
gage rosettes glued to the tension cover at the root section, which was 
directly under the applied load at the center of the simple beasi of 
length 2L. One rosette was located at the center of the sheet, y = 0; 
a second rosette, at y • -5 Inches; and the third, at 7 = +5 inches, 
A rosette was inade up of three one-inch gages with two of the gages 
lying at right angles to each other and the third lying at an angle of 
45° vdth each of the other two. Each rosette was attached so that one 
gage v<as parallel to the x-axis, another was parallel to the y-ezis, 
and the reiaaining gage was inclined 45° srith both the x- and y-axes. 
The probable experimental error for these gages was ??ithln two percent. 
Procedure 
Each beam ;ras arranged in the testing nachins as a simple besca of 
length 2L with a loa'2 of 2? e :>plied at the center. The tip load P 
shown in Pig. 3 t-olcen as one-half of this applied load. 
Strain observations -were obtaiined first in each ease for ascending 
and desceadins canter loading applied in 200-lbi increraents for loads froa 
z9ro to 1000-lb. ^olloTRlng this prelirinarj run, an initial load of 
500-lb» wae applied; and, at each 1000-lb» mark up to a load of 50'X-lb» 
for beesa E-1 and to 6000-lbi for B-2, strain gage readings Tuere observed 
for both ascending and descending load applications. By twice repeating 
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the latter procedure, tiiree sets of readings were obtained in order to 
have check data availaljls. 
It •was foiaid that major strains were repeated "withiji one percent 
of their average values for the three sets of readings. Although some of 
the fgrnaTi strains were not as closely repeated as the ones cited in the 
preceding sentence, the agreeusnt ^3 considered to be fully satisfactory. 
Therefore, the strain data reported in Appendix D are the averages of the 
three sets of observations. 
The procedure followed in calculating sheet stresses from observed 
strains aade use of the well-kno^ plsne-stress forsrulas and special 
relations furnished by the manxifacturer^ of the strain-gage rosettes. 
The stress forraulas are: 
0^ « S^(ey + }Ae^) (219} 
Bie strains and Sy were foimd from the strain-gage readings 
Ej; and Ry by means of the relations 
®x " ^  - Hy/45 (220) 
ey - Hy - .V45 (221) 
which vere supplied by the gage manufacturer^. 
In all numerical -troiic, the sioduli of elasticity and ?oisson*s 
ratio recojaniKided by the Aluminun Company of Anerica y/ere used, i.e. 
ii » 0.33 (222) 
S « 10,500,000 psi. (t^sion) (223) 
E « 10,700,000 psi. (coBipression) (224) 
Baldwin-South??arlc Corporation 
S « 10,600,000 psi. (flemre), (225) 
Tharefors, tiis tension cover stresses were caaptited froa the test data "by 
means of equations {218) to (223), inclusive. The teusion-flaiiiSe stresses 
n&T--2 sal ciliated by rrultiplyins the raeasured strains by B = 10,500,000 psi, 
and tliQ coio^jrossion-flange stresses by E = 10,700,000 psi. THie values 
of 0.33 and Eg * Bj,. » 10,500,000 psi. were used throughout in the 
co:aputation o? theoretical stresses. 
PliJSSIiHTA.TIOIv AIJI> DlSCtJSSIOil OF SE3ULTS 
Bie results of both the eaqjerimaital and theoretical studies are 
presented in Figs, 7 to 15, inclusive, and in Tables 3 to a), inclusive. 
In Jigs. 7 and 8, theoretical curves are shown for the variation 
along the span of jasodiaam. tensile and compressive outer fiber stresses 
in the flange members. T& permit comparison, experimentally detenained 
stresses were plotted on these figures, and curves representing the 
conventional theory CT« Hc/l are shona also. In the vicinity of the 
maxlHum stressed section (near the beam root, ac « 0), the measured and 
analytical flange stresses Tfsere found to agree •within three percent of 
the analytical values. In oirder to illustrate the knowi variance betwe«i 
the engineering theory of beam action and the behavior of besEis subject 
to shear lag and budcling, it is pointed out that the theoretical tensile 
stress in the flanges at the root section is 15 percent greater and the 
co33^ressive stress is 34 percent greater than Mc/I for beam B-1; and, 




O X E25)erimental 
Fig, 7. Conparison of theoretical and experimental flange 
stresses, beam B-1. 
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P = 3^k 
^ L = 42" 
Shear-lag theory 
Conventional theory 
O X Experimental 
Fig. 8. Comparison of theoretical and e3q)erimental flange 
stresses, beam B-2. 
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compression cover^-slieet baCIcling, the caopressive stress percentages are 
larger than those tor tensile stresses. 
It may he observed also trcm. Pigs, 7 and 8 that in the half of a 
heam near tho free end (from z«L/2to x = L), the expsrlHentaliy 
deteiBiinsd stresses are consistantly less than corresponding analytical 
stresses. For example, in beaa B-l, the experiiaeatal compressiye stress 
v?a3 approximately 20 percent smaller than the theoretical value at 
x •» 3L/4 = 22.5" (Fig. ?)• This tendency is attributed to the approxL-
aations made in the bucJclinj^ analysis. However, siich a tendency is 
relatively uniiaportant, since the test results indicate that the naxiiaurfi 
stresses near the root are obtained fron the analysis ifith satisfactory 
accuracy. 
In Fig. 9 the spamwise flengo-stress variations for three stages of 
loading are presented for both test besias. It may be noted that the 
results are consistent with those discussed in the two preceding para­
graphs. The relaticmships between applied load and theoretical and 
ezperiEental flange stresses are given in Pigs. 10 and 11 for test beams 
j3-l and B-2, respectively. Frcm Inspection of these figures, it is 
concluded that the test results provide confirmation of the theoretical 
analysis for flange stresses throughout the various stages of loading. 
The numerical data froai idiich the theoretical curves of Pigs. 7 to 11 
were drawn are presented in Appeadix C in Tables 8 and 13. In Appendix D, 
Tables 15, 16, 18, and 13 contain the data for the measured stresses ^ shich 
were plotted in Figs. 7 to 11, inclusive^ 
Theoretical curves showing the distributions of normal stresses in 
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Fig. 10. Relationships between flange stresses and applied load, beam B-1. 
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Fig. 11. Relationships between flange stresses and applied load, beam B-2. 
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presented in Figs, 12 and 15. !Por purposes of coiaparison, esperiiaentally 
determined stresses-a'sreplotted cm these figures. Since the laazijsrum value 
of the spsnwise stress 0^ in the teTssioc cover sheet for a given load 
P is numerically equal to or greater than the aaximm stress in 
the eoapression cover sheet, tlic ccrspariscns aade here are based on 
tension cover-sheet stresses^, ?or the ffiaTlanim span-sjise stresses 
analytical and eaperinaatal values -cere found to agree within 4-1/2 
percent for both test beans. The greatest discrepancy betwe^i laeasured 
and analytical chonhTise stresses 0^^ amounted to about 14 percent and 
occxirred at y = •5'*, P = 2,5^, for besu E-1 (Slg. 12). At other points 
of beam B-1 and for beam. E-2, the agrefaaant between theoretical and test 
results Toas •within 6 percent of the theoretical chord-wise stresses for the 
mazlBtua applied loads. On account of fabrication uncertainties, this 
degree of agreement betwesi the analj'i:ieal and laeasured chordvfise stresses 
is regarded as satisfactory. 
^3is relationships between applied load and theoretical and experi-
nental sheet stresses are sho-sn in Fiss. 14 and 15, Inspection of these 
figures together isith Hgs, 12 and 13 fortes the basis for concluding that 
the test results furnish adequate confirmation of the theory given in 
'PAST I for the analysis of sheet stresses, The numerical data froia t^ch 
the theoretical curves of Figs, 12 to 15 were constructed are given in 
Appendix C in Tables S and 15, and data for esperiaiental values are given 
^nder laaxiicum loading and at x « 0, y » ±b, BjaximuE values of 
0^- cor-pated froa equations (210) and (214) are -19,430 psi, and -17,030 
psi. in beams B-1 and B-2, respectively. Cor3?esponding values of 0^ are 
23,030 psi. and 24,93) psi, in B-1 and B-2 (sea Tables S and 15). 
JFig. 12. Comparison of tlieoreticeiL and experimental distributions 
of sheet stresses at root section (x=0), beam B-1. 
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Fig. 13. Cofflparison of theoretical and expsrisiental distributions 




















Fig. 15. Relationships between applied load and sheet stresses at root section (x=0), beam B-2. 
in Tables 17 and 20 in Appendix D. 
By noans of equation (166) and t3ie flange-stress numerical values 
given in Tables 8 snci 13, tlie total stresses T and C in the tension 
end compression cover sheets can be computed. These total stresses siay 
be used as e iteasure of cover-sheet effectiveness. At the root section 
xmder sa-ririua loading, stich total stresses were T = 9430 lb. and 
C = -4680 lb, in beesi B-1 and T « 10,670 lb, snd C = -2270 lb. in 
bosz: 3-2. If full cover-sheet effectiveness is considered to be repre­
sented by the totaO. stress obtained froia the conventional theory Mc/1 
in which a tinifoim etreas distribution across the beani width is assiiaed, 
T = -G « 10,400 lb. in B-1 and T « -C = 11,160 lb, in B-2 for fully 
effective cover sheets. With the foregoing values, it is found that the 
tansion cover was 91 percent effective and the compression cover 45 
percent effective in bean B-1. Sirailar percentages for baan B-2 are 
35 percent for the tension cover and 20 percent for the compression cover, 
furthermore, the theoretical analysis indicates for beams vfith L/b-rstios 
canparable to tbose of the test specimens that for saaller ratios of the 
elastic constants Is:^ and kj, than those of the test spacinens^, the 
cover-sheet effectivotiess would be less than the percentages quoted in 
the preceding stateiEent, end for larger k^- and k^-ratios the 
effectiveness would be greater. However, along with the ccaasideration of 
cover-sheet effectiveness, it should also be kept in mind that the 
maxinuia Tsas 18 percent greater than hLc/l in beeni B-1 end 
^Por B-1, • 0,2234, » 0,5664; and for B-2, = 0.172E, 
k% " 0,2823. In general, kg « SA-Eg/A-pEpd+ii) (3-ti) and 
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17 parcsnt greater ia B-2. 
It is ali>o insicatcid by the theoretical analysis that for beams •with 
lyb-ratioi coapareibls to end and kj^-ratios tsiaaller thon the test-
speciuen actios, nta">nLirrajii stresses in flange rasabers and cover sheets 
ivoula axceed idc/l to a greater extent than was fovuid in the present 
-estaj and for greater Jc^- and kj^-ratios the maximun stresses would 
exceed iac/I to a lesser extent. 
As it was desired to obtain a quantitative measure of the negligi­
bility of the collocation coefficients and C2 appearing in 
equation (38) and discussed in Appendix B, these coefficients were 
included in the analysis of beaa B-2 in Appendix C. They "were ozEitted 
in analyzing beaia B-1, This choice of beaais for which such coefficients 
were used constitutes a more severe test of the need for then, than if the 
choice were made in reverse order; because, if required at all, the need 
would be greater for the shorter of the tsra apecinens, beasi B-1 
(L/b =5), than for the longer one, beaia B-2 (L/b « 7). Inasmuch as the 
results indicate virtually the same degree of agreement between test and 
theory for both beanis, it sppears, at least for the range of L/b-ratios 
froa 6 to 7, that these coefficients may be justifiably neglected, 
SOMAHY 
In this thesis the solutions of three ahear-l<5.g probleias are obtained, 
end tests of two box begins are reported, 
Hie firct solution given in PAKT I applies to syimetrical tension 
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panels -nlth flange nienbers fixed and web sheets xtnattached at tbe 
foun-^ati OE. The second solution applies to fXat-covsi*^ C9ntilo7sr, box 
befiJuE before compression cover-sLost buckling occurs. tts third 
solution ap7>lies to flat—corer^ cantileTor, bo^ b^^cms after cor.pressioii 
cover-sheet buCfiTling occurs* Also, expressions ar?! .^ven for five 
specific loading; conditions for use in nua=3ric-2l applications of the box-
beam analyses. 
'The shear-lag cases in question are treated as bounds.rT'-riilus 
problffias in the theory of elasticity for isotropic sheets of tension panels 
and boz beams. The eonvent-ional engineering theories of bending and 
direct stress and P/A) are eaployed to determine stresses in 
flange sieabers •which are subject tc bending .Tioments end direct loads 
whose magnitudes ere found frca: equilibrium end sheai'-leg requirements. 
Ibe large-deflection theory in conjunctic®. irith strain-energy computations 
is used in the snalysie of buckling. 
Tests of tiro bOTc boemn are reported in PART II, •'•NR. the expsrirr.stxtal 
results are compared with analyses based on the theory of PART I, It v&s 
found that nusxiaua flange stresses were obtained within three percent 
and maxiiDun. Epam5is& ="li©6t stresses T?ithin 4-1/2 percent by Taeans of the 
theo3ry. Furtheraors, it yras found that tho buckling analysis gave 
satisfactory results in the calculation of stresses, but snail 
stresses near the free ends of the beans v?ere overestiaated. Chord-Efise 
sheet stresses rere obtained Tsithin S percent, except at one point where 
sn error of 14 percent was observed. Pran an ove3rall viJJtspoint, the 
theory is ccn3id8red to be confirmed by the experinaital results. 
In Appendices A and B, fousolas are developed for the evaluation of 
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certain coefficients yihldh occur in the analyses. Detailed nuiaericel 
snalyses of the t-wo test bearas are presented in Appendix C. Test data 
stA the stresses calculated fr^xa such data ere '5iven in Appendix D. 
COSiCLCSIOKS 
Sie follOTElng conclusions are derived from the thejoretical and 
earoerimental inTestigations presented herein and arc ccaisidered applicsible 
at least over the range of length^-Tuidth (L/b) ratios frcaa 5 to V trhich 
iffere included in the box-beam tests* 
1. The boi-beaa analysis is coafiimed by the test resxilts, 
2. Maximum span-wise stresses in flange Bieabers and cover sheets can 
be calctxlated within approximately five percent by sresns of the theory, 
3. Chordwise cover-sheet stresses are more affected by fabrication 
uncertainties and can be calculated with less accuracy than the spanwise 
stresses. 
4. The analysis of compression cover-sheet buckling is suitsblo for 
the calculation of lEaximura stresses. 
5. For other than niazimusi stresses, the buckling analysis is on the 
conservative side and overestimates the flange stresses. 
6. Maximum span^wise stresses in flange moEbers and cover sheets 
seriously exceed the stresses ctmputed by means of the conventional 
bending theory ((r« Mc/I). For the test speciEiems, excesses of 10 to 36 
percent -rere found, 
7. For beeenp rd-tb length-width (L/b) ratios comparable to and 
SI 
ru.tioa Ox tiie eiasfcic constants Zk^Hg/Aj^(l+ti) (a-ji) and 
= Zglg/i^j-d+fi) (3-}i.) sasilier xxian 'ciiose of the test spsciraens 
(It/ii = 5 to 7, - 0,17Zd to O.ZdZi^ and « 0»Z3^5 to 0.3664), 
aoxiJiUia oDoiifticie sbrsoses would exceed iuc/l by a iiigher range of 
wcigou ciiun th€ iTongd in condusioii 6* 
3. ~OJ: beaaia n-itii L/c-ratios coraparabie to aaa k^- sjid 
kjj-ratios gsri^tei' than thoao of the test specimens, liaxiaim spanvrise 
strease^i ixoviLd ezcoed kc/l hy a lower range of percentages vhan the 
riiH^e viuotad in c;oncli;Gioii 5. 
3. Box-baesL cover sheets have appreciably reduced effectiveness, 
if 100 perciKit effectiveness is based on the unifoua distribution of 
stress along the "vvidth of a beasi which is associated with the conventional 
benaing theory. Tension cover sheets were froa 91 to 96 percent 
effective, ana compression covers from aO to 45 perceit effective in the 
test specisiens, 
10. Cover-sheet effectiveness Trould be less than the percentages 
quoted in conclusion S for beams with L/b-ratios comparable to ena kg^-
ancL k'g-ratioo less than the test-beaa ratios. 
11. Cover-sheet eifectiv^ess •sould bs greater theoi the percentages 
quoted in conclusion 9 for beaais with L/b-rutios coffi.i>arable to and k^-
and k|j-ratios greater than the test-bean ratios. 
12. Ccefficients denoted herein as and Cg, which are used to 
satisfy iii siinor part the boundary condition of equal spantsise displ&ce-
nents of sheet and flange iaeabers along the lines where these parts are 
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APPiEDICiiS 
Appeadiz A: Forasulas for Suicnatioti of Series 
It is oftsa helpftil to hare available other aeans thsn direct 
suaaaatitm for the oalcalatioia of series sues, Sspecially is tliis tie 
case 11^1631 xaore precise results ere desired than those obtained by 
ordinary coHputaticais. Sierefore, the series in the panel and beam 
analyses are eapressed partly in closed fora and partly in terms of more 
rapidly conrergent series, and forsrolas for such transforsnationg are 
presented in this appendix* 
StffiEation of aeries types and S3 
Such series as Sjp and ^sb gssaerally similar. 
By letting Ic^, represait the constsaat tcia jsmltiplied by L/«b in 
Dp (eqaation (41)) or (equation {85}), or in genezral 
all of the foregoing series can be partially sumed in tezms of 
Also let kg represent kp (equation (42)) or (eqaatim (84)), or 
Applying Xuaaer's transfomation, reference (11, p. S^), to the 
Si-type series with for H^p or and D for Dp or 
yields the r^aticm 
ki « 2riL/jicb(3-ii), (226) 
^2 " k3.{sfb/L) • 2ri/{IHA). (227) 
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Si » 2 Ks/ii'D » S (abn-pi-ti)/n®(ab*3c2) + 2 (228) 
Hg/Ii-{ab*ri-jA) / (alj^kg ) 
!Sie ntmerator in th.& series on the extreoie right in sgaation (2£8) 
rapidly approaclies zero Tsith increasing n, end for practical pxirposes 
tlia smL is obtained by adding a tern ot the initial terms. The sum of 
the first series on the ri^t side of the equal siga can be expressed 
in closed foim as shown in equation (229). 
2 (ab+ri-ti)/n®{ab+lca) 
« 2 l/a(Bi-lci)+lri-ti){L/itb) 2 l/n^in^-ici.), n » 1, 2, 5,... 
C • <|»{ki) ri - M. lci*V6 - C - i^(lci) 
(229) 
Bie constamt C » 0.577,215,654,90... is knom as Saler*s c<mstant, 
and ^(^3.) is the first logaritfenic deriTatire of the Gmrma function, 
<l>(S:i) « ~in/"(l+lci), /"(l-^ki) » kiS (230) 
2iie Gaiaiaa function and its derivatiTes are discassed in reference (27), 
Chap. XCI, p. 235, and they can be evaluated frosi the tables in referred 
(8). 
Bie foiBJulas given below are obtained by the procedure illustrated 
in the preceding paragrai>h« 
" Jx (Sip or S^i,) (231) 
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In addition to tbe beam coastants kj, and ICjs* Talue of 83^ 
depends on the dlstributija of spplied load- Eiis factor is aceoxmted 
for by the load fanction s(3i)* ^or loading cases (a)» (b)» and (d) 
sho«i in Pig. 5, g{n) is glv^ by equations (lOl), (102), and (104), 
respactiTsly; and the corresponding foimulas for are 
(a) • J2 + Va (232) 
(b) ' (233) 
(d) » 1.5{J"J*V|)-(6/*^) S {1-cos n*)/2tt^ {234} 
Sab - 3"s + V3 (235) 
Tba Jotezms are: 
(ri-ii)Ji, Ji.jr. (zss) 
ic^ 
J - ^  _ C * ayCiCa.) - <|>(lCx/2) ^ Jj « _f« _ »(ti) - (fiij/Z) 
4k2 Sfc^kg Skg 
 ^j. _ c • ,>(k.) ^ j. _ (2^ , 
ki - kg IC3 
kjj » (L/*b)2M./(l-|i>), Jcs " ia(LAb), Sg « x^/6 (239) 
Numerator differences are defined to be: 
di « dl + (ri-ji)dg, di - (ab coth ab)/D - ab/(ab*ka) (240) 




lEie 7--terras are: 
« 2 di/n^, Tg = 2 {1-cos i»)da/2n® (242) 
- 2 (-l)^""^d2/n®, V3 - 2 dg/n^, 21 » 1, 2, 5,... (243) 
SusHaation of sorles types 5^,1 (L), 5gg{I^)» and 833(1) 
In order to express the Sq{L) series in teims of Cj. and 0^, 
three types of series are int2X)ctueed; namely Sii(L), S^ziL) p and 833(1), 
These series are listed below; and to illustrate the procedure followed in 
arriving at them, the tension-panel ^qI^) series is dealt -with in the 
discussion following immediately thereafter. 
Sii(L) « - (2b/itL)®2 1/a^ + H1^^22 
*3{i+ji) 3aa®ta(mL/b)® 
_ l/(ini) • ^V(a^•^^) 
- ai3 22 — . • -—-5 (244} 
D a a(nb/L) 
g(n) ^ l/(l*tA) gV(a^*g^) 
m® + ia(nbA»)" S22{L) - ai322 ^ ^ ' (245) 
„ ,T, . ..No l/(l*n) •> gV(a'*g') , , 
S3,(L) . KiSi, 22 — . ^3 ^  aCnbA)"^ ' ' 
ai3 » S2(b/L)V«®(3-u.) (247) 
As before, K3 represents K»p or Hg'o* either Dp or D|j in 
equation (244)* 
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Upon putting X " L in equation (32), it is seen that 
Sq{L) = S (-l)^S(HiSinh 3L + cosh pL - — Egsinh 3L). (248) 
From the substitution of HiSinh PL =» - H2(pL cosh gL + sinh 0L) frca 
equation (9) into equation (248), it follows that 
S {L) « -2 2 (-ij^^gEgSinh gL 
^ " 1 + 
(249) 
The eatpression for givea in sqxiation (17) is used to obtain 
(-l)®"^gH,3inh pL « - 2(SQ - 20l/^*)/^ 
- (a/b) 2 IMeUh ab 
2&^ 
+ Ajgab cosh ab + Ajjainh ab + — AgSinh ab), (250) 
Inhere the e^qpression following the guramation sigi is fotmd by using the 
definition of given in equation (15) • With the aid of equations 
(22), (35), and « Cg « 0, it may be observed that 
2^^ 
AjSinh ab + A2(ab cosh ab + sinh ab + —r sinh ab) 
a +? 
« 4bCi(-l) /(l+fi)a® * 2F2Sinh ab/(l+p.) + 2&^3Sinh ab/(a^+?®). (251) 
The substitution of equation (251) followed by the insertion of fraz 
equation (39) into equation (250), leads to the relationship 
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H—1 a 8CiI»^ 1 
(-1) ^EjSinh BI, - «i/S - S n=t(iiL/b)'» 
isct,' ,11,, 1/A^) * ,252, 
Pjc®(3-m.) + (nb/L)^ 
From aquations (249) and (252), (l+ti.)Sc(^JA ^7 be writtsca 
9 3 a 16eiL^(bA.) 1 
{l+n)Sc(L)/L « - CiL^(2b/KL) si/m® + 3. , Z2 
*^(l+}i.) nm® + ia(3iL/b)^ 
32Ci^L*(b/L)^ 22^ . * gV(a^»3^) 
«®(3-'4) Dp m® • mCnb/L)^ 
» - CiL®Sij.{L), (253) 
•Qie sum of the single series in equation (253) is given iJi Table 2. If 
the second series is susaaed first with respect to n and then vrith 
respect to 21, its suai can be obtained readily. The undesirability of 
summing first with respect to m is demonstrated later. The third 
series in equation (253) requires more computation than either of the 
first two, because of the presence of Ngp/Dp in the former. This third 
series can be divided into series of two basic kinds by separating it 
according to the two terms in the numerator of the ezpression that 
follOTUs the dot. Thus, "with the material constant l/(l+p.) osiitted, 
the series are 
2S i ^ and 22 r • , . (254) 
m m •{ab/L) m®*(iibA) 2i^+(nbA») 
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For further illustration, the means of sunnning the first of the two series 
above are discussed after the next paragraph. 
Before continuing the discussion of the sucsaation of the double 
series as carried out in this appaidlx, attention is called to the 
expressions obtained by suBming first trilth respect to m. In all cases, 
-without transfozming them in any way, these aeries can be simaed 
coiapletoly with respect to m. For e3S2Baple, 
1 20 + (j»(z) + {j>(-z) 
22 — 2 , n » 1, 2, 3,.., (255) 
aaa + 2i{aiL/b)® S(nb/!L} 
•where z is the imaginary quantity inb/L, i » (-1)®. As tables of 
^(z) are rarely, if ever, available for fractional z, the form shoTOi in 
equation (255) is not used herein. The sum <t>(z} (t>('*z) is real; 
hence, another possible means of evaluating equation (255) is to eo^and 
the 3t-functian in its asymptotic expansion, which is customarily used 
for numerical deteiBiination of <(>(z), and sm the resulting terms with 
respect to n. This latter procedure requires two eaqpansions, one for 
nb/L less than unity and another for nb/L greater than unity. As a 
result, such procedure calls for a greater amount of calculation than 
the procedure of sxffinaing first with respect to n followed by suEiaatian 
with respect to m« In the latter case, 
22 (ab/2L) S (coth mKL/b)/m^ - (1/2) (bA-)^ S l/m® (256) 
am® +• m(mL/b)® 
and, since coth msL/b may be considered to equal one (see page 18), 
the awn of the double series may be used as (b/SL) (xsg - Ssb/L), ishere 
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Sjj and S3 ape listed in Table 2, The end result in the exanple just 
given could be anticipated owing to the simple fora of the series in 
question. However, the conclusions reached apply equally well for all 
double series in the analyses; although few of thera, especially whea 
such terms as are involved, have smas as easily obtained as that 
of the series in the foregoing example. 
Consider now the first series in equation (254}. Kuiimier^s trans­
formation applied to this series gives 
A partly closed-foim sum is obtained for the first series on the right in 
the foregoing equation. The second series (containing di) is analogous 
to the TT-series defined by equations (242) and (243) and is discussed 
subsequently. 
It may be observed that the numsrator of the first series following 
the equal sign in equation (257) can be ea^ressed as 
In order to put the series mder consideration in the form shotzn. below, 
equation (258) and niL/b » x (teaiporarily) are employed. 
i<2p/2 (ai7^'rj_—jA)/{ab*k3} 
•  •  •  I m i n m m  m m  K 2l2 • i m  mi" • i i  •• I ' • i  m 
21® + m(nb/i')^ Ei(nb/L)^ 
+ 2 di.fi(nbA')» (257) 
(ab + rj. - M')/(ab + kg) « 1 - (kg + - ri)/(ab + kg)* (258) 
(ab + ri - it)/(ab kg) 
2i2# I III 
31® + ir-(nb/L)^ la® m(nfc/L) 
1 
- (lA)(L/b)®(ka + li - ri) 2Z 1 (259) 
m(n + ki)(n^ + z^) 
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Tixe SUE of the series on the right-hand side of the equal siga in 
equation (259) is Ioioto frara the infomation following equation (256). 
To sum the second series first with respect to n, the tera 
l/(n+ki} (n^+x^) is eapanvisd sisyjaptotically, i.e., 
l/(n*lcj.) (n*-»-x®) » * (ki/x)^ - (ki/x)® 
n • X 
- (ki/n^s®) [[ 1 - (fca/x)^ • (ia/x)^ 
- {W-)° +-'••*]] [l - (iCi/n) • (ki/n)"* - (ki/n)^ "^•"J 
» '*• 3^/n(n*»x^) - 3ca/n{n»lca.) jgg^j 
kf * X® 
where the final step ccmslsts of suBsaing the alternating seories in 
square brackets. !rhe three terms in the numerator of this final 
expression are in such fona that they can be sunmed itith respect to n. 
Iff for the time being, only tezms containing n are considered, the sum. 
of the first term is 
S1/(ti®+x^) = (« ccth ijr)/2r - l/2r? (261) 
Since coth itx » coth PL » 1 for large L/b-ratios, suBnaation of this 
eapression together •with other m-tems that accompany it can be carried 
out folly, 55ia third tena was suaaied preTiously in equation (229) giTing 
Jl of equation (£36). 
She sura of the n-teia for the second of the three terms in the 
numerator of the final ea^resaion in equation (260) is 
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, , £ 2» £C + (iJ(ix) + a3(-ix) . , 
S l/n(iiW) = (£52) 
The above forci is undesirable for tlie first reason given, in connection 
•sTlth equation (255). However, tlie asymptotic expansion of («> can be 
used conveniently in tliis case as only one ejcpression is necessary. Ttie 
expansion is 
(^(iz) (|»(-ix) " 2 In X + Bj/x * 3g/2x 
+ B3/37: •«••••» X greater thsn one 
where the Bp are Bernoulli's numbers; =» 1/6, Bg •= l/30, (see 
Table 2). Good accuracy can be secured for the x » jaL/h of interest 
here by taking only the first two terras of the asysiptotic series, and 
additional transfoimations are laade later which further expedite 
eojaputstion, 
l^ie last series in equation (259) can not? be put in the fora 
22 
^(n+ki) (n®+x^) 
-2 coth. stx)/Zx - » C la 2. B^/2x^ •» C » ^ (ki) (264) 
a(kf + X®) 
wisre the first trrc teros in tbe nuHsrator equal equation (261) times Icj, 
(equation (2&0) contains kj. in the nume3?ator of the first of the last 
g 
three n-terais), the next three teras represent equation (262) times x 
(2^ is from eqxiation (260) and In z and occur in equation (2S3) 
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In tlx© <t>--teia expansion), the last two tsisas equal (equation 
(236) defines J"!), and k| + x* in the denooinator appears also in the 
denoniinetor of the last expression in equation (260). If the tenas of 
the single series are inultiplied by (L/h)®, they becone 
jCa/Saa - (b/L)^x/^^ * Injl'/b) In m » (b/L)Vl2ta^ - m('Kx) (255) 
+ ^(ka/it)^ 
where, also, the relations x - inL/b, coth = 1, In x = ln(L/b)-»-ln 
Bi = 1/6, and kg " <bki/L are es^loyed. When the foregoing expression 
is suiffined with respect to m, the result is 
S2 fa [ln(L/b) - • L* 
m(n+ki) (n^-^-x®) 
^ 1 - ^^aCOth kg k|/S ^  1/6)(3 f )/2kf. (266) 
(4/«)(ks/*)® 
The syabols fg and L* represent alternating series, e.g., 
2 4 6 
f3 » S3 - S5(k2/it) *• ARFILCZ/X) ' S9(k2/K) 
kg/* less thtjxi one (267) 
I«* " Lg — Lg(k2/x} + Ly(k2/^) — Lg{k2/*) 4'—•••, 
kg/* less then two (268) 
Sp « 2 1/H^, P « 2, 3, 4, m « 1, 2, S, ... (269) 
Xtp * 2 (in y P " 2, 3, 4, «•«, HI • 2, 3, 4, ••• (270) 
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Values of s„ end L_ •arn listed in Table 2. Inasniucii as ka/* Is 
P P 
r.gIg/EjIy{l+;i) (5-p,}jf for boz oeams end Ag£g/ij>Ep(l+}i) (S-ji)* for 
taasion panels, it is usually saiall; and and L* can be calculated 
r^th. sufficient eccuracj from the first two or three terms of the series, 
Biy the methods set forth in the preoeding paragraphs, the following 
rolations have been. dcToloped, 
* ®10®2 "*• ®11®S ~ (271) 
For cases (a), (b), and (d) ahov.® in Fig* (&)» 
(fi) " ^22^22 •*' Sl3^22 (272) 
(b) • 2aj2^22 * ®1S^22 (272) 
(d) « 1.5(2322^12 
- ai3(6/#*) 2 (1-cos iiif)S£.(n,L)/2a% (274) 
~ ®S3^33 ~ ^ 31^11 * ^ dl®13^33 (275} 
The- a-terms are: 
aio • aii - 8(l-M.)(2ni){b/L)V*®(l-hi)(3ni) (276) 
aia - ais(k2 • ^ - ri)(L/b«), = r;s(bA)®/j<®(3-{^) (277) 
a22 " 16(bA)V«^(3-ti) (278) 
asi » a33(lco-lEi)/{lco-k3), asa » 9{lCo-3c3) (l-p.) (bA) (279) 
The bean rionstan-^^s ><ncl Icg aro clefiried in equation (239) end 
in equation (123). 
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Ibe J-terms are; 
Jii - Clii(I'/b) - ¥{ki)] [f33 + fa/d+n)] + L" • LVCI+H) - U/Z 
S 3  -  f s s  ( s a - f a / ( 2 8 0 )  
Ski/dci-l/o) 
0.5(lc|csch^g - 1 + ici/3) * (1 - kgcoth kg k|/3)/(l+u) 
(4A)(W«)-
J22 - Cln(2L/b) - ai»(ki) + (i»(ki/2)] [fsa + fs/Cl+lt)] + L" + LV<Hli) 
* Jl. - We - ^ (s,-f.)/(i^) 
6]C], 
^22 » [in 2 - t}5{lCi) + V(kl/2)] [f33 + fg/d+ii)] 
+ 3^ ~ ^ 3^ '*' i^ 3~^ 3)/(^ '*'m') / gggv 
^ 2ki/(lCi-l/2) 
The teim J33 Is computed froa foisula (280) a?ter replacing kj. with 
ka end kg with k^. The symbols jfga and L" desi^ate alternating 
serit3s, viz., 
2 4 6 
^33 "S3 - 2S5(k2/jt) + SsyCkg/*) ' - 4Sg(k2/jf) +-•••» 
kg/* less than cme (284) 
" ^3 "* 2Lg(ka/*) !3i^(k2/*} * ~ +—•••, 
kg/* less than two (285) 
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IJiHEericEl values of and L are listed in Table 2, and the teims 
P ? 
fg and L' are defined by equations (267) and (258), respectively. 
The V-tenas are: 
» 2 di^{n,L), Tgg = S d2Sj-j(n,L) (1 - cos n*)/2, (286) 
VI2 « 2 (-1)^ ^ d8^{n,L), Vaa » 2 d3£Ln(n,L), n « 1, 2, 5,... (287) 
S^(n,L) « fii(K) + fi(N)/(ini), K - nb/L (288) 
The n-fuactioae, fi(W) and fii(N) in •sdiicii K = nb/L, are asymptotic 
e:^ansions, i.e*^ 
2 4 6 
fi(H) "S3 - - SgK +-•••» 2J less than one (289) 
« l/(l+N®) • sj - ^ K less than two (290) 
» (C+ln N)/N^ + + Bz/^^ * Bg/eN® +•••» 
N greater than one (291) 
2 4 6 
fn(K) " Sg - 2s^ • 3Si^ - 4SgK +-•••, H less than one (292) 
= 1/(1+N®)^ * ^ - 4s»N® 
N less than two (293) 
« 1/M^ - ~ Bg/ai® - B3/2S® —» 
K greater than one (294) 
The are as nreviously defined, s* = - 1, and the are 
P  "  P P *  P  
Bernoulli's numbers; numerical values of these coefficients are given in 
Table 2. Values of fi(N) and fii(K) can be coaputed from the first 
few terms of the series in equations (289) and (292) when N is siaall. 
When N approximately equals one, equations (290) and (293) are best 
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s-oited for the caidilation of fi(K) and fii(I«). It rarely will be 
nacessary to use eq;uaticais (291) and (234). However, it is to be 
observed that these are asynptotic series and while they converge for the 
first several teras, depending '^n ths siastiitado of M, thsy eventually 
diverge. The best values of fi{N) snd fii{K) obtainable fros these 
divergeat series are fotmd by terminating each series -vd-th its term of 
least magnitude. Ordinariir a aufficiontly accurate deternxination of 
fi(N) or f4i(H) can be made frcea the first few terms of each series 
•!?ithout continuing the caicvQations to include the least tezsr. of either 
of thea. Farther discussion of asymptotic series -will be found in 
references (2) and ill), bxo&vt for* highly prfscise work, the V-type 
series can be satisfactorily evaluated fros: their first few terns, and 
computations involving equations (283) to (294) are held to a minisiuni, 
fhe 'S-serles 
The W-series, Tfhicii enter the box-beaia analysis rmen buckling of the 
coiiipression cover sheet requires consideration in sheer-lag ecriputations, 
are listed and defined in the folio-sing equations. 
The flange-snergy series are: 
« Ki^(5-li)/2 - 3^, 3* - Ki^(5-^)/2 - B* » Ki^{3-;i)/2 - (298) 
Wj. « S gi(n)(B»-.B^)/n^. W|, = 2 B?^(B»-Bl)/n'®= 
Si (a) « (-1)^ ^ (a^/2)^^f»(x)cos ax di 




The teims 3^^, 3^,, and are given in equations (204), (205) 
(206), respectively. 
lie sheet-enarsy series are: 
«^o " ^  K " 2 
W« « 2 (B?^5 + 3{2l ^  + B-S3l)/n® 
* 1 = 2  S ^ / n ^ .  1 # f a  -  2  B ^ n " ,  W g  =  2  B ^ / n "  
'^1 • 2 Vb/m®, Wl » 2 Tj/m®, - 2 Y^ /m® 
Wio -Z K'(B^B|)/n®. ^lo =2 m(V®-7|), « 2 (BjB^.B^^)/n 
_ _ Jas Bt(Tc+Vt) + 7b{Bc+Bt) 
Iffn = 22 p • ' 'u • 
m * (nb/L) m. + (nbA) 
- Z2 2! BeTc - BtTt 
n® • (nb/L)® + (nb/L)® 
w B;<V^t) " 
" + (nbA)^ - (nb/L)^ 
*• (nb/L)^ ••• (nb/L)® 
Bb " ao) (5-ii)/{l+ii} - £"3^ 
B^ = Ki^(coth ab)(3-^)/(l-ni) - 15% 
Bj » Ka.^(cotb ab) (3-iA)/(l-nA) - H"B^ 
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ab csch^ab + coth ab, H"® Ngcotb ab - ab, (N^ from equation 61) (311) 
T]j» ^ib^ii ~ Q^38» "^c" •"t^it'*'^io)^33 — S(»c—(jtb/l6L) (w/®) (31S) 
•Bie last teim of is used only idian 0 «= 0j and 
» Vq Tstiai & « 9. ~ ^tt (313) 
, 3  , 3  a i 2 Q i ( j a , k 2 )  „  .  «  T,NA\ 
•^11 ® &IOM + an/m® - ~= ; T-Ta * ^ 13 ^ °-A ^314) 
m"* + mdcs/*) 
In gsieral, =® ^is 2g(n)i^j/Di)j and for cases (a), (b), and (d) shown in 
rig. 5, 
(a) 322 - + ai3 Z (1-cos n3t)daS /2 (315-a) 
m® • mdcg/*) 
(b) » 8aaaQ8(a»]Cff) + g {«l)^'^d2^ (315-b) 
m3 * adEay*)^ ^ 
(d) SaggOiUyke) ^ 2 (-D^'^VSm ms 4- I /iirls m® • m(i:j/x) 
- (6/*®)ai3 2(l-cos n«)SBj/ai*Dj, {315-d) 
833^1 (m,ka) aaiQiC^ika) l/{l*\x)*a^/{a^^^) 
»^33® .ft ^ « / \ ft ^ ^ 13 25.3813^, p (3X6/ 
m3*m(ka/«) ia®+m(k^«)* m®+a(nb/L) 
Sec = accSKcV^ * ^ CC^» ^ ^t®m <317) 
For a given value of m, is calculated by putting a » u and 
n ® 2k in the second of equations (316). 
Qi(i!i,k2) " []l/(l+ii) •*• i!iV(ia^ + ka/*^)] [ln(I.A) - <i>(ki) • In m 
+ kg/at - (bA)®{ki-l/6)/2ni^] - l/2 • kg/^ - (bA)®(ki-l/6)/23i^ (318) 
Q^(m,k2) » [l/d-^i) + aVU® • ka/* )]] [[in 2 - v(ki) + v(ki/2) 
f (bA)*(ki-l/2)/2m*] + (bA)^(ki-l/2)/2a* (319) 
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QsCiitlEa) » (^l/Cl-nJi) * mVCia® "*" kjtT* )]] ^InCa:./!)) - 2n)(ki) + c^(ki/2) 
+ In m + kg/am + (bA)V8m^3 " 1/2 * - (bA)V6nf (320) 
.All of the atove-listed series, except '^n, Wli, "Wig, and 
converge rapidly enough that good results can be obtained by direct 
siaaaation. The flange-energy series and Wj_, Wg, and W3 of the sheet-
energy series have coefficients of the order of l/n-, denoted by 
o(n~^). It is, however, unnecessary to find the sums of Wj_, W2, and W3} 
because inspection of 829 and 635, equations (182) and (iSS), shows 
that "the effect of these series on ©as equal and opposite to their 
effect caa 63g« Hence, they produce no effect on eg (es" e^g - 633 - ©as 
- a^}; and, for the sasie reason in connection with e^gg and &ssa> 
series contribute nothing to Ogg. The terms YQ, and 7-^ are 
o(m~^); therefore, the coefficients in series Wj, W|, and W3 are 
o(m~^). Coefficients in all remaining single series are o(n~*) and 
o(itt~®). 
Bie double series, equations (304) to (307), inclusive, have 
coefficients 0(211"^) end o(n~^); but, if suronation isith respect to n 
is assuBied, for example, the resulting single series coefficients are 
o(m ). Direct suinmation of these double series is a tedious process, 
especially so, since n is multiplied by b/L. However, a simple 
transfonaation can be applied after which a laajor part of each of these 
double series can be sunmed with respect to n. Also, for two double 
series that remain after the transfonaation, the rate of convergence of 
each is improved by oin"^) over the original series} that is, their 
coefficisttts are ©(hT^) and 0(11""^). 
It cen be siiotsa that the teia Bjj (and siriilarly and B^), 
equations (204) to (206), inclusive, can be put in the foim Kj.^ « B^^, 
•Khsre Bj_q is o(n"^). Therefore, 
Bib = - S5, 3ic - Kic - ^XT « ^ XT ' Bt (321) 
Upon replacing Bg, and in the four double series by Means of 
equations (321) and siraming, with respect to n, that part of each series 
associated -with the constant ^CI is obteined 
^11 « (Xic^Siit) Kit,(3rL/4c)(W2a+Ws3) - W^Q (322) 
Wli - (3tL/4b)(KicW22-Sit»23) - ^ lo (323) 
^12 = * Si-o(jd./8b){l-»i)(W22+Wa3) + (334) 
Uls « (^/Sb) (l-n) (K3_qW;}2-£i||W23) * (325) 
Wai - 2 (l-2/3L)¥^n, Wgg - S (i-2/pL)Vc/ia, Wgg - Z (l-2/3L)Y^m (326) 
•»• (nb/I»)® m® •*• (nh/L)^ 
VLO ' ZS ^ ^ic^c - Sa-t^t (328) 
+ (nb/L)^ m® + (nb/L)^ 
wS 
The coefficients in series Vzi, Wgj, and W23 are o{m ); in W^q 
aad W|o» o(m"^) and ©(n"®). 
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Table 2 




2 1.644,934 0.644,934 — .033,333,3 
3 1.202,057 .202,057 0.198,126 .023,809,5 
4 — — — .035,333,3 
5 1.056,928 .036,927,8 .028,575,8 .075,757,6 
6 — — — .253,114 
7 1.008,349 .008,349,28 .006,033,52 1.166,667 
8 — — — 7.09:^,157 
9 1.002,008 .002,008,39 .001,415,98 54.971,18 
10 — — — 529.124,24 
11 1.000,494 .000,494,189 .000,345,022 
12 — — 
13 1.000,123 ,000,122,713 
14 — — 
15 1.000,031 .000,030,588,2 
3uler*s constant, C = 0.577,216 In 2 « 0.693,147 « = 3.141,593 
s « Zl/iccPp the tabulated values were taken from reference (23). 
P 
m = 1,2,3,... « Sp - 1 
" S (In the tabulated values "wera coaputed by laeans of Suler's 
sunmation formula, reference (2). 
B " Bernoulli's numbers, the tabulated values were tafcan frosi 
reference (8). 
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Appendix 3: Detersiinatioii of tixe Coefficients and Cg 
Ite coefficients and C^, wM oh appear in equation (38), are 
determined by tlie error-collocation method. In order to establish the 
necessary relations for beams (frcxa which the solution for tension panels 
is also obtained), consider the teicis between the square brackets in 
equations (38). Since • - NgCg from equation (35), it follows that 
— 2 
-Jl2Ca(ab cosh ab •*- r^sinh ab) • Cg(ab sinh ab + rg ab cosli ab + risinh ab) 
- (C^sinh ab)l>jj(3-jA)/(l-ni). (529) 
If the ri^t-hand side of equation (38) is laultiplied by L(l+y,) and 
divided by L, it becomes 
bL(3A.) (l+}i)Sg(L)A - bL(l^ti)Sc(r)/L. 
"When the colioeation coefficients Cj, said Cg are used, (1+p.)Sq(L)/L 
becomes 
{l+n)Sc(L)A> « - CiL®Sii(L) + q^(r^3;2{L) 
* (aa/bL) 2 n®(-l)^ ^ (Cgsinh ab)S^(n,L), as « 8(b/L)^ (330) 
•With the notation 
CgSinh ab • Cjjjj, end q^CT « r, (331) 
equations (329) and (330) can be used to 'nrite equation (38) as 
2C3n{3->A)Dij sin ax - - eil)L®{3/L)Sii(L) rbL{x/L)S22(L) 
agCx/L) 2 ^caasm(n»l) + CibL®Sii{x) 
- rbLSggCa:) - ag S a®(-l)^'^CanSjaU,2). (332) 
To express as one function those functions -Kliicii axe oultipliad by 
ctbL^, the single function is defined to be ^ii' snd 
- (xA)Sii{L) - Sii(x). (335) 
Similarlyj for rbL and Cgj.. 
Pji " (3^i)S82{^) ~ 822(1) (534) 
B X 
Xjjj « (3-ti)D5Sin ax - a3n'(-l) n(xA)Sj^(n,L) - i^(n,x)] (355) 
•where the subscript i desigjiates the points 3^ at which satisfaction 
of equation (332) is required. It follows frosa equations (332) to (335), 
inclusive, that 
2 CgnX^ T> * li( - ®i^^^ii "*• ^ii^ • (336) 
The functions £ii(x), 322(2), snd Sjj^(n,z) are as follows; 
g 3 
^11(3:) «= 2 Q(si,x)(aio/m + slxxM ) 
- 2 J d.S^(n.:.) (337) 
m' + MIKZ/X)^ 
In general, S22(x) » a^s 2 g(n)S3j(n,3:)/I>5i and for a tip load P, 
ICS 
^ 2 2 2  
q(m,x)Qg (is,kg) 
m® • mCkg/ic)® 
* ai3 2 dgSnCn^xXl-cos nx)/2. (338) 
Sij,(n,x) » 2 
1*3(L-x) {l*v-)/Z 
Hixe expressions QiCm^ka) aoad defiaed in Appendix A, 
equ&tions (319) and (320), respectively, 
Bie coefficients are determined froa equation (336) by the 
conditions tlxat this equation must be satisfied at a predeteisiined nunber 
of points Since equation (336) is already fulfilled at the points 
X » 0 and x « L, it is only necessary to select interior points of the 
x-interval in coaiputing the Jor exaniple, if the Xj are chosen 
as Xi « L/4, Xg = L/2, and X3 » 3tL/4, the following equations are 
obtained from equation (336). 
^21^1 CggXig ''23^3 " bL(—CiL®Tii + 35*ii) 
• ^22^2 * " bL(—CjL 7^2 * ^ ^22) 




The solution of these equations is 
Cgi/bL " - CiL^(Tij.Qii - TgaQgi •*" '^33Q.si)/^(j; 
+ r(Piiftll - ^ 22^21 * J*33^l)/^C (343) 
C^g/bL — 2iI»^(^?1IQI2 — ^22^22 "*• ^33Q32)/^C 
- r(Pii<ii2 - ^ £2^22 •*• ^33*^32)/^C (344) 
Cgs/bL •* - CIL^(TIIQI3 - ^ 22^23 * ^ 33^3)7^0 
* r(PiiQ.i3 - ^ 22^23 * 2*33*633 )/D(j (345) 
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wliera Dq * •" (34:€) 
Q.ia ^21 " —i2^33""^i3--32* ^31 " (347) 
<ii2 - ^2l2^3-j'«3-'''-31> ^22 " ^1^33"'-''a3^31» ^2 * ^ 11^3~-^.0--2i (J^^S) 
0,13 ® ^21^32"*^22^31» ^23 * ^ 11-'^32""^^2^31» ^33 ® ^i^22"'-^12^£l (24:9) 
For tension panels, coefficients ere obtained by equating 
to zero in equations (543) to (345), inclusive* 
For a box beam •with the coapression cover sheet in the buckled 
condition, there are two equations similar to equation (336)j i.e., 
(1/bL) 2 - - (Cit-Cic)L%i + SrPii 4i^s^2/b)® (350) 
(1/bL) 2 = - (Cit^Cic)I'^T^i * B7iSs(Z/b)^ (Sol) 
C21X = (C2^+C2g)sinh ab. (352) 
The functions and are as given before in equations 
(533) to (335), inclusive. 
i 
x£j^ = (3^)D^sin ax - a3n^(-l) [(:]^)Sjjj(n,L) - Sjj^(n,x)3 (353) 
Tji = (x/L)Sii(L) - Sii(x) - 2(x/L)S33(L) + 2833(x) (354) 
b[^ « {x/L)S^^(L) - S^^(x) - (Vl-)Sc^.(L) + Sec(x) (355) 
Bji = (xA)S^^(L) - S^^(i) + (xA.)Sgc(L) - S^^(x) (356) 
no 
_ , , _ ii{ia,s)Qi(3i,]ca) _ Q(3i»x)qi(ia,k8) 
^3SY^L ° ^33 2 — - 331 2 -
a + MIKO/X) m + m(lca/«) 
•*• iCj,ai3 2 d3S^(n,x) (557) 
I K^Sg^{n,x)/B^j + a^^(2l£»x) (SoS) 
• ^cc ^ acc^^2l£,z) (359) 
Por the same number of points Xj^, the solutions for and can 
l3e obtained by adding tiie pilne and double prime superscripts to appro­
priate terms in equations (343), (344), snc: (345). For instance, 
Cai/bL = SGji/bL + S5(Z/b)®{BliQ.ii - 3220,2^ + /Jy^^ (360) 
Cgi/tJ* * - (ci-j;+Cic)L®(TiiQii - ^ 22^1 •*• "^ssQsiJ/^C 
* Eg(Z/b) (BiiQn — -DgsQai * ^ 33^1)/^.^ (361) 
In order to include the collocation coefficieeats -when calculating 
tae K-constants, the coefficients 5^, Pj^, and are used in 
the folloTdiig menner. 1 
^ M. ->23 ^ D* , Cg^jsinh ab « (-1) bL(-.Ciii'Ti • + TPn EiJ2s2 /b'') (362) 
21**1 
CjQSinh ab « (-1) bL(-ei<jL^^I^ • - iPj^ •»• B^EgZVb®) (363) 
(-l)^"^Cia/bL - - (Cit-Cic)L''(Ti+T2) + 2lPn *(^-B2)Ss(Z/b)^ (364) 
* (3j+B^)£s(2/b)® (365) 
Hi 
Ti + Ti » (TiiQii - ^ saQ.ai T3sQ^i)/^c (366) 
1*2 ••• 1'Z * — "^220.22 ^33'^2^/^C (557) 
Ts + T3 * (^llQlS — -22®j23 * ^33^3s)/^0 (368) 
Frosa the foregoing equations for "Cj+T^, the raraaining 
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Afuer numerical values of these ooeffic-ientfi sire found, the suns -which 
are defined immediately belcw are calculated. 
Sj - Z nlj, Sj = 2 nOj, s; = 2 nB^. - 2 nBj (369) 
Sab * 2 nPji, SggCL) = 2 (570) 
s;3(L)  »  2nVs^(ii,L), Sr3(L) = 2 (^71) 
sJ.t(L) = 2 n®B^Sjj^(:i,L), = 2 2i®3"=5^(n,L) (372) 
Po-xmulas for which ineiuie the additional su'is are 
Kib - QI/Di (373) 
Q-i " f(l»)y^ — f(o)A' ~ "• S22(—•) "" 33S22(^) (574) 
xXc 
f. t » -.tr^ ^ v^)~^32i3(L}-a3Si3(L) /-nu\ 
where aj. = 2«/{1+m.), fea = 8{bA»)« ('i>76) 
The reTised. con.;t?jit3 .jici Kj.* ara ccniputed fron equations 
(134) iTlth. jfrau aquation (372) -sad "iti 
'••ii ~ 
<IZ 
^•00 "" ®G ~ *" ~ asS^gtL) + a3S-^^(L) 
- ai{ac'^.3-'^-:;2.) - 2}:aI(a*-4) - aKs'-Sl) (577} 
aSc - aS - S^.g{l.) - St^{L) - A^SL^{L) - asS;^(L) 
- ai(ec^e^-a^^) - Ekal(a>ap - aKs^+Sp (378) 
= a© - ai^ib Saik^Sgjj - ai(S^-S-*) 
- Sia.(L) • 2^33(L) - aaSlaCL) •«• a3S;3(L) 
jvpeg/ 2ap5^ 
^Ab " ^ib(^ - ai^ib - ^1^0 - Si^bJ ^ q«(ai^3b aiSat,) {580} 
=» Ki^(ao - "iSijj + - a^S^) 
+ KiciaiiZiSsij + aisp + aia^S^ + 21caia^ + (SSI) 
^Ac " ~ aiSijj + a-^lZj^cigij - £i£^) 
* Ki^Caik^Sa^ + aisp + aia^Sg + Skalag • a^S* (382) 
(379) 
Reri^ad valuss of -£c» ^st* ^3C compTiter. from 
equations (93), (94), (141), and (l42) witt tile 5^- and Kj^-values 
found here 137 nesns of aquations (375) to (382), inclusive. 
•Tile expreeiicas for B-j,, 3^., that i-aclude 
thz -ioiiocatioi. eoefficiants are as fcll07;s: 
= Xi^2>/I>b - 4i€(xi)/Dtj + n='(3-^i){«®A)(Ki^^T; + Si^T^ - q^^,) (333) 
- ac('-i!L-)^(3-ji)/4 • n®(-3-^)(*V4)(KieTi - - B^) (384) 
Bt « * Kit)N^ /D3D,^  - A^ /^J}^  
- 4(iiiL)®(5-ti)/4 + n®(3-iA){j:V4)(Si^Ti - - £^) (335) 
•^b " ^xb^ii - 'i'T^zz + as 2 - q-^n,) (386) 
Vg * "• (^ic ^it^^33 •" ^cc ~ (jtb/lSI') (co/e)^ 
+ S3 2 z:%(KicTn - ^ it^n - (587) 
^t ~ - (^Ic •*• ^it^^33 ~ ^tt 
•e as S (^88) 
Ilia teia (stb/l&L) (u/e) in equation (387) is used only when g * «. 
ffiraressions for Sj_i, ^zzi S33, S^^,, and are given in 
Appendix A in equations (314) to (518), inclusive. 
•HLen Hilars is no buckling oi tixa comprisssion cover siieet, the 
foregoing equations apply by setting equal to zero all terms tiiat have 
the subscripts c and t, and letting Tj, • T^, S^, 
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md sli(L) = SIsCL) + Sisd). 
To suiEiaarizs the chsBges required -vieri fb? eoilocation coefficients 
are used, it is pointed out t'aat th.9 K-, B-, and "v-teriss ai-e cccputed 
acccr-viin£ to the I'oiffiLuias in nhia epptiidiicj an; •wi-L, tLo v oluoo tllUS 
x'c'wJiu till; t-cual-icr.i .Jev-jlcpt-" prior tc tiii- £pp-2ndix ere applic&ale, 
exceptic^;, of coux^os, tiooe aquauions give.; in defirLition of the K-, 
i~, .-Jid V-tcmis •where end Cg arir taJrcn ecusl tc zero. 
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Appsudix Cj Appllcatioii of Theory to Test Besms. 
Jipplicatioas of the theory developed in PAST I are presented in 
this appendix to illustrate the sequence of steps follOTred in bsE2i 
analysis and to supply the nuraerical data from vfhich the theoretical 
curves of PART II were di'awi. Complete sets of camputa-tions are given 
for both test beams tTith the various operations identified either by 
reference to equations or by colunn. reference numbers. 
As the first step in analysis, the necessary been constants were 
coniputed and are listed in Table 5. For ease of reference, the nxaabsr 
of the equation from ndiich each constant calculated appears in the 
second colum of the table. 
ISie second step consisted of computing the series suios ^213, 
Sab, Si3_(L), SggCL), and SggCL). Numerical values of these sums are 
given in Table 4. As a part of this step, the calculations for series 
suas Y^, Vg, V3, ^22» ^33» ^t» ®Cf ^tt(^) » Scc(l») 
tabulated for beaaa B-1 in Table 6; and for beam B-2, in Table 9, 
If the collocation coeffici^ts and CJn are to be used, 
they are determined in step three. As these coefficients usually may 
be neglected, they were omitted in the calculations for test bean B-1, 
To illustirate the procedure for evaluating theea, they were Included 
in the calc^llations for beam B-2, This choice of beams for which the 
collocation coefficients were used constitutes a more severs test of the 
need for such coefficients than if the choice vrere made in reverse ordev} 
because, if required at all, the need would be greater for the shorter of 
the two specimens, beam B-1 with L/b "5, than for the longer one. 
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vritii L/b » 7. SiEOs the tsst r^jaults indic&te viTtually tiio 
dogrse of Aca-srf-.cy tm(\2..ytictil '?Ki *5^=1 r-'-yuI^s for 
boa^siy. It ii-pi>mv2f at l-iust for tho of L/b-rttios Tron 5 to 7, 
tL.it tlie niaglect of SiiaiJs «oijtrricijait& iu Tfc'd eai^ui-iiticiaa 
foi' CJa oad C|n ror beesi Ji-£ ax's SHO-M IN Table iO» KA a fti?'ther 
part of tlii3 tiilr:i atop, til© computetlons for o',, csg-Q, ol, 
pr»=ii?<3Bt«d in t«fcul(ir 
fojwi for botBsi IB ^&i© 11» 
TUe Jom*tii atep is th& eaicalatioa of the K-aontitsxits vhick cMttor 
dSrsotly Ic stress co«aputatloi:a« *ib© cidcuiatioag vaich wwi'e ciarrit^u out 
for the S-oonatants of both be£ia« roULow ijaaddiateiy# 
Tsrm 
f(L)/L - f(o)/L 
"ii 








































Tertu Beam B-1 Bsam. B-2 




2(b/L)V3 - Sj.i{L) 
—aaSxsCL) — 838^3 (L) 
Z 
2 / 
®0 "" ®i*ib 
2i 
2(b/x-)V3 - Sii(l) 
SSgaCL) 
-asSlaiP » asS^aCL) 
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1.4564 ^±T m 0.3137 ^10 
= 5.4754 
= 0.4758 s .0626 %e a 0.7590 
s 




.6525 ^3-t s .1253 j^3c n 2.3836 
S 1.5617 2^it M 0.4068 s 8.5385 
s 0.4853 %t MS .0622 -Ac s 0.8759 
m 
.4747 Ka-t m .0594 Kgc s .8178 
ws 
.6807 ^3t .1561 ^3e s 3.4245 
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The fifth step consisted of the canputation of the e-coefficients 
for the deteraination of critical stress and the buckling constant 
Such CQEiputations are gi-vea for both beams in Table 5. As the evaluation 
of the W-ssrias is recwire;^. in this step, their values as calculated 
for besizi 3-1 are presentea in Table 7; and for beaa B-2, in Table 12. 
After deter3iination of the various constants according to the 
preceding aequential five steps, cover sheet and flange stresses were 
calCTilated, Detailed computations for these stresses ars given in 




Symbol Sq, No. B-1 B-2 Symbol Sq» Ko« B-1 B-2 
'lb 









123 0.5967 0.3057 al 124 4.7242 4.7242 
70 .6506 .5013 aa 58 0.1915 0.1368 
70 1.5417 1.3924 as 376 .0640 .02332 
78 .4892 .3769 
fiio 276 .005026 .003075 
123 .2234 .1722 ail 276 .0009074 .0003307 
84 •5664 .2823 277 V WWW .0005911 
123 .02395 .01845 &xa 277 .003092 .001127 
— .07112 .05481 
— .1166 .08987 S-zz 278 .002461 .001255 
259 1,5678 2.1949 fist 279 .0005100 .0002871 
226 .5832 .6291 ^33 279 .0006279 .0003334 
239 .3556 .3837 
124 12.887 18.042 
# .1115 .1507 W at 124 1.8428 1.9873 
# -.1719 -.1528 aS 125 .0001845 .0001331 
M. 
ff -.1079 -.07826 a* 125 .00000201 .00000113 








































See reference (8). 
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Table 4. Himerlcal values of Sg^j, Sg-jj, Sij.(L), 533(1), and 
associated J- and 7-tena.s for test beams B-1 and B-2» 
Symbol So, No. B-1 B-2 Symbol Sq. No • B—1 B-2 
31 236 1.1810 1.1571 coth Ic^ „ 2.8502 3.6354 
23S 1.2£S2 1.7278 281 0.4384 0.3078 
236 1.5825 1.2331 Jii 280 3.2642 4.7835 
Vi 242 0.4842 0.6927 Vii 286 1.3262 2.3329 
Sl)3 231 1.3667 1.5308 Sii(L) 271 0.01178 0.005256 
237 1.0922 1.4559 J22 282 4.1160 4.6435 
Va 242 -0.0574 -0.2305 ^22 286 -0.0931 -0.4084 
Sab 232 1.0348 1.2554 S22(L) 272 0.009842 0.005368 
238 1.3193 1.3005 267 1.1968 1.1990 
Jl 238 1.4554 2.0004 284 1.1916 1.1959 
^3 238 2.2745 3.7401 268 0.1980 0.1980 
V3 245 -1.6210 -3.1^5 L" (k^) 285 0.1978 0.1980 
SsK 235 0.6535 0.5986 csct 4.4389 5.7789 
coth k_ — 4.5501 5.8648 
fa 267 1.1883- 1.1937 
*Si 
facCi^) 284 1.1744 1.1355 Jii(ka) 281 0.2704 0.2615 
L» (kg) 268 0.1977 0.1979 ^33 280 3.5995 4.1676 
L" (k^) 285 0.1974 0.1977 V33 287 -3.8000 -8.3512 
csch lC|j — 2.6690 3.4952 SssCL) 275 0.000314 0.000129 
Values of the V-terms Tsrere obtained from Table 6 for B-1 and fran 
Table 9 for B-2. 
Table 5. Computation of K^- and e-cooffiolents for bucklinr, antilyaes of baama B-1 and B-2 
Relation Oonstemt x K or W tomis Numerical Value 




















eis. JSci. (181) 21.5118 32.5110 
{4/3){l-bVl'*)Kib(K80+K30^Kat+K3t) 













































633, (1815)* ("06 footnote o) 5.8707 8.0223 
^Quantity x lOS ^Quantity x 10? Note that QaB'*"®3 s " Sns+Qsa* ®8s / Obb 03 8 ^ ®30' 
Table 5. (Contlnuod) 
Kolation Conntant x K 
Beam B-1 















0^,, Kq. (184) 0.0598 0.0350 
03 • ®l3~®5s'"®5s**0C» 4.8389 1.8816 
4(K2C^K3O)\ 
-4(Ka +Ka )* . , 











































Oass» (186), (see footnote a) 31.8870 94.1415 
Note that 0abs'*"®3as " ®ass*®3ss» ®asB ®asB ®3ss ^ ®3bs* 
Table 5, (Continued) 
Relation CouBtant X K 
Boom B-1 








































®oo> 2.1113 2.^558 
©as " ®iaa"*®88a"®338'*'®co» (180) 15.6651 6.3808 
«i'ii]i(^Ao~^At^ 


















Qjf, l£q. (1V2) 1.5093 1.6678 
Table 5» (Coaoluded) 
Halation Constant x K ov W terms 





































%iantlty x 10® ^e„ » 10.6 x 10^ ' psl. 
ir.i 
Table 6. CcHaputation of series teims, Da. D]5, Koi and sums, 
^3* ^ZZ» ^33» ^C» » 2qq{L); besn 3-1• 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
n ab " n*/5 coth ab cscii ab ab coth ab ab cscli ab (ab csch. abj® 
(1) X (2) (1) X (3) 15)2 
1 0.6283 1 .7961 1. 4919 1.1285 0.9374 0.8787 
2 1.2566 1 .1763 0. 6195 1.4781 .7785 .6061 
3 1,8850 1 ,0472 3108 1.9740 .5859 .3433 
4 2.5133 1.0132 .1631 2.5465 .4099 .1680 
5 3.1416 1-.0037 08659 3,1533 .2720 .0740 
10 6.2832 1. ,0000 003735 6.2832 .02347 .0006 
(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
n (ab csch ab)' Di. - {4)-(7) - (4)-(7) (ab csch ab)® ab coth ab 
X (l+u)/{3-jt) + 0,2234 + 0.3664 X (l*|l)/(l-y,) + 2ti/(l-ti) 
(6) X 0.4981 (6) X 1,^851 (4) + 0.9851 
1 0.4377 0,9142 1.0572 1.7443 2.1136 
2 .3019 1,3996 1.5426 1.2032 2.4632 
3 .1710 2,0264 2.1694 • 6815 2.9591 
4 .0837 2,6862 2.8292 .3335 3.5316 
5 .0369 3,3398 3.4828 .1469 4.1384 
10 .0003 6.5063 6.6493 .0011 7.2683 
(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 
B Ko- (Il)-(IO) ab ICa ab • lc>, ab+2ii/(l-M') ab coth ab/Dv, 
(1)+0,2234 (l)+0.3664 (1)+0.9851 (4)/(9) 
1 0.3693 0.8517 0.9947 1.6134 1.0674 
2 1.2600 1.4800 1.6230 2.2417 0.9582 
3 2.2776 2.1084 2.3514 2.8701 .9099 
4 3.1981 2.7367 2.8797 3.4984 .9001 
5 3.9915 3.3650 3.5080 4.1267 .9054 
10 7.2672 6.5066 6.6496 7.2683 ,9449 
1 on 
Tsble 6. (Ccntinued) 
(i?) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) 










1 C» GClo 0.4358 0.9359 1.0053 -0.0594 -0.0095 
2 .7742 .1840 .6483 .6151 + .0322 + .0051 
J .8373 .0725 .4310 .'I4rx2 .0138 .CC27 
4 .8728 .0273 .3535 .3173 .0CS2 .0010 
5 .8956 ,0098 .2371 .2351 .0020 .0003 
10 .9449 .0000 .1504 .1504 .0000 .0000 
(23) (24) (25) (26) (27) 
n 
(18) + (22) 
DgDb (aW-kn) (ab^kv) 
(8) X (9) (13) X {14:} 
N«/D-,Dh ab+2u/(l-u) 
(12)/{24) (ab*ka) (ab+kv) 
(15)/(25) 
1 0.4263 0*9685 0.3472 0.3821 1.9044 
2 .1891 2.1590 2.4020 .5836 0.9353 
3 .0753 4.3961 4.7469 .5181 .6046 
4 .0283 7.5998 7.8809 .4:^8 .4459 
5 .0101 11.6319 u.a)44 .3432 .5496 
10 .0000 43.2623 43.2663 .1680 .1680 
(28) (29) (30) (31) (52) (33) 
n da 
(26) - (27) 
n® 1/n® di/n® 





(23) z (30) 
1 -1.5323 1 1 .0000 0.4263 -0.0594 -1.5223 
2 -0.3497 4 0 .2500 .0473 0 - .0874 
3 - .0865 9 .1111 .0084 .0019 - .0096 
4 - .0231 16 .0625 .0018 0 - .0014 
R 
- .0064 25 .0400 .0004 .0001 - .0001 
10 . 0000 100 .0100 .0000 0 - .0000 
Vi»0.4842 7g«-0.0574 Vg-.l.eElO 
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T?bl6 (Tnr'^lnvct') 
(55) (i>6) (37) (^3) (32) 
TL S^(ii,L) '^iS)a(n,L) ^^£^1(33. »I») da£r.(n,L) iiV(n^+25) l/(l+;i)-(38) 
(£3)r{:4) (-i)r(?4) {r?}:c(':4) o.'-oii'-i.ze) 
"» 1•9975 0.3D15 -0,1187 -5.0408 0.05846 0.7134 
2 1.7296 .5271 0 - .6049 .1375 «6140 
6 1,4146 ,1065 * .0?38 • r 
1.1^00 .0b?0 0 - .0261 r"^r> r> • y • ox y 
5 0.90i;45 ,0091 .0018 - .C0r:8 .5000 
10 0,3599 .0000 0 .0000 .8000 - .04S1 
Vii=1.3252 V22=-0.095i Vg^^S.SOOO 
(40) (41) (42) (45) (44) 
n (58) X (59) (40)/D Do + ^ J-'c' 
(8) + (9) (41) X (42) (41) K (19) 
1 0.0S744 C. 03002 1.9714 0.05918 0,02840 
9 
*>* 
,05457 .06050 E.94Sg .1790 .03322 
•5 ,1?806 .05364 4.i?5S .2670 .02934 
4 ,14114 .05354 5.5151 .2893 ,01357 
5 .12595 .03771 6.8226 • 2573 .01035 
10 - ,03848 - .00502 13.1556 - ,06604 - .00076 
(45) (46) (47) (48) (49) 
n Nt/n^D^o lI.L(ii,L)/D^ N/. (ii,L)/I}_, 
(43) r (19) ('i4) X (30) (45) X (50) (44T x (34) (45) X (34) 
1 0.05598 0.02S40 0,05698 0,05673 0,11182 
2 .1154 ,00981 ,02885 ,05784 ,19962 
3 .1231 ,00326 .01368 ,04150 .17414 
4 .1024 .00116 ,00640 ,02093 ,11571 
5 .07387 ,00043 ,00295 .00977 ,06665 
10 - ,00099 0,04306 0,10786 0.19682 0,66794 
S^»0.04306 Sj,»0.10786 0.19682 0,66794 
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X Col. (48) - O.CX)5698 x 0.1968 « 0.001121 
X Col. {34, 11=10) = 0.0001283 x 0.2599 » .000046 
0.001157 = S^^(L) 
SLgo X Gel. (49) « 0.03985 z 0.6579 « 0.0556616 
aJc X Col, (34, li»10) « 0.01181 x 0.5599 « 0.004250 
0.030866 = S..^.(L) 
Table 7. Coaputatioii of B &jid V series tersis 
and srms o? '??-seriBS, bsaa B-1. 
(50) (51) (52) (53) (54) 
r> 2J2b 
ab eoth. cb 
+r3.-ji 
(4)+0.1592 
(50)x(l9) 0.1586x{26) 1.4864x(5i) 5.4754x(5l) 
1 1.28Y7 1.2130 0.0530 1* 6104 5.5690 
'J 1.6573 1.0615 .0809 1.5778 5.8121 
3 2.1332 0.9831 .0716 1.461'' o. 3345 
4 2.7057 .9565 .0583 1.4217 5.2372 
5 O . Ol .9510 .0475 1.4136 5.-071 
10 e.4-irj4 .55c9 .023S 1.440.'3 5.3051 
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1?.. 387 (45) 
• 





































rr rf /^rr 
<7 rrzi^fT 
• C - . • i 
4.r075 
^ r\ 0 - .01?S - .0014 1.4402 1.-1761® 
















ab CEch ab 
(^}:c(5) (C5) + {JJ) 
1 0.2758 0.52^'.-7 1.0S22 X • r;:xOX 0.1420 1.3985 3.1946 
2 .1798 .9745 0.4065 3.0 G37 .2350 0.4823 1.3536 
;? .ie::c 1.4702 1.2333 O'X/5 f; • WW .1621 l.CESS 
4 .2076 2.0427 .5626 3.4504 .2112 .0669 1.0301 
.2307 ^ ^ p <c-» • *-<•• 1.0133 3.10 22 .1881 .0236 1.0273 
10 . 2404^ 5.7794 .S^^l ?.8-36 .1784 .0001 1.0001 
n« 2k«10 (i.e., a«aj), Bg= (54)-(52) -(57)-.S. 8185, where 
aS(asL)^(3-;i)/4 » 3.8185. 
\lieii z-=2ic=i0 (i»e,, a=<o), (55)-(52)-(5S)-0.0416, where 
a^(oaL)®(3-^)A = 0.0416. 
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Table 7, (Continued) 
(68) (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) 
n Nacoth ab H" 2.9840 10.9920 0.6298 N"Be 
(62)2(2) {58)-ab x(2) x{2) x(2) (69) xr59) (69)l(60) 
1 1.1220 +0.4937 5.3596 19.7427 1.1312 +0. 1738 +2.9102 
2 1.1461 - .1105 3.5101 12.9299 0.7408 - . 1743 —0.4690 
3 1.5396 - .3454 3.1248 11.5108 .6595 - . 2594 -1.2871 
4 2.0697 - .4436 3.0234 11.1371 .6381 - . 6307 -1.7120 
5 2.6593 - .4823 2.9950 11.0327 .6321 - . 4683 -2.0293 
10 5.7794 - .5038 2.9840 10.9920 .6298 - . 7256 - .7437 
(75) (76) (77) (78) (79) (80) (81) (82) 
n Bfi Bt, Bib Bic Bit Be+Bt 
(69) (70) (71) (72) 1.4864 5.4754 0.3137 (60) 
x(6l) -(73) -{74) -(75) -(59) -(60) -(61) + (61) 
1 +0.1367 5.1856 16.8325 0.9954 1.1343 -0.4192 0.0369 6.1714 
2 - .0199 3.6844 13.3989 .7607 -0.0914 1.2314 .1339 4.4238 
3 - .0631 3.3842 12.7979 .7266 .7354 1.7491 .1311 3.9083 
4 - .0921 3.6541 12.8491 .7302 .0647 1.6161 .1061 4.0669 
5 - .1113 3.4633 13.0620 .7434 .5154 1.2679 .0830 4.4382 
10 - .1211 3.7096 11.7357 .7509 .0462 3.9993 .0733 1.7165 
(83) (84) (85) (86) (87) (88) (89) (90) 
n Sc-Bt (59) Be . B| 2 (67) (67) 
(60)'' z(82) (60)® (61) (85) x(84) x(87) B^+Bl 
-(61) -(86) 
1 5.6178 2.1729 34.7463 -0.0766 34.6697 6.9415 110.756 1.5571 
2 4.0642 6.9799 18.0115 .0323 17.9792 11.5769 29.820 3.3047 
3 3.5437 2,9351 13.8853 .0333 13.8520 3.6081 17.028 3.8196 
4 3.6517 5.7819 14.8942 .0431 14.8511 6.2450 16.041 3.6616 
5 3.9768 4.3095 17.7031 .0532 17.6499 4.4271 18.132 3.2903 
10 1.2357 2.4721 2.1789 .0578 2.1211 2.4723 2.121 6.0120 
Table 7. (Coatiimed) 
(91) (92) (93) (94) (95) (96) (97) (98) 










1 1.2731 2.4246 1.6208 2.0780 17.8279 29.0987 8.0745 23.8197 
2 2.8267 10.9210 7.9902 1.1491 14.1596 5.7559 12.1758 41.0770 
3 3.3472 14.5893 11.2037 4.1281 13.5245 16.6798 12.9263 45.8600 
4 3.2392 13.4073 10.4924 1.8224 13.5793 7.6397 13.3799 44.3345 
5 2.9141 10.8261 8.4920 2.9529 13.8054 13.9890 11.3953 40.5209 














1 0.1413 37.1732 23.6784 -0.3823 6.9415 37.1732 
2 ' ,1818 17.9317 40.8952 1.3653 1.4471 2.2415 
3 .1716 29.6051 45.6884 1.8802 0.1336 1.0965 
4 .1542 21.0196 44.1803 1.7222 .0976 0.3284 
5 .1398 25.3843 40.3811 1.3509 .0354 ,2031 












1 110.756 23.6784 1.2731 2.0780 1.6208 2.4246 
2 3.728 5.1119 0 0.0718 0.4994 0.6826 
3 0.631 1.6922 0.0413 .0510 .1383 .1801 
4 .251 0.6903 0 .0071 .0410 .0524 
5 ,145 .3230 •0047 .0047 .0136 .0173 
10 .002 .0683 0 .0003 .0031 .0036 
Wa.o=115« 513 W^31.5641 Wj^l.3191 ll^2,2129 Wj^2.3162 Wj^3,3606 
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Table 7, (Coatinusd) 
(111) (112) (113) (114) (115) (116) (U7) (118) 
n ai*l WZ in«3 M!='Z a«3 in=l 31«2 21»3 
25 25 25 4 9 0.7519 0.7519 0.7519 
ii*+25 ll^'+lOO n''+225 x(ll2) x(ll3) +(111) + (114) +(115) 
1 0.9615 0.2475 0.1106 0.9900 0.9954 1.7134 1.7419 1.7473 
A 
.8521 .2-504 .1092 .9615 .9828 1.6140 1.7135 1.7347 
3 .7353 .2294 .1068 .9176 .9612 1.4872 1.6695 1.7131 
4 .6098 .2155 .1037 .85S0 .9333 1.3517 1,6139 1.6852 
5 .5000 .2000 .1000 .8300 .9000 1.2519 1.5519 1.5519 
10 .2000 .1250 .0769 • 5000 .6921 0.9519 1.2519 1.4440 
(119) (120) (121) (122) (125) (124) (125) 
ZL Sia,m«l Sra»3i«2 ^,m*3 ai«l ia»2 m«3 m»l 
(111) {ll2)/2 (ll3)/3 dfiS 
x(ll5) x(ll7) x(ll8) (2^^ (25? (23) (21) 
x(ll9) i(120) x(l2l) x(119) 
1 1.6474 0.2155 0.06442 0.7023 0.09191 0.02746 -0.09785 
2 1.3914 .20^ .06314 .2631 .03895 .01194 0 
3 1.0955 .1915 .06099 .0823 .01442 .00459 .01837 
4 0.8304 .1739 .05825 .0235 .00492 .00165 0 
5 .6250 .1552 .05507 .0063 .00157 .00056 .00125 
10 .1904 .0782 .03701 .0000 .00000 .00000 0 
sua 1.0775 0.15177 0.04620 -0.07324 
aisXSUBoiO® » 3.092xstaa * 3.33x5 0.4693 0.1429 --0.2419 
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Talale 7, (Continued.) 















































































1 0.0922 0.01207 0.00351 0,04679 0.00S12 0.00183 
2 .1606 .02377 .00729 .05457 .00308 .00248 
5 .1346 .02567 .00751 .05208 .00557 .00179 
4 ,0850 .01781 .00596 .01542 .00323 .00108 
5 .0462 .01146 .00407 .00678 .00168 .00060 
10 - .0002 - .00008 - .00004 - .00014 - .00006 - .00003 
0.5184 G.C8860 0.03840 0.15550 0.02487 0.00775 
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Table 7. (Continued) 
(137) (133) (139) (140) (ill) (142) 
21 a«Q(13l;2;3) ^ ^cc 
0.03S85 (n-10) (n=lO) 
i(l31;2;3) Q.OilSl , (137) 0.005698 0.0001283 (1-5^0) 




0.02066 0.002£5 O.OCESl 
.00353 .00092 .00-145 










(145) (144) (145) (146) (147) (148) 
m In K k-2/2ra (ki-l/s) (b/L)^ 1.4979°+(143) M 0.7519 
0.1832 2ia2 
n 0.00333/21^ 
+(144)-(145) ia®+0.0136 +(147) 
1 
3 
0 0.1852 0.0033 
0.5331 .0916 .0021 










(149) (150) (151) (152) (155) {154) (155) 
SI (14S) 
x(l4S) 
ica/^ Qi(m.lca) (b/i.)® 
0.0916 (149)-1/2 ea2 













0.0916 2.4915 0.0067 
.0458 3.5512 .0017 










^ead as b^QQ tiixes the sun in Col. (I3l) for 2i*lj tiiies. 
Col. (132), i2F2} and Col. (133), m=3. 
Read in like mariner as explained in footnote s.. 
Eiio niimeiTlcal value is; ln(L/b)-<j>(iCj.) » 1»4979, 
Table 7. (Continued) 
(156) (15?) ILOS) (1£?9) (icO) (161) (163) 
ka/aa (k.,-l/6)(>)A.)^  1.7175+(143) 0.7519 (158) ia/-^  
0.1117 •r p'. ^  + (l56)-{i57) r. *^ +0.00 51 +(153) (^IcO) 3.0559 
n 0.00-373/21^  ::: 
1 0.1117 0.0038 1,8252 0.9949 1.7468 3.1^ 3 0.0559 
s .0559 .0009 2.4054 .9987 1.7506 4.3159 .0230 
3 .0372 .0004 2.8527 .9994 1.7513 '..9959 .0186 
(163) (164) (155) (166/ (16?) (168) 
Ju 1 1 Q-t (la.kft) (m.jCfi) Q,?> (51.ks) 
(161) - 1/2 jnS+0.013S:i siS+O.OOolm ai3+0.013601 s ^+0.0051111 m^ +C. 01360. 
+(162)-(157) (151)2(154) (165)T(l6r.) (15£)x(lo4) 
1 2.7404 0.9866 0.9949 2.4531 2.7264 3.1653 
2 3.8430 .1246 .1248 0.4400 0.4796 0.5294 






















1 0.006025 0.000907 0.002507 0.007790 0.001712 0.001254 
2 .001507 .000113 .000443 .001505 .000299 .000224 
3 .000670 .000034 .000158 ,000446 .000105 .000079 
(175) (176) (177) (178) (179) (180) 












1 0.007758 0.007548 0.000228 0.011531 0.011637 0.042478 
2 .001640 .001274 .000044 .002438 .001964 .008980 
3 .000689 .000438 .000017 .001024 .000675 .003773 
Table 7, (Continued) 
(181) (182) (183) (184) (185) (186) 
0.3137 (178) {l80)-{iai) (l82)-(18l) 
5.789l3:(l77) x(l75) -(179) -(139) -(142) (184)+{185) 
1 0.001320 0.002434 -0.000106 -0.138832® 0.000204 -0.138628 
2 .000255 .000514 + .000474 + .004275 .000109 + .004156 
3 .000098 .000216 .000349 .002105 .000078 .008027 
(187) (188) (189) (190) (191) (192) (193) (194) 
m (183) vS v5 1-2/0L 2UC(187) {183)/m^  (l84)/iii® 
x(l86) (184)^  (185)^  (188) HI 
-(189) 
1 0.0000147 0.01927 0 0.01927 0.8727 0.0000147 -0.000106 -0.1388 
2 .0000020 .00018 0 .00018 .4682 .0000040 • .000119 + .0011 
3 .0000007 .00004 0 .00004 .3192 .0000021 .000039 .0002 
W* O . 0000208 li«0.000052 r-0.1375 
(195) (196) (197) (198) (199) 



















f3«0.000240 W2i«0.000240 ¥22—0.1185 Wga-0.000254 
®T?liea ar-l (i.e., 3-®), V »(ia0)-(iai)-{l39)-0.157080, %^ ere 
(jtb/lSL) (»/0)® » 0.157080. 
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Table 7. (Contlmiecl) 
(SOO) (201) (202) (203) (204) 
n Bib(Tc+T^ t) 





Vq for Di»=l 
(80)x(l84) 
•7^  for H«1 
(8l)l(l85) (200)"»-{201) 
1 -0,1575 0.0000 +0.0582 0 -0.1575 
2 • .0127 - .0001 - .1710 0 + .0126 
3 - .1021 - .0002 - .2428 0 - .1023 
4 - .0090 - .0002 - .2244 0 - .0092 
CC 
- ,0716 - .0001 - .1760 0 - .0717 
10 - .0064 - .0004 - .5552 0 - .0068 







1 •0.0582 0.9245 -0.1456 •0.0538 
2 - .1710 .7432 • .0094 - .1271 
3 - .2428 .5407 - .0553 - .1313 
4 - .2244 ,3719 - .0034 - .0835 
5 - .1760 .2500 - .0179 - .0440 
10 - .5552 .0400 - .0003 - .0222 
W20 • -0.2131 W^ o " -0.3543 
Table 7. (Coaciuaed) 




(K^ c+Kit) (jtI'/4b)W2i, 





































(220) W12 » -0.4424 
(221) K3.c(«L/4b)W22(l-ji)/2 7.2031 - .1185 - .8535 
(222) -Eit(KLAb)W23(l-ii)/2 0.4127 .000254 - .0001 
(223) W^ o - .3543 
(224) Wla = -1.2080 
I'O 
Table 8. Co-'iputaticn o.f sliest and flanee stresses, beaa B-1. 
(3?5) (226) (227) (228) (229) (£30) (231) 
n Ss "ib Kit Bi +Bi 
2 (6.t) 0.3361 1.5879 (80) (80) n sinii ab 
-(62) •* —J. X (59) x (61) -(81) + (81) 
1 1.3753 -0.3753 o.nao 0,4:395 -0.4561 -0.3823 1.4919 
2 1.0257 - .0257 .5287 .2855 1.0975 1.3653 -0.3097 
3 0.5298 .4702 .2517 .2900 1.6180 1.8802 .1036 
4 - .0427 1.0487 .47G4 ,5296 1,5100 1.7222 - ,04077 
5 - .6495 1.6495 .3254 ,3663 1,1849 1,3509 .01725 
10 -o.yrS^  a > .3317 0#9^ 0U 4.0726 - .000374 
(232) (233) (234) (235) (236) (237) (238) 
n-1 n-l n-l 
n (-1) Bib (-1) (229) (-1) (230) co^  (235) (235) (235) 
n® -4 i(£32) x(233} r(234) 
X = 0 x = L/4 
1 1.1543 -0,'i561 -0,3£!23 0.7071 0.8021 -0.3225 -0,2703 
2 ,0229 - .2744 - .3413 0 0 0 0 
3 .0817 .1798 .2089 -.7071 -.0578 - .1271 - .1477 
4 - ,0040 - .0944 - .1076 - 1 .0040 .0944 .1076 
5 ,0206 .0474 .0540 -.7071 -.0146 - .0335 - ,0382 
10 - .0005 - .0393 - .0407 0 0 0 0 
1.2555 -0.6370 -0.6090 0.7337 ->0.3887 -0.3486 
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^felDle 3. (Ccatlnuei) 
(;J39) (;J41) {2^2) (;-H3) (245) (246) 
















X « L/2 r. * 2L/4 
1 0 0 0 0 -0.7071 -0.8021 0.3225 0.2703 
2 -1 -0 .0229 0 .2744 0.5415 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 .7071 .0578 .1271 .1477 
4 1 - ,0040 .0544 .1076 - X .004.0 .0944 .1076 
5 0 0 0 0 .7071 .0146 .0335 .0382 
10 -1 .0005 .0593 ,0407 0 C 0 0 
-0 .0254 0 .4081 0.4896 -0.7257 0.5775 0.5638 



















y =» 0 
1 0.16^3 0.6044 0.0737 0.S745 1.2498 C.5902 1.6019 1.9016 
2 .5423 .2923 .5151 .2782 -0.1417 - .2190 -0.4592 -0.3959 
3 ,1334 .1536 .5700 .4264 .0898 .0877 .1419 .1478 
4 - .0203 - .0141 .9731 . 6753 - .0416 - .0415 - .0904 - .0682 
5 - .2113 - .2379 .3621 .9705 .0209 .0214 .0321 .0340 
10 -l.-323e -1.4423 2.7891 2. SO 60 - .oou - .0009 - .0014 - .0012 
1.1761 0.4381 1.2249 1.6181 
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Table 8. (Coatinuad) 
(255) (256) (257) (258) (259) (260) (261) (262) 
n ay sinh. ay CO all ay ay Na (258) (258) 
x{256) x(257) l(257) +(259) -(260) 
y " 3« 
1 0.3142 0.3193 1.0497 0.1003 1.4437 0,6557 1.5440 -0.5554 
2 .6283 .6703 1.2039 .4211 1,2348 1,1730 1.6559 - ,7519 
3 .9425 1.0884 1.4780 1.0258 0.7830 2,1730 1.8088 -1,1472 
4 1.S566 1.6143 1.^ 89 2.0285 — «V04.X 3,8447 ^ r \  j twfA -1.81S2 
5 1.5708 2.3013 2.5092 3.6149 -1.6297 6,6481 1.9852 -3.0352 
10 3.1416 11.5487 11.5920 36.2814 -43.8108 66.9948 -7.5294 -30.7134 
y - 5" 
1 0.5336 0.5489 1.1402 0.2874 1,5681 0,7123 1.8555 -0,4249 
2 1.0472 1.2494 1.6003 1.3084 1,6414 1,5592 2.9498 - ,2508 
3 1.5708 2.3013 2.5092 3.6149 1,3294 3,6890 4.9443 - .0741 
4 2.0944 3.9987 4.1219 8.3749 -0.1760 8.4198 8.1989 - ,0449 
5 2.6180 6.8177 6.8906 14.7808 -4,4754 18.2566 10.3064 -3,4758 
10 5.2360 95.956 93.961 491.95 -355.12 543,04 136.83 -51,09 
y * b » 6* 
1 Same 0.6703 1.2039 0,4211 1,6557 0.7521 2.0768 -0,3310 
2 as 1.6143 1.8989 2.0285 1,9477 1.8501 3.9762 + ,1784 
3 coliom 3.2173 3.3691 6.0646 1.7849 4,9533 7.8495 1,1113 
4 (1) 6.1322 6.2132 15.4121 -0,2653 12,6917 15.1468 2,7204 
5 11.5487 11.5920 36.2814 -7,5290 30,7130 28.7524 5,5684 
10 267.74 267,75 1682.3 -1011.9 1547.4 670.4 134.9 
Table 8» (Continued) 
(263) (264) (265) (266) (267) 
n Nii,{N2CoslL ay Nj-t(Nj.cosi. ay ^^ .^ (Hgcosii ay cosli ay 
+ ^ 7 ainii ay) - ay sine, ay) + ay sinh ay) - ay sinii ay) - (263) 
(227)x(26l) -(227)z(262) (228)z(261) -(228)3c(2e?) 
7 = 3 "  
1 0.1822 0.0655 0,6786 0.2441 0,8675 
2 .3755 .3975 .4726 . t *^ 7 .3284 
3 ,4555 .2888 ,5245 .3327 1,0227 
4 .3;?77 .3652 .6419 .5966 .9712 
5 .6460 .9870 .7272 1.1111 1.8632 
10 -5.6337 14.8223 -2.8740 11.7233 15.2257 
7 = 5 "  
1 0.2189 0.0501 0.8155 0,1867 0.9213 
£ 1.5596 .1326 .8422 .0716 .0407 
3 1.^ 445 .0187 1.4338 .0215 1.2647 
4 3.30SO .0314 2.70 24 .0148 .2159 
5 3.3534 1.1310 3.7749 1.2732 3.5372 
10 36.03 24. S6 52.24 19.50 27.93 
7 - b = 6« 
1 O.E45i •»-0.0391 0.9128 +0.1545 0.9588 
2 2.1022 - .0943 1.1352 - .0509 - .2033 
3 1.9757 - .2797 2.2764 - .3222 1.3954 
7.315S -1.2960 4.9924 - .3965 -1.0027 
5 9.3550 -1.8120 10.5320 -2.0397 2.2362 
10 323.5 -65.10 255.3 -51.49 -55.75 
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Table 8. (Continued) 
(268) (269) (270) (271) (272) (273) (274) 
1 cosh ay cosh, ay cosh ay (231) (231) (231) (231) 
+ (264) - (265) + (266) l(267) z(268) x(269) x(270) 
7 » 3" 
1 1.1152 0.3711 1.2938 1.2942 1.6638 0.5536 1.9302 
2 1.6014 .7311 1.4186 -0.1017 -0.4960 - .2264 -0.4393 
3 1.7668 .9534 1.8107 .1060 .1830 .0988 .1876 
4 2.7641 1.2570 2.4975 - .0396 - .1127 - .0512 - .1018 
5 3.4952 1,7820 3.6203 .0321 .0603 .0307 ,0625 
10 26.4143 14,4660 - .0057 - .0099 - .0054 - .0087 
1.2853 1.2885 0.4001 1.6305 
7 » 5" 
1 1.1903 0.3247 1.3269 1.3745 1.7758 0.4844 1.9796 
2 1.7329 .7581 1.6719 -0.0126 -0.5367 - .2348 - .5178 
3 2.5279 1.0754 2.5307 .1310 .2519 .1114 .2622 
4 4.1433 1.4195 4.1367 - .0088 - .1689 - .0579 - .1687 
5 8.0216 3.1157 8,1638 .0610 .1384 .0537 .1408 
10 118.62 41.72 113.46 - .0104 - .0444 - .0156 - .0424 
1.5451 1.4261 0.3412 1.6537 
7 " b « 6« 
1 1.2430 0.2911 1.5584 1.4304 1.8544 0.4343 2.0265 
2 1.8046 .7637 1,8480 .0630 -0.5589 - .2365 -0.5723 
3 3.0894 1.0927 3.0468 .1444 ,3201 .1132 .2156 
4 4.9172 1.2208 5.3166 .0409 - .2005 - .0498 - .2168 
5 9.7802 1.0602 9.5525 .0386 .1687 .0183 .1648 
10 202.65 11.85 216.26 .0209 - .0758 - .0044 - .0909 
1,7382 1.5080 0.2751 1,6370 
1-^ 5 
Ifeble 8. (Continued) 
No. Relation ymO 3" 5« 6" 






























































































» .9598 do 




















» .9598 do 













Table 8. (Continued) 




P=0.5f 0^ 0% = (273) + (292) 
=1.5, « do +(293) 
















P=0.5? 0^ /0^  - (287)+(295) 
=1.5,  ^= do +(£95) 

















-1.5, « 13,1872:(299) 













t  rrnrfX 
\ WW w/ 
(?09) 
?=0.5, 0^ « 4,393x(301), psi. 














I'o, x=0 7,5« 22.5" 
(310) 1/3 - (2^ )^  0.3533 0.£706 0.GSS5 -0.2292 
(311) 
(S12) 
A^b (i/3-x^/L-)Ki^ ,(l-ii)/(l+ji) (3-+i) 
^ ^ /<» . 2 /r 2 \ 
?.1 ( 232; 6; 240; 4) O .22S3{ 272; 6; 240;4) 
0-4758 0.4758 0.4758 0.4758 
.1 *7 
(313) .2866 .1675 - .0060 - .1657 
(514) 
(315) 































(319) {316)^ -(317) + (518) 
(320) 
1.2589z(319) 
0.8746 0.8704 0^ 8693 0,6040 
1.1010 1.0957 1,0950 .7604 
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Table 8, (Continued) 




(l/3-s2/L^ ) (Kic^ Sat) (lnt)/(l*Ji) (3-ti) 
1.0923(l/3-x®/L^ ) 









































P»0.5? Hs(320) « 0.8794x(3S0) 
«1.5, » ,9598 do 
















P»0,5^  Hz(325) = 0.8794x(325) 
=1.5, = .9598 do 
















?=0.5^  C^ |;/P»(327)a(315) + (328)-(33l) 



































?=0,5^  = 500x(334), psi. 
=1.5, = 1500i(335) 
















P=0.5^  Opj. = 5002(337), risi. 
=1.5, = 15002(338) 














Table 9, Coaiputation of series terms, Dg, Djj, SqJ and sums, V^ , ¥3, 
2^2» ^ 33» • beSJB B-<s» 
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5) (6) 
n ab = n«/7 coth ab csch ab ab coth ab ab csch ab (ab csch ab)® 
(1) I (2) (1) 3: (3) {5)« 
X 0.4488 2.3758 2.1555 1.0663 0.9672 
2 0.8976 1.3984 0.9774 1.2552 .8774 .7697 
3 1.3464 1.1452 .5581 1.5419 .7515 .5647 
4 1.7952 1.0567 .3416 1.8971 .6133 .3761 
5 2.2440 1.0227 .2145 2.2950 .4813 .2316 
6 2.6328 1.0092 .1379 2.7176 .3662 .1341 
7 3.1416 1.0037 .0866 3.1535 .2720 .0740 
8 3.5904 1.0015 .0552 3.5959 .1983 .0393 
9 4.0392 1.0006 .0352 4.0417 .1423 .0203 
10 4.4880 1.0003 .0225 4.4891 .1009 •0102 
14 6.2832 1.0000 .0037 6.2832 .0235 .0006 
(7) (8) (9) (10) (U) 
(ab csch ab)^  * (4.)_(7) « (4)_(7) (ab csch ab)^  ab coth ab 
X {l-ni)/(3-ji) + 0.1722 + 0.2325 x (int)/(l-li) + 2ti/{l->t) 
(6) X 0.43gL (6) z 1.9851 (4) • 0.9851 
1 0.4660 0.7725 0.8826 1.8570 2.0513 
2 . 3834 1.0439 1.1541 1.5280 2.2^ 2 
3 .SaS 1.4328 1.5430 1.1210 2.52TO 
4 .1873 1.8819 1.9921 0.7466 2.8821 
5 .1154 2.3518 2.4620 .4598 3.2801 
6 .0668 2.8230 2.9331 .2663 3.7027 
7 .0369 3.2887 3.3988 .1469 4.1384 
8 .0196 3.7485 3.8586 .0780 4.5809 
9 .0101 4.2038 4.3139 .0402 5.0268 
10 .0051 4.6562 4.7664 .0202 5.4742 
14 .0003 6.4551 4.5653 .0011 7.2683 
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Table 9. (Continued) 
(12) (12) (14) (15) (16) 
11 Ko» (ii)-(lO) [ ab • iCa ab kb ab • 2M./(l-p,) ab coth ab/Dj. 
(1)-K).1722 (l)+0.2823 (1)+0.9851 (4)/(9) 
1 Q.1943 0.6210 0.7S11 1.4559 i.a)ai 
2 0.7122 1.0698 1.1799 1,8827 1.0876 
3 1.4060 1.5186 1.6287 2.3S15 0.9995 
4 2.1356 1.9674 2.0775 2.7S03 .9523 
5 2.8203 2.4162 2.5263 5.2291 .9322 
6 3.4554 2.8650 2.9751 3.6779 .9255 
7 5.9915 5. 5138 »• * 4.1257 
8 4.5029 3.7626 3.8727 4.5755 .9519 
9 4.9S66 4.2114 4.3215 5.0243 .9369 
10 5.4540 4.6602 4.7703 5.4751 •9418 
14 7.2672 
(17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) 
n ab/(ab"»'lcv) di VDb l/{ab+k^ ) da (ri-^ )<i2 
{l)/(l4r {16)-(17) l/{9) 1/(147 (19)-(20) 0.0469 z (21) 
1 0.6138 0.5942 1.1330 1.3677 -0.2547 -0.0110 
v> 
.7611 .3265 0.8665 0.8475 + .0190 + .0009 
3 .8267 .1727 .6481 .6140 .0341 .0016 
4 .8641 .0882 .5020 .4813 .0207 .0010 
5 .8882 .0439 .4062 .3958 .0105 .0005 
6 .9051 .0214 .3409 .5361 .0048 .0002 
7 .9175 .0102 .2942 .2921 .0021 .0001 
8 .9271 .0048 .2592 .2582 .0010 .0000 
9 .9347 .0022 .2518 .2514 .0004 
10 .9408 .0010 .2098 .2096 .0002 
14 .1135 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
(23) (24) {25) (26) 
IX 
(18) + (22) (8) 
(ab+kg^ ) (ao+kb^  
X (9) (13) z (14) (;i», 
aiy»-2u/(l-u) 
(ab«-ko) (alD k^v,) 
(15)/(25) 
1 0.5832 0. 6818 0.4540 0.2850 3.1581 
2 .5274 1. 2048 1.2S23 .5912 1.4915 
3 .1743 2. 2108 2.4734 ,6360 .9426 
4 .0892 3. 7489 4.0873 .5697 .6802 
5 .0444 5. 7902 6.1041 .4871 .5290 
6 .0216 8. 2800 8.5237 .4150 .4315 
7 .0103 11.1776 11.3462 .3571 .3637 
8 .0048 14.4639 14.5715 .3113 .3140 
9 .0022 18.1349 18.1996 .2750 .2761 
10 .0010 22.1935 22.2306 .2457 .2462 
14 42. 3796 •1715 
(28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) 
n 3^ 1/n^  i^/n* (1-cos nx)d ? dg/n^  
(26) - (27) 1/(29) (18) X (30) 2n2 (28) z (30) 
(2l)3c(30) 
-2.8731 1.0000 0.5832 -0.2347 -2.8731 
2 -0.9003 4 0.2500 .0819 0 -0.2251 
S - .3066 9 .1111 .0194 .0038 - .0341 
•4 - .1106 IS .0625 .0056 0 - .0069 
5 - .0419 25 .0^ 0 .0018 .0004 - .0017 
6 - .0165 36 .02778 .0005 0 - .0005 
7 - .0066 49 .02041 .0002 .0000 - .0001 
S - .0027 64 .01563 .0001 .0000 
9 - .0011 81 .01235 .0000 
10 - .0004 100 .01000 
14 136 .00510 
1- 0.6927 Ya- -0.2305 Ta- -3.1415 
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Table 9. (Continued) 
(34) (35) (36) (37) (35) (39) 
S^ (n,L) dj.£^ (a,L) aa%{n^ ) nV(n®-^ 49) l/{l-ni)-(38) 












2.3329 V2a»-0.3362 V2a«^ 8.3512 
(40) (41) (42) (43) (44) 
n (38) X (39) N.- (40)/D« I^ a  ^ (Da*^ >St Ht/^  
(8) * (9) (^ )^ X (42) (41) X (19) 
1 0.01464 0.01895 1.6551 0.03136 0.02147 
2 .05105 .04890 2.1980 .10749 .04237 
3 .09259 .06462 2.9758 .19230 .04188 
4 ,12449 .06615 3.8740 .25626 .03321 
5 .13988 .05948 4.S138 .28631 .02416 
6 .13907 .04926 5.7561 .28356 .01680 
7 .12594 .03830 6.6875 .25610 .01127 
8 .10507 .02803 7,5071 .21322 .00726 
F% ;9 •08025 .01909 8.5177 .16261 .00443 
10 .05419 .01164 9.4226 .10966 .00244 

































































Table o , (Con tinued) 
(45) 
Nc/I^  
(43) X ?13) 
(46) 
(44) X (30) 
(47) 
(45) s (30) 
(48) (49) 
(n,L)/DK N5Sj3(ii,L)/Dfc 




















































S^ = 0^ 04065 Sq" 0.09114 0.31139 1.0436 
X Ool. (48) - (0.002240)(0.31139) » 0.0006974 
X Ool. (34, a-14) » (0.00007208) (0.3599) - 0.0000259 
0.0007233 = S^ (^L) 
age 3: Col. (49) - (0.02033) (1.0436) » 0.021219 
a»Q X Col. (34, n-i4) = (0.008521) (0.3599) » 0.005067 
0.024286 » SAl.) 
ww 
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Table 1Q« C<sit5ute1;ioii of eollocution coafficisnts iov bean 2-2. 
{ ate ai's: L/4, :t3= L/2, Z3« 2L/4.) 
(50) (51) (52) (53) 
0(L-:£) 
21.991 m(l-3/L) g-^ (L-3:) 2. 
+ ?(L-S)(1+JA)/2 
* 0.665 ^ (I^ x) 
^(2S,r.) 

















































(54) (55) (56) (57) (58) (59) 
s In m b^^ 2m 
0.1412/m 
(bA.)®(k^ +l/6) 1.7952^ (54) 
rnT"*" 
0.7519+(58) 

















(60) (61) (62) (63) (64) 
a {57)x{59) (b/L)^ (]c^ ~l/lg) q-{m,3£i>} ky^ /aa 
0.0706/m aa®® (60)-l/2<-(6i)-(63) 0-.086l/m 
0.005, 569/bi^  
1 3,5626 0.0706 0.0056 2,9276 0.0861 
S 4-4742 .0353 .0014 4.0081 .0431 
3 5.1478 .0235 .0006 4,6707 ,0287 
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Table 10 > {Continued) 
(65) (66) (67) (68) (69) 
•v* iiL (b/L) ®(j£3+l/b) 2«024S •*• (54) 3a^ (6?) 
0.7519+{67) 
(o6) ri (58) 









































(75) (76) (77) (78) (79) 
m (59) X (74) (b/L)V4iii2 ft,(m.k>,) 1 

















(80) (81) (82) (83) (64) (85) 
m Qi{2i«kb) <ie(m,kb) Q.i(a,3cJ 
X (78) X (78) X (79) 













2.9041 3.5985 3.2111 
0,5000 0.5857 0.5436 










Table 10. (Continued) 
(86) (87) (88) (89) (90) 
M &3X X (80) (85)-(86) axo/a^  a4./ia® (Sa)+(89) 
0.000,287,1 0.003.075 0.000.330.7 -(83) 
X (80) la® 
1 0.000834 0.000237 0.003075 0.000331 0.001&S9 
2 .000144 .000037 .000769 .000041 .000514 
3 .000056 .000006 .000342 .000012 .000239 
(91) (92) (93) (94) (95) (96) (97) (98) 
49 49 49 4i{92) 9x(93) 1 » 1 v 1 
n® +49 n*+196 n**441  ^ i+^ -^ OS) 
1 0.9800 0.2487 
2 .9245 .2450 
3 .8448 .2390 
4 .7538 .2311 
5 .6622 .2217 



















(99) (100) (101) (102) (103) (104) (105) 
n (97)/2 (98)/3 (9l)x(96) (92)x{99) (93)x(l00) (3-ix)Da (3-^ )Db 
2.57x(8) 2.67x(9) 
1 0.8734 0.5836 1.6973 0.2172 0.06465 2.0625 2.3566 
N c. .8695 .5809 1.5499 .2130 .06397 2.7873 3.0814 
3 .8540 .5773 1.3489 .2041 .06286 3.8256 4.1197 
4 .8382 .5722 1.1351 .1937 .06134 
5 .8194 .5662 0.9363 .1817 .05956 
14 .6260 .4813 .1904 .0782 .0370 
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Table 10. {Continued), values z lof 
(105) (107) (108) (109) 
U q(i,x) X (101) !i(2,x) X (102) Q( 5,x) z (103) Sjj,{n,z) » (106) 
(55)x(10l) (53)2(102) {53)x{l03) •(107)+(108) 
Xi •= L/4 
1 0.01387 0 0 0.01387 
8 .01266 0 0 .01266 
3 .01102 0 0 .01102 
4 .00927 0 0 .00927 
5 .00765 0 0 ,00765 
14 .00156 0 0 .00156 
" V2 
1 2.3562 0 0 2.3562 
2 2.1516 0 0 2.1516 
3 1.8727 0 0 1.8727 
/L 1.5758 0 0 1.5758 
5 1.2999 0 0 1.2999 
14 0.2643 0 0 0.2643 
X3 = 3L/4 
1 523.67 0.30 0 323.97 
2 295.57 .30 0 295.87 
5 257.25 .28 0 257.53 
4 216.46 .27 0 216.73 
178.56 .25 0 178.61 
14 36.31 .11 0 36.42 
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4 
Table 10-. (Continued), values x 10. 
(110) (111) (112) (113) (ll'i) 
u 







































































2.603 -0.4757 -9.509 0.30S9 0.8714 































357.9 -65.38 -1307.4 41.783 119.84 
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Table 10. (Contixiued), values z 10^  
(U5) (116) (117) 
m (^a,x) X (90) Q(m»x} X (84) Q,(E,X) X (87) 
Xi « L/4 
1 0.001380 0.003691 0.000194 
Xg « L/2 
1 0.2345 0.6272 0.0529 













52.2815 86.2617 4.5248 

















.2934 - .0536 
40.5353 -7.3685 
-0.0001 0.0031 








(124) (125) (126) (127) (12S) (129) 
"V a^ x^(113) a^ tx(109) 
0.002240 0.00007208 
x(ll3) x(l09) 








L/4 0.0004 0 0.0104 0.0013 0.0004 0.0117 
L/2 .0681 0.0019 1.7716 .2252 .0700 1.9968 
3L/4 9.3594 .2625 243.6635 31.0335 9.S2i9 274.6970 
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Table 10. (Continued) 
(130) (131) (132) (133) (154} 
n sin GkX (5-ji)Dj,5iii ai {3-ji)Dasin az (3^ )1^ (ja»L) (l55)-i%(n,i) 
(105}x(130i (104< ^(iGO ) (i/I»)x{54) (133)-(109) 
Xi" L/4 
1 0.7071 1.6665 1.4584 0.5123 C.5123 
2 1 3.0314 2.7873 .4734 .4734 
3 0.7071 2.9131 2.7051 .4213 * T 
xs," L/2 
1 1 2.3566 2.0625 1.0246 1.0244 
A V 
rs \J 0 0.S479 0.347v 
5 -i -4.1197 -3.8256 .8426 .8424 
1 0.7071 1.6665 1.4584 1.5369 1.5045 
2 -1 -3.0814 -2.7873 1.4218 1.3923 
3 0,7071 2.9131 2.70cl 1.2639 1.23^  
(155) (156) (137) (138) 
n l)^  ^ x(134) 2?n CoffiMnations of sums 
0.02332a®{-l)^ -3. {i3l)-{lS5) (132)^ 135) 
X (134) 
Xi= L/4 
1 0.0119 1.6544 1.4465 (a) (L}-Sc3{L) 
- .0883 3,1657 2.8756 S -0.023,562 
3 .2653 2.6477 2.4398 
(l") 
Z2« L/2 ac 0.025,009 
1 0.0239 2.3527 2.0586 (c) Sii (L)—2833 (L) 
2 - .1768 0.1768 0.1768 0.004^ 998 
tx 
.5305 -4.5502 -4.3561 
(<5) Sll (I»)«0-005,256 
X,- 3L/4 
(e) SgB (L)-0.005,368 
1 0.0351 1.6312 1.4233 
2 - .2598 -2.8216 -2.5275 (f) S33(L)-0.000,129 
3 .7797 2-1334 1.9254 
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Table lO. (Continued) 
Ko. L/4 L/2 2L/4 
(139) (z/!:.)Sii(L) 0.001,514 0.002,628 0.003,942 
(140) {x/L)S2a(L) .001,342 .002,684 .004,026 
(141) {xA.)x{158a) - .006,218 - .012,435 - .018,653 
(142) {x/L)Ml5ah) .006,587 .013,175 .019,762 
(143) (x/L)x{l38e) .001,249 .002,499 .003,748 
(144) Sii(i)-2S33{2:) 0 .000,001 .000,063 
(145) 0 - .000,003 - .000,351 
(146) S^ C^zHSjjcCx) 0 .000,003 .000,372 
(147) fjj - (139) - (127) .001,314 .002,627 .003,875 
(148) - (140) - (128) .001»344 .002,683 .003,947 
(149) « (141) - (145) - .006,218 - .012,432 - .018,302 
(150)  ^« (143) - (144) .001,249 .002,498 .003,6® 
(151)  ^» (142) - (146) .006,587 .013,172 .019,390 
Ho. I|j^ -te232s T^ -'terms Ho. 2|jj-te23BS Z|j^ -teias 























































(163) 12<^666 10.1250 (175) Qj13 -9.8417 -7.7486 
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Table 10, (Cantiuued) 
Bo. X* -tezms 
m 
Col.(136} 






























































































































Ta'nleio. (Ccncludecl), ralues x 105 
(213) 
(214) 































Clx X 10^ /ti. - - 1.429(oit-Cac)I'® * 1.458(2q^ ) - 6.757 SgCZ/b)® 
Cla X 10®/bL « • 0.4444 do - 0.4539 do * 2.097 do 
Ols X LO'/TII * - 0.1551 do 0.13TO do - 0.6362 do 
CSx X lO'/li » - 1.564(ca.^ <'ci<5)l.® + 8.239 Eg(Z/b)^  
Czz X 10^ /bL - + 0.4708 do - 2.474 do 
C5a X lOVtL « - 0.1395 do + 0.7318 do 
%bie 11. Cosqnitatloii of Sf, S|, S^ , SlM, ^aCL), SlgtL), 
S|^ (L}, and 3*^ (1.), be^  3-2. (Values x 10®) 
(228) (229) (230) (2:31) (232) (233) (234) 
n Tt+T? TJ-T? 3P„ "E* T« H IX n n. n an n xx ix n 
Cols. (228) to (238), Inclusive, suiamarized (228)-«-(229) (;a28)-{229) 
froE Table , see precedlag page. 2 2 
1 1-429 1.564 1.458 -6.757 
2 0.4444 0.4708 0.4569 -2.097 
3 .1361 .1395 .1370 -0.6362 
8.259 1.497 -0.0675 
2.474 0.4576 - .0132 
0.7318 .1373 - .0022 
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Table i l .  (Con.cl'aded), Talaes z 10® 





























(242) (243) (244) (245) (246) 



















S^ « 2.3241 SJ = -0.1005 S5^  » 2.7728 SI" 1.2S2 SJ- 14.122 
(247) (248) (249) (250) (251) 
2. 




















SI»-16.2565  ^;* —0.4390 16.0757 » 6,5575 S*^  ai.1506 
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Sable 12. Computatlott of B and V series terais 
aad staas of W series, beaa B-2» 




















(256) (257) (258> (259) 
•Tk 
0.406Sx(235) 0.^ 68T(2»4) 














(260) (261) (262) (253) (264) 


















(S65) (256) (2o7) {268} (269) (270) 

























Ifeble 12. (Contttmed) 
(271) (272) (275) (274) (275) 
n Sab Ssb/^  SibSsb/^  
ab coth ab T> TV 
-{l-{A)/{l*ti) (252)x(i9) CaD}> 1.5617(253) 8.5385(253) 
{4)-0.5038 0.1G50x{26) 
1 1.1152 1.2613 0.0470 1.9697 10.7691 
2 1.3021 1.1283 .0976 1.7620 9.G33S 
3 1.5888 1.0297 .1050 1.6082 8.7524 
4 1,9440 0.9759 .0340 1.5240 8,3325 
5 2.3419 .9512 •0804 1.4856 8-122? 
6 2.7645 .9425 .06® 1.4730 8,0477 
7 5.2005 .341G ,0589 1.4705 8.0397 
a 5.6428 .9441 .0514 1.4744 8.0609 
9 4.0886 .9478 .0454 1.48D2 S.0926 
10 4.5.T30 .9517 .0405 1.486S 8.1259 
14 6.3302 .9642 .0263 1.5058 S.2327 
(276) (277) (278) (279) (280) 
n qTg(n)/Di, a<Sc/^ a Bb 
0.4068(255) 1.3924g{ll) iS.042{4f.) 1.9873(44) (274)-(277) 
2:(i9) +(26S) 
1 0.5130 1.5776 0.6410 0,012? 0.3963 
<; .4589 0 1.6804 .0842 1,7727 
'6 .4189 0.9024 2.2486 .0832 ,7170 
4 .3969 0 2.5^ 9 .0660 1.5240 
5 .3869 • 565o E.C9S1 .0480 .9200 
6 .3834 0 1.7441 .0334 1.4720 
7 .3830 .4097 1.3595 ,0224 l,0c03 
8 .3840 0 0.9970 .0144 l,47'i4 
9 .3855 .3228 ,0038 l.lf?74 
10 .3871 0 .4151 •0048 1,4363 
14 .3922 0 -.2133 -.0011 1 ,i>0o8 
166 
Table 12. (Ctmtimied) 
(260.) (282) (283) 
n. BQ Hg 
{275)-(273)-{278) (27S)-(273)-(279) ab cotb ab-{l-ii)/(l-ni) 
+{263) +(264) (4)-0.5038 
1 10.1909 0.4325 0.5625 
2 8.1251 .2954 .7514 
3 6.7124 .2457 1.0382 
4 5.9175 .2369 1.3933 
5 5.9438 .2585 1.7913 
6 6.2351 .2815 2.2138 
7 6.6214 .3017 2.6496 
8 7.0126 •3182 3.0921 
9 7.3671 .3313 3.5379 
10 7.6703 .3417 3.9854 
14 0.8560 .3017 
(284) (285) (286) (287) (288) (289) (290) 
n H Bl ab csch^ ab Hgcoth ab 
2.0849 11.3990 0.5430 (3)x(5) (287)*{2) (283)x(2) {289)-ab 
-(280) -(281) -(282) 
1 1.6886 1.2080 0.1105 2.0852 4.4610 1.3361 0.8873 
2 0.3482 3.2738 .2477 < 0.8576 2.2559 1.0507 .1531 
3 1.3679 4.6866 .2973 .4194 1.5646 1.1889 -.1575 
4 0.5609 5.4814 .3061 .2095 1.2662 1.4724 -.3228 
5 1.1649 5.4552 .2845 .1032 1.1260 1.8320 -.4120 
(291) (292) (293) (294) (295) (296) 
n 3.1352(2) 17.141(2) 0.8166(2) {290)x(280) (290)x(28l) {290)x(282) 
1 7.4486 40.724 1.9400 0.3516 9 .0428 0.3838 
2 4.3841 23.970 1.1419 .2659 1 .2442 .0452 
3 3.5905 19.630 0.9352 -.1129 -1 .0571 -.0387 
4 3.3131 18,114 .8629 -.4920 -1 .9104 -.0765 
5 3*2065 17.531 .8352 -.3790 -2 .4488 -.1065 
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Table 12. (Continued) 




















1 7.8002 49.767 2.3238 1.1654 -1.6524 -0.0257 10.6234 9.7584 
2 4-6501 25.214 1.1871 -0.1750 0.4134 .1114 8.4205 7.8297 
3 3.4775 18.573 0.8965 .8447 1.8262 .1511 6.9581 6.4667 
4 2.8211 16.203 .7864 •0377 2.6210 .1698 6.1545 5.6806 
5 E.8275 15.082 .7286 .6417 2.5948 .1482 6.2023 5.6852 














1 4.2100 103,86 0.1871 103.67 18.78L 462,46 1.3186 1,0975 
2 14.5243 66^ 02 •0872 65.93 32.991 148-73 3.5215 3.0262 
3 4.9893 45.05 .0604 45.00 7,806 70.40 4.9839 4.3892 
4 9.3796 35.02 .0561 34.96 11.877 44.27 5.7875 5.1753 
C 5.7063 35.33 .0668 35.26 6.425 39,70 5,7397 5.1707 
(315) (314) (315) (316) (317) (318) (319) (520) 








1 1.7386 1.2045 1.8533 52.091 87.961 10.285 60.120 0.2568 
2 12.4010 9.1577 1.0536 26.401 9.192 16.375 82.546 .2940 
3 24.8392 19.2655 6.0039 19.470 2^ .632 17,332 87.045 .2665 
4 33.4954 26.7842 2.9027 16.990 9.529 16.327 88.818 .2407 
5 32.9440 26.7361 6,0233 i5.au 18.418 16.229 82.277 .aJ73 
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Table 12. {Continued) 
(521) (322) (323) (324) (325) (326) 
n (317)+(318) (31S)-(320) (301) + (3C2) {309)/ii^  (32l)/n® (310)/a® 
1 98.246 59.863 -1.6781 IB.781 9S.246 46?. 45 
£ £5.567 82.252 0.5248 4.124 3.196 18.59 
3 45.964 86.778 1.9372 0.289 1.628 2.61 
4 25.856 88.578 2.7908 .186 0.404 0.69 
5 34.647 82.070 2.7430 .052 .277 0.33 
W « 23.432 W"« 103.751 
o c 
V « 484.67 
o 
(327) (328) (329) (330) (531) 
n (322)/n® gi(n)(512)/n'^  (315)/n^  (314)/n^  (S13)/n^  
X 59.862 1.0975 1.8533 1.2045 1.7386 
2 10.282 0 0.0659 0.5724 0.7751 
3 3.214 0.0542 .074 .2379 .3067 
4 1.384 0 fl •0113 •1046 .1308 
5 0.657 0.0083 4 ,0097 •0428 .0527 
75.400 l2- 1.1500 *5- 2.0173 2.1622 3.0039 
(332) (333) (334) (335) (336) (337) 
n dsxdOl) d3i(l02) d3x(l03) ll®T*x(10l) B®3^ x(i02) n^ I^ x^dOS) 
1 -4.8765 -0.6240 -0.1857 0.002541 0.000325 C.000097 
2 -1.3954 - .1918 - .0576 .005674 .000777 .000234 
3 -0.4136 - .0626 - .0193 .005002 .000757 .000233 
sua -6.5855 -0.8784 -0.2626 
Ic^ais^suza -0.000139 -0.000018 -0.000005 
sum 0.013217 0.001859 0.000564 
asxsua .000308 .000043 .000013 
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Tablo 12. (Continued), values x 10? 
(338) (339) (340) (341) (342) (:343) 
n 





1 -^ ,115 
£ - ,164 
















sum -0,359 -0.C49 
agxsuja - ,00837 - .00114 
-0.015 13.068 





(344) (345) (345) (347) (348) (349) 
x(lOl) 
n^ B* 

































(550) (351) (352) (353) (354) (355) 































suza 627.68 99.041 30,906 218.92 33.059 10.207 
12.761 2.014 0,628 - z aua « 0.02033 x sum 
X sum « 0.0022^  x sum = 0.4904 0.0741 0.0023 
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Table 12. (Continued), raluas x 10® 











1 3.641 4.133 0.094 3.325 4.438 
2 0.775 0.688 .019 0.731 0.731 
3 .317 .266 .0005 .304 .279 
(361) (362) (363) (364) (365) (366) 
m S11-S33 S33 a»c(l01;2;3) a|^ .(101;2i3) Seg-(363) 
-(335;6i7) +(338;9;0) ii»i4 n-14 •••(350;l52) 
S^ t-(354) 
•(353;4;5) 
1 3.239 0.086 1.622 0.0137 14.383 0.5041 
2 0.713 .018 0.666 .0056 2.680 .0797 
3 .303 0 .30.5 .0027 0.943 .0050 











1 4.9416 6.1798 27.656 0.7319 1.3176 0.0349 -1.2382 
2 1.0608 i.oiai 6.088 .1504 0.2900 .0072 •K),0427 
3 0.4956 0.38^  2.587 0 .1233 0 .1071 
(374) (375) (376) (377) (378) (379) 
m (373)2(376) » (374)® V® « (375)® 
1 -107.44 0.1673 -107.61 0.1332 11 .5425 0 
2 + 1.865 • .0074 1.8722 .0001 0 .0035 0 
3 1.3S1 .0912 1.4725 .0002 .0019 0 
« (369)-(365)-(372)-(347;8;9) - 0.1122, (include 0,1122 for m » 1 onl^  
- (37l)-(370)-(366)-(344;5;6). 
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Table 12. (Coatinued), values x lof 
























W» - 0.1339 » -1.2156 Wg « -106.82 



























-0.1553 Hio « 11.5552 Wai - -1.0706 W;jg " -96.3^ 9 W^ 3 - -0.1191 











n X -1«78.1 2.0779 -125.40 -123.32 177.53 0.0057 
2 +524.8 -0.6498 • 18.83 + 18.18 - 44.42 - .0186 
3 1987.2 -2.4606 - 90.89 - 93.35 -196.19 - .0269 
4 2790»8 -3.4557 - 4.06 - 7.51 -281.59 - .0284 
5 2743.0 -3.3964 - 69.05 - 72.45 -278.77 - .0248 
17£ 
Table 12. (Concluded) 
(396) (397) (338) (399) 


























*«o " -0.2056 W|o » -0.2896 














Kj g (jcL/4b) W2S 
-^ t(*L/4b)W2s 
-*Io 
46,943 - .09633 




(407) Wli « -4.2321 
(408) {Kie*2:it)(*^ /4b)ir2i(l-ix)/2 16.475 - .001071 - .0176 
(409) eib(*L/4b)(W23+W23)(l-p.)/2 2.8763 - .09645 - .2-774 
(410) Wao - -2056 









- .09633 -1.5149 
- .0001191 -frO.COOl 
- .2896 
(415) Viz - -1.8044 
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Table 13. Computation of sheet and flenge stresses, beam 
(416) (417) (418) (419) (420) (421) (422) 
n Si (-1)"^ "^  
2 (283) 0.3190 1.2246 (301) (301) n sini ab 
-(283) 
-1 x(280) s{282) -(ij02) +(302) 
1 1.4S75 -0.4375 C.1264 0.5292 -1,5266 -1.5781 n ccT • X> 
2 1.2486 - .2486 .5540 ,5617 0.3020 0,5248 -o.^ '-sa? 
ii 0.9618 +0.0382 .2287 .3009 1.5651 1.9372 .I860 
4 .5067 .3933 .4861 .2902 2,4512 2.7908 - .08540 
5 .2i087 .7913 .2935 .3166 2.1465 2.7450 .04290 
o - .2158 1.2138 .4695 .3-i4? 2.1782 2.4237 - .02267 
7 - .6496 1.6496 .5384 .3694 1.3121 2.0222 .01237 
8 -1,0921 2.0921 .4703 .3897 1.4374 1.6145 - .006902 
9 -1.5379 2.5379 .3692 .4058 1.0960 1.2469 .003915 
10 -1.9854 2.9854 .4741 .4184 0,8332 0.9333 - .002249 
14 -3.7795 4.7795 .4803 .5695 7.5775 7.7876 
(423) (424) (425) (426) (427) (428) (429) 
n ( '-l)^ "^ bio {-1)^ ~^ {420)(-1)^ '"^ (421) coss£. (426) (426) (425) 
nz n^  2(423) x(424) x{4?5) 
h o
 
X = L/4 
1 1.1654 -1.6266 -1.6781 0.7071 0.3241 -1.1502 -1.1866 
0.0438 -0.0755 -0.1312 0 0 0 0 
3 .0939 .1850 .2208 - ,7071 - .0664 -O.ISCS -0.1561 
•* 
- .0024 - .1552 - .1744 - 1 .0024 ,1532 .1744 
5 .0257 .097S .1097 - .7071 - .0182 - ,0692 - .0776 
6 - .0025 - .0605 - .0675 0 0 0 0 
7 .0102 .0370 .0413 ,7071 .0072 .0262 .0292 
8 - .0014 - .0225 - .0252 1 - .0014 - .0225 - .0252 
9 .0050 .0135 .0154 .7071 .0035 .0096 ,0109 
10 - .0008 - .0080 - .0093 0 0 0 0 
14 - .0003 - .0387 - .0397 0 0 0 0 
1.3370 -1.6516 -1.7383 0.7513 -1.1338 -1,2311 
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Table 13. (Contiirued) 
(450) (431) (432) (433) (434) (435) (436) (437) 
n cos2£. (430) (430) (450) eoa^  (4<54) (434) (434) 
;{4S5) x(424) x(425) A z(4£3) x{424) x(425) 
x = L/2 3L/4 
1 0 0 0 0 -0.7071 -0.8241 1.1502 1,1866 




 * .0755 0.1312 0 0 0 0 
S 0 0 0 0 .7071 .0664 0.1308 0.1561 
fr 1 _ .0024 - .1532 • - .1744 - 1 .0024 .1532 .1744 
5 0 0 0 0 .7071 .0182 .0692 .0776 
6 -1 .0025 .0605 .0675 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 - .7071 - .0072 - .0262 - .0292 
8 1 - .0014 - .0225 - .0252 1 - .0014 - .0225 - .0252 
9 0 0 0 - .7071 — .0035 - .0096 - .0109 
10 -1 .0008 .0080 .0093 0 0 0 0 
14 -1 .0003 .0387 .0387 - .7071 .0i:02 .0273 .0281 
-0 .0443 0 .0070 0.0481 -0.74S3 1.4726 1.5576 
(438) (439) (440) (441) (442) (443) (444) (445) 
n (416) (416) (283) (283) l-(438) l-(4-29) 1*{440) 1+(44D 
x(418) x(419) x(418) x(419) x{l22) x(422) x(422) :c(422) 
y • 0 
1 0.1817 0.7608 0.0711 0.£977 1.7635 0.5156 2.i083 2.7966 
2 .6917 .4516 .4162 .2718 -0.1507 - .260) -0.6921 —0.6216 
o .2iX)0 .2894 .2374 .3124 .1451 .1322 .2302 • 2442 
4 .2S49 .1760 .6773 .4043 - .0602 - .0704 - .1432 - .1199 
5 .0613 .0661 .5£57 .5671 .0403 .0401 .0654 .0672 
6 - .1004 - .0737 1.0394 .•7632 - .0249 - .0245 - .0462 - .0400 
7 - .2181 - .2381 0.8965 .9789 .0151 .0153 .0235 .0245 
3 - .5136 - .4256 1.4541 1.2049 - .0104 - .0098 - .0169 - .0152 
9 - .5677 - .6240 1.3061 i.4356 .0061 .0064 .0050 .0095 
10 - .9412 - .8308 1.8693 1.6677 - .0044 - .0041 - .0065 - .0060 
1.7194 0.3329 1.7314 2.3393 
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Table 13. (Continued) 
(446) (447) (446) (449) (450) (451) (452) (453) 
n ay sinh ay cost ay ay Nz (449) (449) 
2(447) r(448) s(448) +(450) -(151) 
y " 3« 
1 0.2244 0.2263 1.0253 0.0508 1.4738 0.5767 1.5246 -0.5259 
2 .4488 .4640 1.1024 .2083 1.3765 .8284 1.5847 - .6301 
5 • W ' .6252 X.2oo3 .4^ )9 1.1882 1.2824 1.6051 - .8615 
.8976 1.0231 1.4306 .9183 0.8580 1.9933 1.7865 -1.0750 
5 1.1220 1.3727 1.6983 1.5401 .3545 3.0421 1.8946 -1.5020 
6 1.3464 1.7917 2.0519 2.4123 - .4387 4.5425 1.9736 -2.1301 
7 1.5708 £.3013 2.5092 3.6149 -1.6299 6.5483 1.984S -3.0334 
3 1.7952 2.9273 3.0934 5.2550 -5.3733 9.5550 1.876S -4.3100 
9 2.0196 3.7013 3.73^  7.4751 -5.7427 13.2107 1.7325 -5.7356 
10 2.2440 4.6524 4.7685 10.4625 -9.4672 15.0041 0.9953 -8.5415 




0.3740 0.3828 1.0808 0.1432 1.5536 0.5073 1.5968 -0.4648 
.7480 .8197 1.29S) .6132 1.6145 .9716 2.227S - .5584 
1.1220 1.3727 1.598S 1.5401 1.6335 1.7631 3.1737 - .2230 
1.4960 2.1199 2.3439 3.1713 1.4221 3.2658 4.5934 - .0944 
1.3700 3.1671 3.3212 5.9224 0.6932 5.9492 6.£157 - .0267 
6 2.2440 4.5524 4.7585 10.4625 -1.0136 10.5566 9.4429 - .0941 
7 2.6180 6.8177 6.8906 17.8^ 6 -4.4761 18.2573 13.3725 - .4087 
8 2.9920 5.5377 9.9878 29.7334 -10.9077 30.8834 18.8257 -1.1500 
9 3.5660 14.4641 14.4987 48.6862 -22.2980 51.2953 25.3881 -S.6092 
10 3.7400 21.0371 21.0609 78.5787 -41.8135 83.9353 36.8551 -5.2555 
y = b ' 6* 
1 Sa^ ae 0.4640 1.1024 0.2083 1.5847 0.S201 1.7930 -0.4119 
2 as 1.0231 1.4306 .9183 1.0750 2.7046 - .1567 
3 column 1.7917 2.0519 2.4123 1.9736 2.1301 4.3859 + .2822 
4 (1) 2.9273 3.0934 5.2550 1.8768 4.3100 7.1318 .9450 
5 4.6624 4.7685 10.4625 0.9953 8.5416 11.4578 1.9209 
6 7.3526 7.4203 19.7990 -1.5855 16.4272 13.2124 3.3718 
7 11.5487 11.5920 36.2814 -7.5300 30.7139 28.7514 5.5675 
8 18.1103 18.1379 65.0233 -19.8085 56.0843 45.2148 8.9389 
9 28.3814 28.3990 114.6376 -43.6758 100.4753 70.96^  14.1540 
10 44.4659 44.4771 199.5583 -88.3033 177.2575 111.2590 22.3048 
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Table 13. (ContiBued) 
{45.1) (455) (456) (457) (458) (459) (460) (461) 
n {-il8) -(418) (413) -(419) (4-i8) (448) (443) (^ .48) 
:c(452) x{455) x{452) z{453) -(454) —(45o) +(456) + (457) 
7 *= C5« 
1 0.19E7 0,0665 0.3069 0.2785 0.8525 1.0918 0,2134 1.3056 
2 .8779 .5435 m 07 .2245 . 22^ o 1.4459 .5292 1.3267 
3 .3680 .1970 .4842 ,2592 .8673 1.4323 .7511 1.4945 
4 .8683 ,5226 .5183 -3119 .5623 1.9532 .9123 1.7425 
5 .5560 .4408 .5999 .4755 1.1423 2.1391 1.0985 2.1739 
6 .9266 1,0001 .5S)4 .7344 1.1255 3.0520 1.3715 2.7862 
7 .6716 1.0264 .7333 1.1207 1.8S76 3. 5556 l»7v5S 5.6298 
8 .8826 2.0268 .7313 1.6795 2.2108 5.1202 2.5621 4.7728 
9 .6396 2.1173 .7030 £.3273 3.0945 5.8513 5.0310 5.0613 
10 .4716 4.0492 .4165 3.5742 4.2966 8.8177 4.3520 8.3427 
7 « 5" 
X 0.2145 Q.0587 0,3979 0.2460 0.8663 1.1335 0.1828 1.3267 
<n C 1.2340 ,1986 .8058 -1297 .0590 1.4916 .4873 1.4227 
3 .7258 .0510 .9549 .0671 .9725 1.7493 .7434 1.7654 
4 3.2323 ,0459 1.3328 .0274 .1110 to 9 O 1.0111 2.3713 
5 1.9414 .0078 2.0946 .0085 1.3798 3,3291 1.2266 3.3297 
6 4.4534 .0442 3.2554 .0324 .3351 4.8126 1.5131 4.8009 
7 4.5247 .1363 4.9403 .1510 2.3559 7.02SS 1.9503 7.0415 
8 S.S530 •5408 7.3357 .4481 1.1348 10.5287 2,6521 10.4360 
9 9.7414 .9632 10.7074 1.0587 4.7572 15.4619 3.7912 15.5574 
10 17.4761 2,4919 15.4250 2.1996 3.5848 23.5528 5.6348 25.P.605 
7 " b  ^G" 
1 0.2266 0.0521 0.94S9 0.2180 0.S75S 1.1545 0.1535 1.3204 
2 1.4982 .0868 .9735 .0567 - ,0676 1.5174 ,4523 1.4873 
ry 1.0031 - .0645 1.3197 - .0849 1.0488 1.9873 .7322 1.9670 
4 3.4668 - .4594 2.0694 - .2742 - .3734 2.6340 1.0240 2.8192 
5 5.3625 - .5637 5.6277 — .6082 1.4062 4.2048 1.140S 4.1503 
6 S.5506 -1,5330 5.27S6 -1.1624 -1.1303 5.S372 1.1417 6..?579 
7 9.7283 -1.8838 10.6218 -2.0568 1.8637 9.7081 .9702 9.5351 
8 21.2629 -4.2037 17.6185 -3.4852 -3.1250 15.9545 .5195 14.6547 
g 25.1963 -5.2288 28.7940 -5.7473 2.2027 23.1702 - .3950 22.6517 
10 52.7428 -1C.5737 46.5558 -9.33S3 -S.2657 55.5054 -2.0787 55.1438 
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Table 13. (Continued) 
(462) (463) (464) (465) 
(422) (422) (422) (422) 
i(453) z(459) x(460) 2:(461) 
7 » 
1 1.7943 2,3528 0.4707 2,3)94 
2 -0.1097 -0.7067 - .2586 -0.6484 
3 .1614 .2665 ,1397 ,2780 
4 - .0480 - .1668 - ,0779 - ,1488 
.5 .0490 .0918 .0471 ,0932 
o - ,0255 - .0692 - ,0311 - ,0632 
7 .0227 .0437 ,0220 ,0449 
8 - .0153 - .0353 - ,0163 - ,0329 
9 .0121 ,0229 ,0119 ,0237 
LO - .0097 - ,0198 - .0098 - ,0138 
1,8313 1.7799 0.2977 2.3573 
y = 5" 
1 1.8669 £.4557 0.S94O 2.8592 
£ -0.0289 -C.7290 - .2581 -0,6953 
5 .1309 .3254 .1583 .3284 
4 - .0025 - .2041 - ,0361 - .£CS5 
5 .0592 .1428 ,0526 .1428 
6 - .0076 - .1091 - .0343 - .1088 
7 .0295 .0869 ,0241 .0871 
S - .0078 - .0727 - .0183 - .0720 
9 -0186 .0605 .0148 .0609 
10 - ,0081 - .0530 - .0127 - .0523 
2.1012 1.9037 0,2468 2.3475 
(466) (467) 
n (422) (458) (422) (459) 
7 = b = 6« 
1 1.8874 2.4880 
2 0,0330 -0.7416 
3 .1951 .3697 
4 .0319 - .2250 
5 .0603 .1304 
6 .0256 - .1323 
7 .oasi .1201 
8 ,0216 - ,0962 
9 .0086 .0907 
10 .0186 - ,0762 
2,3197 1.9776 
(468) (469) 
n (422)(460) (422) (462) 
1 0,5309 2.8455 
9 
- .2211 -0.7S69 
3 .1562 .5659 
4 - .0875 - .2408 
5 .0439 .1785 
6 - .0259 - .1419 
7 .0120 .n79 
8 - .0036 - .1011 
9 - .0015 ,0887 
10 .0047 - ,0790 
0.1932 2,3069 
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Table l'o» (Ccn-tinusa) 
Relatl'DS y=0 -tt K/ cn w G" 




SibCyA)® 0.03137(yA)^  

















0.008302(y/b)^  0 
































































?=1^  H3(^ 7^9) = 0.8803x(479) 
-2, = .9401 do 
















?»1^  ?o:(4S6) = 0.oa0Sx(4S5) 
=2, = .9401 do 






















O-^ /OJi, «= (474)+(487) 
<10 -(433) 


















O^ /OG^ . = (432)+(490) 





































• ?.???^ (496), psi. 
" « 15,75l3:(497) 













Ho. Selatloa x-0 10. 5" El" 31.5" 




{l?3-3^ /L®)Kib(l-ii)/(H-ii) (3-u) 
0.2947(l/5-i''A^ ) 





























(l/3-x3/La) (5ic-2^ it) (i-ti)/(l+ix) (3-y.) 
1.5542(1/S-x^ A®) 
















0.9479 0.9589 0.9451 0.79S3 
1.3039 1.3240 1.3022 1.1023 
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Table 13, (Continued) 




(l/o-xVL2) (Kic+Xi^ ) (l-n)/(l+(i) (3-!i) 
1. 5877 (l/;J-2:® A®) . 5625 











(51^ 5)+ (517)+ (513) 
























?=1^  H3:(f)15) = 0,8303x(515) 
"fi, " .9401 do 
















P=l^  Pjc(r>20) » 0 ,8803x( r )£0) 
=r-i, « .9401 do 

















P=l^  Opt/P^  -(525)+(522)-{510)+(523) 
» -(5E7)+{522)-(510)+V524) 
















P=l? Oj.oA'= -(526)-(522)+ (510)-(523) 
«2, = -(527)-(522)+(510)-(524) 
















P=l? Oj.+ =« 1000x{529), psl. 
«2, « 2000x(530) 
















?«1^  Op. - 1000z(532), psi, 
=2» = 2000z(533) 













Appendix 2: Strain Data and Stress Computations for Test Beams 
Ths strain data obtained during the experimental imrestigation and 
stresses calcxilated froa tbese data are presented in Tsbles 15 to 20, 
inclusive. Strain gages are identified by letters followed by nunbers; 
for exasple; T-759 identifies TvLOieTman optical geg© Ko. 759, E-1854 
identifies Suggenberger tensometer No, 1854, and Sfi-1-2 identifies gage 
No. 2 of strain-gase rosette No, 1, Conversion factors for converting 
gage readings to stresses, strain"gage calibration factors, and gage 
locations are listed in Table 14. 
Table 14. Conversion nnd ntraln-Kc-go calibration factors, and loof^ tlon of ctrc'ln . 
Gage Looatiou Goge E Convoiylon 
(DlatcmoG;? x 7 are in Iri'JheB.) c.illbmtior>. xlO" r^ r^ oioi' 

















x»7.5, 15, £?2.5 



















































10.6 feco oqut.t/ions 















do 10,5 do 
E^ach strain a^go bad a gage length of ono inch. 
"^ The autooolliaator UBad v?itli i?ll \^icker"i».n iiagof; had e calibr.-xtio/^  Jtor of 1.004. 
Table 15. Teasion-flamgs strain data and ccsaputation of stresses, 
•beaa. B-1. (Distances 3: are in inches.) 
(1) (2) {5) (4) (5) ( s )  (7) ( s )  
2? T-752 T-7S1 T--759 T~750 T-762 T-761 T-759 T-760 
kips x=5 x=7.5 s=7.o x=15 x=3 z=7.5 x=7.5 2=15 
20.894 20.947 20.905 20.925 
xU)  x(2) x(3) x{4) 
Gage readings Stress, psi. 
Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.5 77 74 75 48 1,610 1,550 1,570 1,000 
1 158 143 153 86 3,300 3,000 5,200 1,830 
2 339 302 504 185 7.080 6,330 6,360 3,850 
3 525 454 460 284 10,970 9,510 9,620 5,940 
4 711 615 620 382 14,860 12,880 12,960 7,990 
5 900 774 780 484 18,800 16,210 16,310 10,130 
Geiges T-759 and T-761 were on. opposite sides of tlxe beam. 
Table 16. Coapression-flenge strain data and computation of stresses, 
beaa B-1, {Distances i are in inclies.) 
(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 
2P H-1854 B-1855 £-1854 H-1855 H-1854 E-1855 E-1854 E-1855 
kips 3?='*-7,5 x=+7.5 2—7.5 x=-7.5 3C»+7,5 3?»+7,5 s«-7.5 T=-7.5 
8629 8742 8629 8742 
x(9) x(l0) x(ll) 3C(12) 
Gage readings Stress, psi. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 v 
0.5 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.16 1,470 1,490 1,55C 1,400 
1 .36 .26 • 08 .56 3,110 3,150 3,26j 3,150 
2 .78 ,80 .80 .77 6,730 6,990 6,900 6,73.0 
3 1.25 1.28 1.25 1.20 10,790 11,190 10,790 10,490 
4 1,75 1,75 1.74 1.72 15,100 15,'500 15,010 15,040 
5 2.25 2.24 2.22 19,500 19,570 19,330 19,410 
(Jages E-1854 and H-1855 vrere on opposite sides of the bean. 
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Table 16. (Concliided) 
(17) (18) (19) (20) (r;i) {r;2} (23) (24) 
2? H-1654 K-1S55 H-1854 E-1855 H-ie54 H-1855 H-1&54 B-ie55 
icips x»+15 3P^ 15 :!?«-15 x='-15 x»+15 x«-15 :£=-15 
S629 S742 S629 8742 
z(17) zds) :c(l?) 3:{£0) 
Gage readings Stress, psi. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.5 0.14 0,13 0.14 0.13 1,210 1,140 1,210 1,1«0 
1 .29 .28 .28 .27 2,500 2,450 2,420 2,560 
2 .59 .59 .55 .52 5»090 5,160 4,750 4,550 
'a; 
.93 .89 .91 .86 8.020 7,780 7,850 7,520 
4 1.22 1.17 1.24 1.19 10,530 10,230 10,700 10,400 
5 1.55 1.50 1.55 1.52 13,200 13,100 13,370 15,290 
(25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) 
2P H-1854 B-1855 B^ 1854 E-1855 H-1854 H-1855 E-1854 H-1855 
Icips i=+22.5 z»+22.5 2?^ 22.5 2?^ 22.5 x?«+22.5 r«=+22,5 x«-22.5 3=-22.5 
8629 8742 8629 3742 
z(25) s(26) x(27) x(2S) 
Gage readings Stress, psi. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0,5 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.07 600 610 520 610 
1 .14 .14 .14 .13 1,210 1,220 1,210 1,140 
2 .29 .30 .31 .27 2,500 2,620 2,670 2,360 
5 • 46 .4-6 .49 .45 3,970 4,020 4,230 3,930 
4 .61 .60 .57 .61 5,260 5,250 5,780 5,330 
5 .77 .76 .80 .74 6,540 6,640 5,900 6,470 
Gases H-1854 and H-1855 were on opposite sides of the beani. 
IcJc* 
Table 17. C!oTe3>-sh3et strain data and cornutation of stresses, 
bsaJTi. 3-1. (Distances 7 are in iscsii^ s an;'. "aM).) 
(33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) 
;S> i>fi~l"*l SR-l-S S3-2-1 SH-3-2 SH-'5-l S?.-r^ 2 
kips y«+5 y»+5 y«0 y»=C y=_f. 5 
Gags readings. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.5 183 -15 148 14 158 -16 
1 346 -28 327 26 333 -30 
2 745 -36 637 49 713 -43 
Z 1136 -40 928 80 1086 -55 
4 1534 -44 1220 116 1487 -62 
5 1927 -47 1497 155 1870 -69 
R/45 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.5 4.1 -0.3 3.3 0.3 3.5 -0.4 
1 7.7 - .6 7.3 .6 7.4 - .7 
2 16.5 - .8 14.2 1.1 15.8 -1.0 
3 25.2 - .9 20.6 1.8 24.1 -1.2 
4 34.1 -1.0 27.1 2.6 33.0 -1.4 
5 42.8 -1.0 33.3 3.4 41.6 -1.5 
6x10 » Ri-Sg/45 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.5 183.3 -19.1 147.7 10.7 156.4 -19.5 
1 346.6 -35.7 326.4 18.7 333.7 -37.4 
2 745.8 -52.6 635.9 34.8 714.0 —08.8 
3 1136.9 -65.2 926.2 59.4 1087.2 -79.6 
4 1535.0 -78.1 1217.4 88.9 1488.4 -95.0 
5 1923.0 -89.8 1493.6 121.7 1871.5 -110.6 
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Table 17, (Cccc-lTiSei) 
(39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) 
r-i-ry £•^ -1-1 SR-1-? S^ ~:2-l SH-2-? SR-C-l SP-S-? 
irips "•5 V=G y=0 y=«-5 y«-5 
M-e « 0.33e, 3lO 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0,5 60.5 -6.3 48.7 3.5 52.3 -6.4 
•J 114.4 -11.S 107.7 6.2 110.1 
f> 246.1 -17.4 209.8 11.5 235.6 -IS. 4 
n'.rypz O Ky t ^  9 505.6 19.6 558.8 
4 506.6 -25.8 401.7 29.3 491.2 -31.4 
P. 655.2 -39.6 492. S 40.2 017.3 -36.5 
A 
(ei+p.e2)aclO" 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.5 1?7,0 41.4 151.2 59.4 152.0 32.8 
1 334.3 78.7 332.6 126.4 321.4 72.7 
3 728.4 193.5 647.4 244.6 694.6 176.8 
5 1115.4 310.0 345.8 565.0 1050.9 279.2 
4 1509.2 428.5 1246.7 490.6 1457.0 396.2 
5 1898.4 546.4 1553.8 614.6 18S5.0 507.0 




"'yt y^t J. -2:t -yt 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.5 2,090 490 1,730 700 1,790 590 
1 3,950 930 3,920 1,490 3,790 860 
2 3,530 2,280 7,630 2,880 8,180 2,080 
3 13,140 3,650 11,140 4,300 12,500 3,290 
4 17,780 5,050 14,690 5,780 17,170 4,670 
5 22,370 5,440 18,070 7,240 21,620 !:>,970 
1S7 
Table 13 . Tension -flan;>e strain data en.l co.ip-utation of stresses. 
bs^ i 3J-2. (Distances X ere in inches.) 
(45) (i6) (47) (4a) (49) (50) (51) (52) 
^ . T-7'SO T-759 7-761 T-752 T-760 T-759 T-751 T-762 
kips r=2.5 3=9.5 >:=9.5 X=21.25 x=2.5 x=»9.5 yy^9,5 x=?.1.25 
20.926 20.905 20.947 20.S94 
x(45) x(46) x(47) i(4e) 
Ga^ e reedini SS c;*-y»0 C C W J, C-w o ^ psi. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.5 84 79 71 49 1,760 1,650 1,490 1,020 
1 170 145 156 87 3,560 3,030 2,850 1,830 
S 3S7 286 276 176 7,050 5,980 5,780 3,580 
510 422 419 264 10,670 8,820 8,73D 5,530 
4 686 566 566 354 14,360 11,830 11,860 7,400 
5 856 708 712 445 17,910 14,800 14,910 9,260 
6 1030 862 865 531 21,550 18,020 18,120 11,090 
Gages T-759 and T-761 were on opposite sides of tiie beaui. 
Table 19. CompressioE-flange strain data and computation of stresses. 
beam 3-2. (Distances X a:ro in inches.) 
(53) (54) (55) (55) 
2P H-ia54: H-1855 H-1854 E-1855 
kips X*=S x=3 3»2 2?»3 
8629z(53) 8742z(54) 
0 0 0 0 0 
0.5 0,26 0.32 2,240 rs ej g CV 
1 .51 .49 4,400 4,280 
1.04 1.01 8,970 8,830 
«2 1.55 1.51 15,720 15,2CC 
i 2.06 2.02 17,780 17,660 
O £.60 2.51 £2,440 21,340 
6 S.16 3.03 27,2'0 36,490 
Gages H-1854 and H-L^ 5 were on opposite sides of the beani. 
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Table 20, OoTsr-pfeeet; c-rtr.i-ain det,?; anl coniputation of stresses, 
bosia B-2. (Distancas y are in inohes and x»0,) 
(57) (58) (59) (60) (61) (fji^) 
;i? CP-l-l SH-1-3 SH-2-1 SR-2-?: SR-r?-! SR-5-2 
klV'-^ ;.:=+5 '"0 ^r=0 \"«~5 
Gaga readings, H 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0,5 161 -5 144 7 167 - 5 
1 [520 -10 209 18 3,"51 - 9 
o 666 -17 588 59 707 -15 
•7 1008 -2V, 878 58 1057 -20 
4 1361 -27 1161 78 1-^.11 -25 
5 1702 -32 1437 100 1760 -29 
6 3063 -36 1706 12.3 2112 -52 
R/45 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0,5 3.6 -0.1 3.2 0.2 3.7 -0.1 
1 7.1 - .3 fl.4 .4 7.4 - ,2 
14.3 - .4 13.1 .9 15.7 - ,3 
3 ga.4 - .5 19.5 1,3 23.5 - ,4 
4 30.2 - .6 25,8 1.7 31.4 - ,6 
5 37.8 - .7 31,9 2.2 39,3 - ,6 
6 45.8 — .8 37.9 2.7 46.9 - .7 
exlO^ = Ri-Rg/45 
0 0 o 0 0 0 0 
0.5 161.1 - 8.6 143,8 3.8 167,1 - 8.7 
1 320.2 -17.1 238,6 11.6 531.2 -16.4 
2 666.4 -31. S 587.1 25.9 707.3 -30.7 
3 1008.5 -44., 4 876,7 38.5 1057.4 -43.5 
4 1361.6 -t>7,2 1159,5 52.2 1411.6 -56.4 
5 1702,7 -69,8 1434,8 68.1 1769.e -58.4 
6 2063,8 -81.8 1705.3 S5.1 2112.7 -73.9 
IS'^  
Table 20, (CJoncluded) 
(63) (64) (65) {65) (67) (68) 
SH-i-1 n on—X—<5 fey—2—S SR-3-1 SP-5-2 
kips ~ V y=+5 y=0 y=-5 y=-5 
{xe - 0.35e, 
0 0 0 0 r. w 0 0 
D.5 53*2 - 2.8 47.5 1,3 55.1 - 2.9 
1 105.7 - 5.6 9.5,2 3.S 109.3 - 5.4 
2 219.9 -10.5 193.7 8.5 P.33.4 -10.1 
rj» 
u/ ;3;i2,8 -14.7 2S9.3 l.?»7 343. 9 -14,4 
4 449«3 -13.9 382.6 17.2 455.8 -18,6 
5 551.9 -23.0 473.5 22.5 584.0 -22.6 
5 sai.i -27.0 5552.1 28.1 697.8 -25.0 
g 
{ei+ue£)xlO 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0«5 158.3 44.6 145.1 51.3 154.2 46,4 
1 314.6 88.6 292,4 106.3 3:35.3 92,9 
2 655.9 188.1 595.6 219.6 597,2 202,7 
3 333.8 28S.4 5W9,4 327.8 1043.0 305,4 
4- 1342.7 392.1 1176,5 434.8 1393.0 409,4 
5 1S79.7 432.1 1157.3 541.6 1747.0 515.6 
S r- ^  r-» *• o r.Vc o« o 599.3 1731.4 647.2 2086.7 618.3 
CHpsi .) » 2*{ei+p,e2) • 10,53i0"(6i-t-^ e2)/{l-^ )^ = 11. 7&;51 (ei+H02 ) xlO ^ 
y^t x^t 3^^  
0 0 0 0 n. 0 
0,5 1,870 530 1,710 600 1,930 550 
1 3,710 1,040 3,450 1,260 5,840 1,090 
2 7,730 2,220 7,020 2,590 8,220 E,390 
3 11,710 3,400 10,480 3,360 12,290 3,600 
4 15,820 4,620 1-^ ,360 5, ICO 1C,410 •-,820 
19,790 o,aoo ly,i70 OjOoO iiC, :.90 6,080 
6 24,000 7,060 20,400 7,630 24,590 7,290 
